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1Materials used as data
N.B. The initials given in brackets alter each item will be 
used to refer to it©
(l) Basic Materials
a : Textbooks
Naganuma Kaoe kaitei Hyozyun Nihongo Tokuhon. Yolol 1956 (:nht 1)
11 11 11 11 Vol©2 1956 (m i t 2)
11 11 11 it Vol.3 1956 (m i t 3)
11 it 11 11 Vol©4 1956 (m i t 4)
it 11 it 11 Vol«5 1953 (m i t 5)
b: Materials other than textbooks
Yokomicu Riici Ryosyu Vol.l SincyS Bunko 1971 (y r  1)
ti 11 " " Vol©2 SincyS Bunko 1971 (y r  2)
Akutagawa Ryunosuke Ra syomon © Hana it 11 1972 (a b )
Misima Yukio Kijakakuzi 11 it 1972 (m y )
Ariyosi Sawako Hanaoka Seisyü 
no cuma ti 11 1972 (a s )
Dazai Osamu Syay5 it 11 1971 (BO)
Kobayasi Hideo Sakka no kao 11 11 1971 (k h )
Nacmne Söseki Boccyan kadokawa Bunko 1971 (M3)
Imanisi kinzi Seibucu no
sekai Kodansya Bunko 1972 (lk)
Masutani Humio
(
BukkyS to 
kirisutokyS no 
hikaku-kenkytl Cikuma G-y&syo 1968 (m h )
Yugawa © Tanigawa UcyH to kokoro 
no sekai Yomiuri 1971 (y t )
(2) Additional Materials 
a: Books
Kitayama Osarnu SensS o siranai
kodomo-taci Kadokawa Bunko 1973 (kO)
2Kono Taeko Otoko-tomodaci Kadokawa Bunko 1972 (k t )
Macumoto Seicyö Syosecu Nihon 
Geidan
Sincyo Bunko 1968(MS1968)
Sibata Renzaburo Nemuri Kyösiro 
Bunai-hikae Vol.l
Sincyo Bunko 1972(SR1972)
Saito Sakae Hong Kong 
Sacuzin-ryokö
Kappa Novels 1971 (ss)
Cubota Zyözi 0-bake no sekai Akane Syobo 1968 (cz)
Yanaihara Tadao Iesu-den Kadokawa Sensyo 1968 (y t )
Isihana Sintarö Inoci no mori Yomiuri 1965 (IS)
Inoue Hisasi Bun t o Hun Asahi Sonorama 1972
Koda Aya Nagareru
(Nihon no Bungaku 
Vol.50)
Cyüo Köron Sya 1972 (k a )
Macumoto Seicyo Zensyu Vol.2 Bungei Syunzyu Sya 197l(MSZ 2 )
II ti Vol.3 11 11 197l(MSZ 3)
II 11 Vol.16 it 11 1972(MSZ 16)
II it Vol.20 it 11 1972(MSZ 20)
II 11 Vol.21 it 11 1972(MSZ 21)
It 11 Vol.25 it 11 1972(m s z  25)
II 11 Vol.30 11 it 1972(MSZ 30)
II 11 Vol.35 11 11 1973(m s z 35)
It it Vol.36 11 11 1973(MSZ 36)
II 11 Vol.37 11 11 1973(MSZ 37)
G-enzi Keita Zisen Sakuhin-syü Vol.3 Ködan Sya 1973 (g k s 3 )
II it V0I .4 11 11 1973(g k s 4 )
It 11 Vol.7 it 11 1973(g k s 7 )
II ti Vol.9 11 11 1973(GKS 9)
II 11 Vol.12 11 11 1974(g k s 12)
It 11 Vol.19 it 11 1974(g k s 19)
Nakane Cie Tate-syakai no 11 it 1969 (n c )
ningen-kankei
De Kenzaburo Kaku-zidai no 
sözöryoku Sincyo Sensyo 1970 (OK)
3Aizawa Tadahiro Iwayado no hakken Kodan Sya 1969 (AT)
G-omi Kösuke Mutödori Sincyösya 1971 (GR)
Sibata Renzaburö Hitokiri Hanpei Kösaido Syuppan 1970(SR 1970)
Others
b ; Periodicals
Bungei Syunzyu
Cyüo Köron
Gekkan Gengo
Bungaku
Tenbo
Sisö
Singeki
Syukan Asahi
Others
(BS)
(CK)
(G-G-)
(b )
(t )
(Siso)
(Singeki) 
(SA)
1 a ‘Basic Materials' are those every potential form
included in which has been used for this research.
b 'Additional Materials' are those from which some
potential forms have been used for this research.
2 'Others' (books and periodicals) refers to works from 
which very few examples have been taken. When quoting 
from these, the author, title, date of issue and relevant 
page number are attached.
3 When giving examples which I have invented myself, I shall 
indicate this with the words 'not in the data'. But, the 
phrase 'not in the data' is not attached to all the
examples in II - [b ] which I constructed nor to a few 
sentences which I constructed with the specific purpose 
of enlarging the area to discuss.
No source will be indicated for materials which I have 
obtained by personal conversation with non-Japanese.
Where an example extends over two pages, the number of 
the page on which the example starts will be indicated. 
The total number of examples obtained from the above 
materials, including ’spontaneous happening or natural 
potential' forms, amounts to 5,817. Among these, there 
are 1,406 cases which consisted of'spontaneous' forms, or 
where it was unclear whether it was a spontaneous 
expression or a potential form, or potential expressions 
which seemed essential for the study of 'spontaneous1 
expressions. The remaining 4,477 cases have been used as 
the data for the present analysis.
The Romanisation system used is the Sin Nihon Siki; 
however the sign - has been used instead of to 
indicate a sequence of two identical vowels.
Since the most natural English translation of many of the 
data sentences would result in the linguistic problem 
being obscured, an unnatural translation has sometimes 
been preferred. Even so, it was not always possible to 
indicate the problem in the English translations, and so 
I must beg the reader to bear in mind the problem under
discussion when reading these
5THE AIMS OP THIS THESIS
There lias not been sufficient research done on the 
problems contained in potential constructions in modern 
Japanese (note l). Although there exist basic problems which 
ought to be investigated, it seems that even the existence of 
the problems is sometimes not appreciated. Por example,
I
A In modern Japanese there are three principal methods of 
indicating potentiality: (a) by suffixes attached to the verb
stem, (b) by adding the phrase ’koto ga dekiru’ to the 
so-called ’dictionary form' of the verb, (c) by making a 
compound verb through the combination of the word formational 
base of the verb and the verb 'uru*. It is widely believed 
that potential sentences formed by these three methods are 
interchangeable or differ only stylistically (note 2), but 
this belief does not fit the facts.
[i] Tatoe, taigan zyözyusite kara de mo, sö yü karada ni 
natte simatte ite wa, Mimuro to musubareru koto ga 
dekinai. G-KS 7 p*233 (Even if she could fulfil her 
ambitions, that would make her end up as the kind of 
person who could not marry Mimuro.)
One can not use method (a) in this sentence.
[2] Seisaku tokyoku ga kazitori o ayamaru to, Uihon-keizai wa 
kanari sinkokuna hukyo ni nariuru. G-endai, August 1974, 
p.183 (if those in charge of policy adopt a mistaken 
course, the Japanese economy could run into quite a
6serious depression.)
In this sentence one can use neither method (a) nor 
method (h). What can he the reason lor this difficulty?
B It is asserted by both a non-native speaker (note 3) and 
a native speaker (note 4) that, in Japanese, inanimate objects 
can not function as the subject of a potential sentence. As 
far as I know, such an assertion by the native speaker 
appeared only after that of the non-native speaker had been 
published. It is not clear whether it was made under the 
influence of the non-native speaker or whether it was based on 
separate grounds. But the fact is that, provided that 
sufficient data is collected, one finds plentiful examples of 
potential sentences with inanimate subjects.
Zibun hitori de sae kiresöna kono hosoi kumo no ito 
ga, do site are dake no ninzü no omomi ni taeru koto 
ga dekimasyo. AR p.ll (How could this thin spider's 
thread, which seemed likely to break with just his 
own weight on it, support the weight of so many 
people?)
Sore izyo wa, boku no te ni oenai. G-KS 9 p.48 (More 
than that can not be charged to me.)
It is clear that both the native and non-native speakers 
have overlooked the existence of such cases. The main grounds 
for the non-native speaker's argument on this point lie in the 
comparison of the potential sentences of Japanese with those 
of other languages. Therefore, linguists who have accepted 
the non-native speaker's view may say, presenting a sentence 
like the following, that in Japanese one is not allowed to use
[3] a
b
7the potential sentence with an inanimate subject, and 
accordingly they may insist the non-native speaker's view with 
regard to this point is justified.
[4] This fine is so strong that it can't go out.
[5] a* Kono hi wa cuyoi kara kierarenai. (not in the data) 
b* Kono hi wa cuyoi kara kieru koto wa dekinai. (not in 
the data)
Certainly both a and b in [5] are ungrammatical. 
Therefore, the non-native speaker maintains that in Japanese 
it is impossible to express [4] using a potential sentence and 
so it is said in the following way:
[6] Kono hi wa cuyoi kara kienai. (not in the data)
But this Japanese corresponds to the following English 
sentence and does not express the mood which 'can' has in [4]»
[7] This fire is so strong that it won't go out.
The fact is that the sentence [4] may be expressed in 
Japanese by using method (c) as follows:
[8]
[8],
a Kono hi wa cuyoi kara kieru koto wa arienaia (not in 
the data)
b Kieenai hodo ni kono hi wa cuyoku moete iru. (not in 
the data)
As in the case of the sentence [2], in both a and b in 
the use of method (a) and method (b) is excluded.
hext, the native speaker's assertion is that method (c) 
differs from method (a) and method (b) in that its use is 
acceptable even when a potential sentence lias an inanimate 
subject. If one looks at sentences like those of [2], [ö],
8this view seems to he justified. But actually there are cases 
where method (a) and method (b) are not allowed even when they 
have animate subjects.
[9] a Don't forget that even a specialist can err.
b Senmonka de mo niachigaiuru to yu koto o wasurete wa 
ikenai. (not in the data)
The following ungrammatical potential sentence is an 
example which was made by a non-Japanese who has assimilated 
the non-native speaker's assertion and it includes the same 
problem as [9]*
[10] * Kubi ni narenai hito ga dangai-saiban ni kakerareru n
desu.
What was actually intended by this speaker is a in [ll] 
and the English equivalent to it is b in [ll],
[11] a Kubi ni iiarienai hito ga dangai-saiban ni kakerareru n
desu. (not in the data) 
b People who can't be dismissed are impeached.
What should be understood by the above observation is 
that this problem is certainly one of co-occurence restrictions 
which results from some meaning, but it does not arise from 
the contrast between animate and inanimate subjects.
C, The following is an ungrammatical sentence made by a 
non-native speaker:
[12]* Kono enpicu wa yoku kakanai n desu. 
This must be corrected as follows:
[13] Kono enpicu wa yoku kakenai n desu. (not in the data)
9The corresponding English sentence to this is the 
following a, and b is ungrammatical.
[14] a This pencil doesn't write well, 
b* This pencil can11! write well.
It is possible that the mistake in [12] may have arisen 
from the assertion that an inanimate subject cannot be a 
subject of the potential sentence in Japanese, but again it is 
conceivable that it comes from the fact that in a language 
like English in almost all cases verbs do not show 
morphological contrasts between transitive and intransitive.
Is this verb, 'kakeru' in [13] a potential verb?
D The particle 1ga' is said to mark the object of a 
potential verb whose stem is that of a transitive verb. But 
sometimes we have sentences as follows:
[15] a Sosite, watasi wa, secuyaku to sin-kaihacu to ga
doziteki ni susumerareru kenkyu-taisei ni kanmei o 
uketa. G-endai, August 1974» p.l66
(pot. And, I was impressed with the research system 
in which they were able to proceed with both the 
pursuit of greater economy and new developments at 
the same time.)
(pas. And, I was impressed with the research system 
in which both the pursuit of greater economy and new 
developments are pushed forward at the same time.) 
b ... kare wa hakkiri-sita hacugen o sinakatta ga,
daitoryo ga toro to suru sentaku o samatageru yona 
sisei wa mirarenakatta, CK 8.1974, p.187
10
(pot. He restrained Himself from making a clear 
statement on that mailer, Hut we could not see any 
behaviour of His in wHicH He aimed at restricting tHe 
President’s options.)
(pas. He restrained Himself from making a clear 
statement on tkat matter, but any bekaviour of His 
in wkick He aimed at restricting tHe President’s 
options was not seen.)
Whether one takes the above sentences as potential or passive, 
there is no problem in understanding the contexts in which 
they are placed. Why is this possible grammatically?
E Furthermore, there are sentences which we can understand 
either as potential sentences or as intransitive sentences.
How should we regard this problem?
[l6] a Kono himo wa kataku sibatte atte nakanaka hodokemasen. 
HHT 1 p.96
(pot. (i) can't untie this string: it is very
tightly tied.)
(int. This string won't come undone: it is very
tightly tied.)
b ... sore ga doro-keikaku de sugoku takai ne de ureta 
n desu. MSZ 2 p.244
(pot. Because of a road building scheme, I was able 
to sell it at a very high price.)
(int. Because of a road building scheme, it sold for 
a very high price.)
11
E As for the particle ' ga' which appears before potential 
verbs whose stems are those of transitive verbs, it seems that 
in the past there shonld not have been any problem in 
understanding it as 'subject marker'. But the particle 'o', 
which is generally an 'object marker', also has come to appear 
often in the same position, and so in many cases either of them 
can appear.
i171 a Atasi mo, ikinari, kane o kari ni kuru yona musume-san 
ni kökan £a/(_o) motemasen yo. G-KS 19 p . 317 
(i too cannot entertain a friendly feeling towards 
such a girl as comes to me suddenly to borrow money.) 
b Kuyasii ga te_ o / ( ga) dasenu. G-KS 19 p . 317
(i regret it, but I can't do anything about it.)
It seems that the general trend among linguists is to 
accept the particle 'ga' before potential verbs derived from 
transitive verb stems as an object-marker. But, among the 
data of potential sentences in which potential verbs with 
transitive verb stems are used, there are sentences whose 'ga' 
in that position we seem to be justified in understanding as 
'subject-marker'•
[iß] a Sono imi ga yoku tokenai. BS Rinzi-Zokan 11.1973» 
p.l63 (i can't work out the meaning properly.) 
b Watakusi no inoci no nani ga osimemasu mono ka.
A3 p .117 (What value has my life got (compared to the 
well-being of my family)?)
In these sentences, it seems to me that the particle 'o' 
cannot appear in place of the particle 'ga'.
12
Besides, if we explain the particle 'ga1 as 
1 object-niarker1 , there arises the problem of what the subject 
is, in the sentences in which potential verbs derived from 
transitive verb stems appear. On the one hand, there are 
sentences like [^] b which have potential verbs derived from 
transitive verb stems, and yet in which it would be quite 
incorrect to ask who the agent of the transitive action might 
be. There is no agent. On the other hand, there are also 
many sentences in which it is irrelevant who the subject of 
the potential verb is - it could be anybody - and for that 
reason the subject is not expressed.
I.I9] he, o-ka-cyan, Kore de, atasitte, sinyo no dekiru 
musume de aru koto ga wakatta desyo? G-KS 12 p.53 
(Come on, Mum, don't you think this proves I am a 
girl one can trust?)
One could also regard the subject of this potential 
construction in two other ways: one could regard musume
(girl) as the subject or one could insert a subject referring 
to a particular person such as Mum.
[20] he, o-ka-chan. Kore de atasitte, o-ka-cyan ga (my 
insertion) sinyo no dekiru musume de aru koto ga 
wakatta desyo? (Come on, Mum, don't you think this 
proves I am a girl you yourself can trust?)
hext, in the potential sentence, in order to mark the 
agent who performs the action on the base of which the 
potential verb is made (the action is expressed by the stem of 
the base verb from which the derived verb is constructed), it 
is common to put the particle 1n i ', or 1ni wa' which shows a
13
topicalized part 1 ... ni' as in the example in [2l], Is it 
justifiable to view the part ' ... ni1 or 1 ... ni wa1 as the 
sub j e c t ?
[2l] Sikasi, Kumiko ni wa, sono binbö-gurasi ga, cui ni, 
taerarenaku natta no da. GKS 19 p . 386 (lor Kumiko 
their living in poverty came to be unbearable.)
Furthermore I would like to point out that, if the 
particle 'ni' which shows the agent who performs the action of 
a base verb is eliminated, the particle 1ga* can be replaced 
by the particle ’ni', but it cannot be changed into the 
particle ’o'.
Some people seem to analyze such problems as above and 
show their answers to depend on self-made sentences only, 
without due regard to the diachronic point of view and data 
showing diverse facts which intuition alone would not suggest 
to them. But language is a historic entity, and it is this 
fact which leads to the problems shown above. Therefore I 
have always tried to give due consideration to this point and 
to follow what seems to me to be a more justifiable procedure 
when analyzing the data which I collected.
The problems listed above constitute about 70 per cent 
of those that prompted me to begin research into the question 
of potential expressions. As far as I know, there has been 
absolutely no research hitherto on the problems A, B, C, D 
and E, and the discussions of problem F do not seem to me to 
have been satisfactory.
14
It seems to me that the reason why this situation came 
about lies mostly in the so-called 'school grammar' which is 
mainly constructed around the late Professor Hasirnoto's 
theories. According to his system, the affixes which have 
also the capacity to express 'potentiality' are treated, within 
the category of bound forms, as 'auxiliary verbs' which have 
conjugations, that is, as words. For this reason, a potential 
verb is not treated as a unity but two separate words, a 
verb-stem and a 'potential auxiliary verb'. Nowadays 
'-are-ru' or according to the school grammar '-reru' which may 
be added to strong verb stems is only infrequently used and is 
mostly replaced by '-e-ru'. But in school grammar the focus 
is still put on '-are-ru', not '-e-ru'. This can be considered 
as one of the results which have come from the methodological 
point of view adopted by school grammar. Again, because of 
this methodological defect, if one follows this method, it is 
difficult to appreciate various problems which only appear 
after 'a verb stem + a potential suffix + ending' has been put 
in a specific grammatical form in an actual sentence. Next, 
according to this system, method (b) 'dekiru' is an 
intransitive verb, and method (c) 'verbal noun + uru' is a 
compound verb. Thus, the problem of comparison and research 
between the main means of expressing potentiality does not 
arise.
According to my point of view the part which expresses 
potentiality is recognized as an affix and as a grammatical 
element within a verb. Therefore, 'a verb stem + the part to 
express potentiality + ending' is a potential verb. (For a 
fuller explanation of this definition see note 5.)
15
Grammatical phenomena have a complex character in that they 
consist of a unity of meaning and. form. Therefore, if one 
fails to adopt the standpoint that 1 recommend above as the 
starting point of research, 1 believe that one cannot grasp 
potential problems as potential problems in the 
methodologically correct way.
Japanese potential expressions include the following 
problems: l) since they are originally from the ’middle voice -
medio-passive voice', problems arise of their relationship with 
other voices which also originated from it (examples U, D, E).
2) there are three different main means of expressing 
potentiality, and this leads to the problem o±" co-occurence 
restrictions of these three, a problem which to some extent is 
related to problem 1 above (A, B). 5) and further problems
arise on account of the fact that they are in the process of 
major changes which are related to the problems of voices 
derived from the 'middle voice'.
As stated above, we may well say that, with the exception 
of E, there is no research at all up to now. Therefore. I 
considered that the research that first needed to be done on 
the above problems at the present stage was to uncover the 
points where the problems are, as much data as possible and to 
analyze them and to describe the results of this analysis.
Only part of the data which I gathered is put in this thesis. 
But I grouped about 80 per cent of my data according to 
criteria which were thought to be necessary for clearing the 
above problems and observed those groupings. In this thesis 
there are a few problems which are referred to other than the 
problems above, but the problems of potential and spontaneous 
happening - so-called natural potential - are not treated
16
because there are many obscure grammatical points in 
’spontaneous happening* itself. And again the problem of the 
tenses of the potential and the problem of what is the basic 
use and what is the latent use of the potential verb are not 
discussed, because there is already some excellent research 
which gives useful suggestions on this. (note 6)
Notes:
1 By the word 'Japanese’ is meant the standard Japanese 
language, that is to say, the national language understood 
throughout the country, and the written language based 
upon it. Cf. Taro Takahasi, "Hyoayungo no dosi to 
Kyoto-ben no dosi", G-engo-Seikacu No« 270.
2 Cf. Minoru Watanabe,"’Ikeru' ’mireru’ - Kögo ni okeru 
zyodosi-hukugo no mondai", G-ekkan-Bunpo Vol.l No.8.
3 Anthony Alfonso, Japanese Language Patterns (1966) 
p.922-4.
4 Tadasi Huzii, "Kano", Nihon Bunco Daiziten (1971) p.124-5»
5 It is not the common convention among Japanese scholars 
to refer to derived verbs in which '-are-/-rare-’ are 
used, as potential verbs. But in this thesis I use the 
term to refer to the forms, and also to compound-verbs 
in which the second element is 'uru', as well as to 
simple non-derived verbs which can be used to express 
potentiality.
6 Cf. Sigeyuki Suzuki, "G-endai Nihongo no dosi to tensu" , 
Bunpo to bunpo-sido (1972) p.239-87.
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II [a ]
THE THREE PRINCIPAL METHODS OP INDICATING POTENTIALITY
In this thesis the three principal methods of indicating 
potentiality in the modern Japanese language are named 
method (a), method (b) and method (c). The problem with regard 
to the object and. the subject in the potential sentence, mainly 
in the sentence using method (a) is a major problem in itself. 
Therefore, in this chapter, I shall confine myself to referring 
to this topic only when strictly necessary, and the details 
will be treated in the next chapter. The so-called 'four-step1 
or 'four-vowel' conjugation verbs (strong verbs), 'one-step* 
or 'one-vowel* conjugation verbs (weak verbs) and irregular 
verbs are termed 'Class I Verbs', 'Class II Verbs' and 'Class 
III Verbs' respectively in this thesis.
METHOD (a)
Morphology: Verb stem + Potential suffix + ending -ru
This is a derived verb. Non-volitional verbs do not form 
potentials by method (a).
A : With regards to Class I Verb
Verb stem + suffix -e- + ending -ru
Eg. yak-u (roast) yak-e-ru
tor-u (take) tor-e-ru
r—j1
h•H (go) ik-e-ru
kaer-u (return) kaer-e-ru
2 A relatively snail number of verbs which belong to
the Class I Verb Category often take either the above 
form or the form 'verb stem + suffix -are- + ending 
-ru'. (note l)
Eg. ik-u (go) ik-are-ru
kaer-u (return) kaer-are-ru
In this case, if the verb stem does not end in a 
consonant end, or if a vowel itself forms a stem, 
/-w/ is attached to the end of the verb stem.
Eg. i-u (say) iw-are-ru
omo-u (think) omow-are-ru
There are now only a few potential verbs formed by 
the A-2 method and it seems that they will tend to 
become even fewer in future.
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B : With regards to Class II Verb
1 Verb stem + suffix -rare- + ending -ru
'-rare-1 is the alternant shape of the suffix '-are-1. 
Eg. i-ru (be) i-rare-ru
mi-ru (see) mi-rare-ru
oki-ru (get up) oki-rare-ru
tate-ru (build) tate-rare-ru
2 With regards to the verbs of this category, another
method of making their potential verb has started, 
most acceptable so far with verbs whose stem consists 
of one syllable. The morphology is 'verb stem + 
suffix -re- + ending -ru1. '-re-1 is the alternant
shape of the suffix 1-e-1. Verbs made by this 
morphology may sound vulgar. Potential verbs of this 
kind with two syllable verb stems sometimes can be 
seen, but when verbs have verb stems with three 
syllables or more, potential verbs of this kind can 
hardly ever be seen, as far as data from literature
is concerned
19
C : With regards to Class III Venbs (Special Verbs)
Class III Venb means 'kuru1 (come), •sunn* (do) and. verbs 
containing '-suru1 as thein second elements.
1 1kuru1 The distinctive point with negands to the 
venb 'kunu1, as fan as method (a) is concenned, is 
that the stem 'ku-1 is changed, into ’ko-' when a 
suffix is attached to it. As fon the suffix, just 
as with Class II venb stems, the suffixes
1-nane-/-ne-1 ane used.
ku-nu 1 ko-nane-nu
2 ko-ne-nu
2 'suru' The distinctive point with negands to the
venb 'suru1, as fan as method (a) is concenned, is 
that the stem 1su-* is changed into 'se-1 when a 
suffix is attached to it. As with Class II venb 
stems, the suffix ’-nane-’ is used: se-nane-nu.
But, in modenn Japanese expnessions this potential 
venb is nanely used, and in almost all cases, fon 
expnessing the potential of 1suru1, method (b) on 
method (c) is pnefenned.
With negands to venbs whose second elements consist 
of ’-suru1, they ane divided into thnee subgroups: 
(i) Yenbs which may be sepanated into two wonds by 
dividing the finst element fnom the second element 
'-suru*, and whene the finst element may be 
convented into an object by placing the 
object-manken 'o' between those two elements 
(eg. kenkyu-sunu (study), hikaku-sunu (compane), 
son-sunu (make a loss), etc.). Venbs belonging to 
this gnoup may have two potential fonms.
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a: This form is made by the device whereby the
second element '-sum* changes into * -se-rare-ru 
(Class III Verb type). This type of formation is 
rarely used.
Eg. kenkyusu-ru (study) kenkyuse-rare-ru
(Class III Verb type)
b: This form is made by the device whereby
'-dekiru* ('dekiru' - come into being, be able, 
etc.) is used as a substitute for *-se-rare-ru*
(Class III Verb type). I believe that, when 
'dekiru* is used as the second element of one verb, 
the verb belongs to method (a) (ie. it is a 
suffix-type of formation like *-e-ru', '-are-ru’.)
type. (The reason will be explained in notes on 
'dekiru* in the explanation of method (b) (p.21).)
Eg. kehkyu- suxu (study) kenkyü-deki-ru
(substitute type for the 
above a type)
(ii) Verbs in which the first element and the second 
element may not be the separated, and may not be made 
into "object + object-marker *o* + suru* by
inserting the particle *o* between the first element 
and the second element '-suru* (eg. ai-suru (love), 
sho-suru (cope with), ko-suru (resist), etc.).
Verbs belonging to this group are comparatively few. 
They can work as either a Class I verb or as Class 
III verb. However, they are rarely used as Class 
III verb type potential verbs.
Eg. ais—uru (love) ais-e-ru (Class I Verb type)
(love) aise-rare-ru (Class HI Verb type)aisu-ru
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(iii) Among those verbs in which the first element 
and the second element may not be separated, and 
may not be made into "object + object-marker 1 o*
+ sum* by inserting 'o’ between the first element 
and the second element 1 - s u m 1 , there are verbs 
whose second element '-suru' is changed into 
’-airu1 in the conversational style and into 1 —zuru1 
in the written style (ego sin-ziru/sin-zuru 
(believe), kan-ziru/kan-zuru (feel), o-airu/o-auru 
(respond), etc.). Verbs belonging to this type can 
work either as Class II Verbs or as Class III Verbs. 
However, they are rarely used as Class III type 
potential verbs.
Eg. sinai-ru (believe) sinai-rare-ru
(Class II Verb type) 
sinau—ru (believe) sinae-rare-ru
(Class III Verb type)
METHOD (b)
The affirmative present-future form of the verb in its 
basic form (the so-called "dictionary form") may be 
nominalised by placing 'koto' ('thing*) after it and this may 
be followed by the particle 'ga', which marks what precedes 
it as the subject. When this is then followed by the 
intransitive verb 'dekiru* (meaning 'to come into existence, 
to be done, to be possible', etc.), the sentence structure 
thus formed functions as a syntactical potential expression.
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[22] Hon o yoniu koto dekiru. (not in the data) 
(Reading a book comes into existence. - 
To read a book is possible. -
(One) can read a book.)
Rotes on ’dekiru1
1 The use of ’dekiru1 with verbs having ’-suru’ as their 
second element: where the two elements may be separated, all
the constructions [23] a - d are possible; where the two 
elements may not be separated, the data is not yet sufficient 
for a conclusive judgement but it seems that if the first 
element is written with one Kanzi (Chinese character)
(eg. ai-suru (love)) it is only possible to use type [23] a, 
but if the first element is written with two or more Kanzi 
it is possible to use both type [23] a and L 23] d.
Benkyosuru koto ga dekiru (To study is possible.) 
Benkyo o suru koto ga dekiru.(To do study is possible.) 
Benkyo ga dekiru (Study is possible.)
Benkyo-dekiru. (Study is possible. -
No direct translation 
is possible for this 
compound verb type.)
(not in the data)
(i) Por the two reasons that follow I consider sentence-type 
d above to belong to Method (a). (note 2)
1 ’dekiru’ in this type of formation has the same function 
as 'suffix + ending', and the first element has the same 
function as a verb-stem.
2 In a potential sentence containing this type of formation, 
provided that there are no problems of co-occurence
[23] a 
b
d
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restrictions, one may find either the object-marker particle 
•o' or the particle 'ga' which is argued to be either a 
subject-marker or an object-marker (This will be discussed in 
III - 3») The problems which arise on this point are exactly 
the same as those which occur when verbs which do not have 
’- s u m ’ as their second element are used with method (a) in 
a sentence.
L24J a ... sono Daikici no kotoba ni sitagatte itareba
koso, kyo no nyusu o/(ga), nyusyudekita no de aru. 
G-KS 3 p.369 (it was just because he followed 
Daikici’s suggestion, that 1: he managed to
obtain today's news or 2: today's news luckily
came into his hands.)
b Boku wa kimi ga/(_o) sinyodekinai kara ne. MSZ 2 
p.323 (As for me, you're not trustworthy, you see? 
or I can't believe you, you see?)
L 25 J ••• cikasicu no otoko ni, oyoso arayuru koi no doki
ga zenindekinai no mo tozen.de aru. KB p.20 (It 
is natural that any motivation of any action is 
not acceptable t^ o the man of 'The Basement*. or 
It is natural that the man of 'The Basement' cannot 
accept any motivation of any action.)
In the sentence L25j> the agent is designated by the 
particle 'n i '. In the potential which is 
incorporated into this structure, the object of a 
transitive verb is with almost no exception marked 
by the particle 'ga'. And it seems, both according 
to the data and one's intuition, that it would be 
very difficult to use the particle 'o' in place of
the particle 1ga’. (This will be described in 
III - 1.) This is one of the cases where the 
problem of co-occurence restrictions appears in the 
potential sentence.
(ii) The sentence structure of L 23 J c is the substitute type 
for L23] a and b sentence structures. In this structure, the 
word which is placed before the subject-marker 1 ga ’ has not 
formed a verb-form morphologically. But it functions just 
as 1 -ing* in English and therefore, it can govern an
object.
[26] G-aikokugo _o benkyo ga dekiru. (not in the data) 
(Studying a foreign language is possible.)
But, on the other hand, in the place of the 
object-marker ’o’, the particle 1ga* which is a problem in the 
sentence structure of [25] can appear. The reason why it does 
not make us feel 'ungrammatical1 is most probably because it 
is helped by an analogy to [23J d sentence structure.
[27J Anata ga mo sukosi tosi o totte irassyareba, koko ga 
go-sözoku ga dekirnasu mono o to sikiri ni kudoita.
NS p .12
(But, as far as the gathered data is concerned, the number of 
sentences with the structure of L 2 6  J and L 2 7 J  is quite 
limited, and an overwhelming majority show the form of l_24j 
a and b structures.)
2. The verb whose internal structure does not have '-suru1
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element can very occasionally show the same structural problem
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as [27], and the same thing can happen in the sentence of 
[25] a and b types.
[28] Zibun de zibun no kuse _ga, dosite mo naosu koto ga 
dekinaku natta. SR p.67 (it has got so that I cannot 
cure myself of that habit of mine by my own efforts.)
3. 'deikiru' is used as the substitute for 1suru koto ga
dekiru' (To do (something) is possible.)
U)
[29] a Kore o suru koto ga dekiru. (To do this is possible.)
b Kore ga dekiru. (This is possible.)
(ii) Besides the structure exemplified by [29] b, there are 
many instances where 'dekiru' alone substitutes for the form 
'suru koto ga dekiru' (To do (something) is possible. or 
To make (something/someone) ' ' is possible.)
a Kare o zyöbu ni (suru koto ga) dekiru.
(One can make him robust.) 
b Kore o motto karuku (suru koto ga) dekiru.
(it's possible to make this lighter.) 
c Sosureba kicin to (suru koto ga) dekiru.
(Then, you can put it in good order.) 
d Sonna baai do (suru koto ga) dekiru?
(in such a case, what can you do?) (not in the data)
Often 'dekiru' is used as the substitute for 'cukuru 
ga dekiru' (To make (something) is possible.)
Ore wa, raisu-kare ni suru yo. Ii darö? So yu
[30]
4.
koto
[31]
mono mo dekiru mise de attaQ GKS 7 P.281
("I'll order curried rice. Is it o.k?" It was a 
shop where they could make that sort of thing.)
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Method (c)
The potential verb of method (c) is made as follows:
1) the verb stem of the Class I Verb + formative -i- 
(which makes the stem a word formation base.) + -uru/-eru.
2) the verb stem of Class II and Class III Verbs + 0 word 
formative + -uru/-eru, '-eru' is the alternant shape of
'-uru'. (note 3)
In colloquial Japanese, '-uru' is only used when a 
verb formed by method (c) modifies a noun and ends a 
sentence. In these two cases, '-uru' is more commonly used 
than '-eru'.
Non-volitional verbs can appear as the first element of 
method (c). (eg. 'okoru1 (happen), 'kotonaru* (differ))
(cf. method (a) and method (b))
By '-uru and -eru' are originally meant 'to obtain, to 
get, or to receive, and so forth.'
1.
A: With regards to Class I Verbs
Stem + -i- (word formation base of Class I Verb) + 
-uru/-eru
Eg. yom-u
kak-u
naos-u
(read) 
(write) 
(fix)
Yomiuru/yomieru 
kakiuru/kakieru 
naosiuru/naosieru
With regards to Class II Verbs
Stem + -iiru/-eru
Eg. ake-ru 
tabe-ru 
kari-ru 
iki-ru
(open)
( eat) 
(borrow) 
(live)
akeuru/akeeru 
tabeuru/tabeeru 
Icariuru/karieru 
ikiuru/ikieru
With regards to Class III Verbs 
1. kuru ( c ome )
Stem ‘ ku-1 is changed into 'ki-‘ and -uru/-eru 
is added to it.
ku-ru (come) kiuru/kieru
2 . s u m  ( co )
Stem 'su-1 is changed into ’si-’ and -uru/-eru is 
added to it.
su-ru (do) siuru/sieru
3. verbs which have ‘-sum* as their second element
(i ) verbs whose second element ’-suru1 does not 
show any sound change.
The stem, that is to say, the first element of 
‘the verb + -su1 is changed into 'the first element 
of the verb + -si' and '-uru/-eru‘ is added to it. 
Eg. aisu-ru (love) aisiuru/aisieru
sinyosu-ru (trust) sinyösiuru/sinyösieru
(ii) verbs whose second element '-suru1 is changed
into a: '-ziru1 in the colloquial language and
b: ‘-suru1 in the literary lan/maye.
Both stems of a and b have the same morphology 
when '-uru/-eru‘ is attached to them. That is to
say, a: as for 'the first element + -ziru' type,
'the first element + -zi' becomes the stem, and 
'-uru/-eru' is attached to it.
Eg. sinzi-ru (believe) sinziuru/sinzieru
kanzi-ru (feel) kanziuru/kanzieru
b: as for ’the first element of -znru’ type,
’the first element + -zu’ is changed into 'the 
first element + -zi' (i.e. This becomes the stem) 
and '-uru/-eru' is attached to it.
Eg. sinzu-ru (believe) sinziuru/sinzieru
kanzu-ru (feel) kanziuru/kanzieru
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2 .
The potential verb of method (c) can be either 
intransitive or transitive according to whether the verb 
used as the first element is intransitive or transitive. 
[32] a Ittai 'eien no Nihon.iin* to yu mono wa sonzaisiuru 
de aro ka?
(Can. the 'unchangeable Japanese exist at all?) 
b ... hara o tatete iru kara, kekkyoku occyokocyoi 
no kao o seikaku ni wa egakienai.
(Since he is angry, he cannot describe a smart 
aleck's face.)
OTHER METHODS OE MAKING- THE POTENTIAL VERB
I still cannot find out clearly how many methods of 
expressing the potential exist in Japanese„ But, in 
literature, other than the above three principal methods, 
the following three methods are the ones which come to our
notice relatively most often
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Method (d)
'-kaneru1 (cannot) which is used as the second element of 
a compound verb, (See [50].) The verb which is to be the 
first element adopts its word formation base as in the 
formation of the potential verb by method (c). What should 
be added is that there are some data gathered in which 
•“kaneru’ is used in its original meaning, 'to be hesitant 
(in doing (something))'. It seems that in those data 
’-kaneru' is not used in the meaning of the potential. It is 
not clear what are the criteria for making this distinction.
Method (e)
The verb 'naru' (become) contains the same meaning that 
the verb 'dekiru' has. Therefore, it is used for expressing 
the potential. (See [99].)
Method (f)
There are instances when the present-future form of the 
non-derived verb is used for expressing the potential. In 
such instances, the adverb 'yoku' (successfully) is often 
used at the same time. (in the data which I gathered, the 
frequency with which this method, that is, f, appears is 
lower than that of d and e. It seems to me that this is 
used rather more often in daily conversation than in written 
materials.)
Notes:
1 As for the initial sound 'a' of the suffix '-are-* at 
the present stage of recognition, it is possible to 
regard it as a derived-word-formative or as a 
derivational base. (when we treat it in this way, the 
longer suffix of the potential is '-re-' and its 
alternant shape '-rare-.') But it is presumed that 
the longer suffix of the potential verb came out of 
'*ar* (take place, come about, be born, etc.)
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anciently (Refer to Ono Susumu 'Nihonzin no siko to 
gengo1 ( Bungaku Vol.35)» And it is possible to
presume that 'r' insertion took place between the 
stem of the vowel verb (by ’the vowel verb* is meant 
those verbs whose stems end with the vowel *i* or *-e', 
that is to say, the so-called ’upper two step verbs 
and lower two step verbs.’) and '*ar', because adding 
’-ar' to the stem of the vowel verb produced an 
unnatural succession vowels. For this reason, I have 
adopted ’-are-’ instead of ’-rare-’ as the potential 
suffix.
2 Kuno says that it seems to be difficult to put the 
particle ’ga’ before imperfectly colloquialized 'Chinese 
origin word + dekiru' verbs (AJkira Kuno, Nihon Bunco 
Ker.kyu 1973, p.57) and again he says that the sentence 
in which the particle ’ga' is put before such verbs, 
are located between the grammatical and ungrammatical 
boundary. But what sorts of criteria can make it 
possible for us to distinguish the 'perfectly 
colloquialized 'Chinese origin word + dekiru* form from 
the imperfectly colloquialized 'Chinese origin word + 
dekiru' form? Again, according to him, the sentence
structure '..... ni ....... o + potential verb* is
supposed to be ungrammatical (ibid, p.51 and p.52),
but what kind of particle can mark the object of the 
stem of a potential verb whose first element is a 
Chinese origin word before which is difficult to put the 
particle *ga' according to Kuno, when the agent of the 
action which is shown by the stem of the potential verb 
is marked by the particle 'ni'?
3 These two word-formation-base formatives can also function 
as word formatives
II [b ]
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THE BAREST SKETCH ON THE TRANSITIVE, INTRANSITIVE,
PASSIVE, AND POTENTIAL VERBS IN JAPANESE
1 Tills description is intended for people -who do not Have 
special training in the linguistics of Japanese so that tHey 
can follow the discussion in this thesis.
2
(a ) In Japanese there are a large quantity of pairs of verbs 
which have the identical stem morphologically and are
distinctive with each other only in that they have difi'erent
v e rb-endings . One group of them is transitive and the other
int rails i t i v e •
e. g.
Transitive Intransitive
(sell) ur - U ur - ERU (sell, be sold)
(take) tor - U tor - ERU (come off,be taken)
(attach) cuk - ERU cuk - U (attach,be attached)
(build) tat - ERU tat - U (build, be built)
(reduce) her - ASU her - U (become less, be
reduced)
(finish) sum - ASU sum - U (end, be finished)
(raise) ag - ERU ag ARU (rise, be raised)
(stop) tom - ERU tom - ARU (stop, be stopped)
Again, there exist verbs which do not have correlated
partners. In conformity with the above, however, it is
possible to group those verbs as either transitive or
intransitive on the basis of their grammatical functions.
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(b ) In Japanese, tlie subject of* a sentence is marked by the 
particle ' ga' or by some other particle which can replace the 
' ga' when necessary.
(c) The characteristics of the lexical meaning of the 
transitive verb is to show an action that a subject exerts 
upon an object. The grammatical capacity of the transitive 
verb is to show its object with the particle 'o' (See * 
below.).
[* According to M. Tokieda (Tokieda, Motoki. Nihon-Bunpo 
KcSgo-hen (1956), p.114), it is impossible to distinguish 
intransitive verbs from transitive verbs by using the criterion 
of whether a verb needs an object or not. He says this is 
because Japanese has no object marker. It seems that the 
reason why Tokieda made this assertion lies in the point that 
verbs showing 'a move in space* (e.g. aruku (walk), tobu (fly), 
hasieru (run), etc.) and verbs showing 'a departure from 
somewhere* (e.g. deru (go out), dekakeru (start off), etc.) 
also are used together with the particle ’o'. One must agree 
with Tokieda that the particle 'o' used with those kinds of 
verbs is not acceptable as object marker. But again, one 
cannot help but think that Tokieda's observations stopped short 
at that point. Bor instance, in some sentence environments, 
the particle 'o' used to show 'a move in space' may be replaced 
by other particles showing 'space', that is, 'de' and 'ni'.
This never occurs in the case of the object marker 'o'. And 
nouns placed before the particle 'o' with those verbs of motion 
cannot be the subject of the passive sentence: 'Jetto ga sora
o_ tonda. ' (A jet flew in the sky.) - ' *Sora ga jetto ni yotte
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tobareta. 1 (*The sky was flown by a jet.). (The interesting 
point is that both in Japanese and in English the following 
sentence sounds grammatically acceptable to me, but in this 
case the lexico-grammatical meaning of ’aruku’ (walk) must be 
conceived of as something different from its original meaning:
’ Sono atarasii mici ga sicyo ni yotte hazimete arukareta.1 - 
’That new road was walked along by mayor for the first time.’). 
Again, the particle ’o’ used with verbs showing a move of 
departure may be replaced by the particle ’kara’ (from, off, 
etc.). This never occurs in the case of the object marker 
’o’. On the basis of the above observations, one can say 
that Japanese transitive verbs have the particle ’o ’ as their 
object marker,
(d ) Verbs that do not have the capacity of showing their 
objects with the particle ’o' are intransitive. The 
characteristics of the lexical meaning of very many 
intransitive verbs which have correlated transitive verbs is, 
when viewed from the point of their place of origin, ’the 
middle voice’ (medio-passive), the content of the lexical 
meaning is produced spontaneously. in other words, takes 
place. In this respect, one of the linguistic devices with 
which the Japanese recognize the world allows the expression 
of a complex concept in a very condensed form. It is 
difficult but interesting to introduce this point to people 
whose mother tongue is a language like English. It is 
difficult because a language like English does not have, 
in almost all cases, transitive and intransitive verbs that 
form morphological pairs like those Japanese verbs mentioned 
in (a ); becuase English prefers the active expression and
these intransitive expressions of Japanese cannot be
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expressed except by using passive expressions in very many 
cases in English, if a translation of those Japanese 
expressions into English is required, and so on. (in 
contradistinction to the fact that the term 'intransitive1 is, 
literally speaking, just the negative of the term 
'transitive', that is 'non-transitive', the term 'zidosi’1 in 
Japanese, which is translated into English as 'intransitive', 
means, viewed from the literal meaning of the characters 
forming the term, 'spontaneous or by-it-self occuring-moving'. 
When we think of the features expressed by the Japanese 
intransitive verb, the Japanese term 'zidösi' is quite 
symbolic.). It is interesting because this is one of the 
most vital points in Japanese grammar* which must be compared 
with other languages and studied, if one aims at the ultimate 
goal of universal linguistics.
(e ) The correlation between transitive and intransitive verbs 
has some points of resemblance with the one between the active 
and the passive, just because both those intransitive verbs 
and passive verbs originate from the middle voice. But, they 
are different.
As in the passive sentence transformable from the 
transitive sentence, in the intransitive sentence, too, which 
has a correlated transitive sentence, the object influenced by 
the transitive action appears as the subject.
(l) Transitive Sentence
1 Keikan ga köcü o tom-eru.
(A policeman will stop/stops the traffic.)
Daiku ga uci o tat-eru.
(A carpenter will build/builds a house.)
2
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3 Kare ga doa o ag-eru.
(He will raise/raises a door.)
(2) Intransitive Sentence
1 Kocü ga tom-aru.
(a: The traffic will stop/stops. or
b: The Traffic will be stopped/is stopped.)
2 Uci ga tac-u.
(A house will be built/is built.)
3 Doa ga ag-aru.
(a: A door will be raised/is raised. or
b: A door will rise/rises.)
(3) Passive Sentence
1 (Keikan ni yotte) kocü ga tome-rare-ru.
((By a policeman) the traffic will be stopped/ 
is stopped.)
2 (Daiku ni yotte) uci ga tate-rare-ru.
((By a carpenter) a house will be built/is built.)
3 (Kare ni yotte) doa ga age-rare-ru.
((By him) a door will be raised/is raised.
As is shown above, transitive and intransitive verbs 
express linguistically their own distinctive functions 
respectively. In each intransitive sentence in (2 ), the 
subjects of the action expressed in each transitive sentence 
in (l) are irrelevant. In (2 ), intransitive verbs just 
indicate the taking-place of the lexical meaning expressed by 
the intransitive verbs. If an English native speaker hears 
the English sentence in (2)-3-b, he is sure to imagine that the 
door is automatic. But, as far as Japanese sentence in (2 )-3
is concerned, whether the door is automatic ((2j-3-b) or
manual ((2) - 3 - a) is irrelevant. The verb 'ag-aru1 just 
describes the state of a door's opening intransitively, not 
as the result of a transitive action.
(it frequently happens that Japanese learners of English 
feel disoriented on seeing English ’seemingly and structurally’ 
passive phrases like ’be born’ or ’be tired’, because those 
phrases like ’umareru’ (be born) or ’cukareru’ (be tired) in 
Japanese are intransitive and indicate something occurs 
spontaneously, as long as they do not view the point from too 
much logical formalism. We might be allowed to say that, at 
least from the synchronic viewpoint, this type of English 
phrases forms a group that may be regarded as arising from 
’borrowing of the form’ from the passive for lack of a strong 
linguistic device such as the ’Japanese intransitive system’. 
There are innumerable occasions where things may be described 
by any of the three linguistic devices: 1 the transitive
device, 2 the intransitive device, and 3 the passive device. 
On those occasions, it seems to me that fluent speakers of 
Japanese whose mother tongue is English tend not to employ 
the intransitive device. This will be a sort of interference 
from their own native tongue.)
Opposed to this, in the passive sentences in (3)» the 
transitive actions are linguistically expressed (Notice the 
transitive verb-stem.) and, besides, the function of receiving 
the influence from the transitive actions is also expressed 
(Notice the affix ’-rare-’.) This means that the agents of 
the transitive actions in the passive sentences are expressed 
as initiators both of the action and of its influence being
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received
(p) Without the parts that show the agents in the brackets 
in (3), those sentences in (3) may be understood as potential, 
because the same affix ’-rare-' is used by both the passive 
and the potential verbs derived from Class II verbs.
(4) Potential Sentence as well as Passive Sentence
1 Kocu ga tome-rare-ru.
[it is caused to occur (='-rare-') that the 
traffic will stop/stops.]
(a: (One) can stop the traffic. or
b: The traffic will be stopped/is stopped.)
2 Uci ga tate-rare-ru.
[It is caused to occur (=1-rare-1) that a house 
will stand/stands.]
(a: (One) can build a house. or
b: A house will be built/is built.)
3 Doa ga age-rare-ru.
[it is caused to occur (=’-rare-') that a door 
will rise/rises.]
(a: (One) can raise a door. or
b: A door will be raised/is raised.)
Common features shared by both the passive and potential 
sentences above are that 1 ’something will be/is materialized 
2 ’they have the same particle ’ga’', 3 ’they have the same 
nouns in front of the particle ’ga’, and 4 'they have 
morphologically identical verb-forms'. This means that 
everything looks the same. (in the above potential sentences, 
agents are intentionally not given.) Differences, which are
physically not tangible. between the sentences interpreted as 
passive above lie in the fact that 1: in the passive, the
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agents of the transitive actions and the receivers of the 
transitive actions (The receivers are, so to speak, places 
where those actions will be/are materialised.) are different, 
while 2: in the potential, the transitive actions will be/are
materialized in the agents themselves.
In the past, on the basis of the above outlined points, 
even when transitive verb-stems were contained in derived 
potential verbs, the particle ’ ga * was accepted as subject 
marker.
(G)
(5) Again Potential Sentence as well as Passive
Sentence■ ^  m —m i.
1 Kocü -
2 Uci -
3 Doa -
a ga
b o
a ga
b o
a ga
b o
tome-rare-ru,
täte-rare-ru,
ake-rare-ru,
In reality, the type of passive sentences in (3) did not 
exist in the past. This was because inanimate entities were 
unable to be subjects of Japanese passive sentences. Passive 
sentences in which one finds ’an inanimate entity + the 
subject marker 'ga’’ are the result of the influence of 
Western ELiropean languages. In the past, in the position of 
the particle ’ga1, only the particle ’o’, which is an object 
marker, was used. This means that, in the past, sentences 
such as are exemplified by (4) were never interpreted as 
passive. And, that the particle ’ga’ may nowadays be used for
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expressing passive ideas such, as are exemplified by (5) means 
that the Japanese passive system has been enriched. That is, 
as long as those sentences are interpreted as passive, the use 
of 1 ga1 gives a psychological effect different from the use of 
’o', as follows:
(6) a Uci _o tate-rare-ru.
((Someone) will be influenced/is influenced by 
the fact that (someone else) builds a house.) 
b Uci ga tate-rare-ru.
(A house will be built/is built.)
In III-2-l-(i), the type of passive sentence in (6)-a is 
described as a 1 passive sentence in which the agent of an 
action and the receiver of the action exist1 or 1 passive of 
advantages and disadvantages1, because in that type of passive 
structure someone must be influenced in an advantageous or 
disadvantageous way. Contrary to this, the passive sentence 
of type (6)-b is described as passive sentence to report a 
fact objectively1 or a * passive sentence which does not have 
a receiver of the action1.■ 1 -  I— » —  1  I ■ ■  I ^  I I «  I H II — i «  -m i ■  — — m+mm— ■ « ■ i l l  >  ^  ■  ■
Here we will change our topic from the passive to the 
potential. The problem when the sentence structure 
exemplified by each sentence in (4) is interpreted as potential 
is that nowadays in the position of the particle 1ga1, which 
was recognized as subject marker in the past, the particle ‘o’ 
occurs often. Therefore, irrespective of the use of the 
particles 1ga* or 'o', each example in (5) may be interpreted
as potential as well.
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( 7 ) Wat as i wa uci ga / o tate-rare-ru.
The particle ’wa* is a topic marker which, may he translated 
into English as "as for1, ’as to1, or 'with regards to', etc.
If we translate this potential sentence using a sort of 
word-for-word translation type, it will be as followsl
As for me, it happens (to/in me) that a house 
will be built. = I can build a house.
But now that we often hear or see the particle 'o' 
instead of the particle 'ga*, it is only natural that it has 
become an issue whether the entity interpreted here as subject 
marker is a subject marker or an object marker, and whether 
the entity interpreted as topic is a subject as well as a 
topic or not.
These problems remind us of the stage of 'Antithesis' in 
the 1 Thesis-Antithesis-Synthesis' Theory of Hegelian 
philosophy. Psychologically, one might well say that in the 
past the Japanese mind focussed on the taking-place of 
something, which was inactive, but now the focus is shifting 
from this on to the dynamic side, which is the transitive 
action (expressed by the transitive stem).
(h ) The ambiguity problem between passive and potential 
sentences which have in common the identical affix '-rare-' 
must inevitably happen until the affix '-rare-' is replaced by 
the new-comer affix '-re-' (exclusively for the potential), 
which is now conceived of as vuilgar in almost all cases. If 
we remember the fact that it took about 180 years for the 
replacement of the affix '-are-' by the affix '-e-' (This is 
also exclusively for the potential.) from the time when the
use of the affix 1 —e— * was still feeble around 1800 A.D. and
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that the -use of* the affix ‘-are-1 still survives to some 
extent, one might he able to predict that it will take another 
150 to 200 years for replacement of the affix '-rare-1 by the 
affix ’-re-’.
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STUDY ON SOME PROBLEMS CONTAINED IN 
JAPANESE POTENTIAL EXPRESSIONS
1 PROBLEMS WITH REGARDS TO THE OBJECT AND SUBJECT OE THE 
POTENTIAL SENTENCE, AND GRAMMATICAL CHARACTERISTICS OP 
THE POTENTIAL VERB
1 - 0  Points where we can find these problems
In the past, when the method (a) of the potential used 
a potential verb containing a transitive verb stem, the 
target of the action shown by the stem was marked by the 
particle 1ga1, and the particle 'o’ never appeared in the 
place of ’ga1. For this reason, together with the fact that 
the potential voice itself was derived from the ’middle voice’, 
this 'ga' was able to be interpreted as the subject marker 
without any objection. But, gradually the particle 'o’
(object marker) began to invade this place which had been 
occupied by ’ga1. As far as my research is concerned, the 
first appearance of this particle in literature was in 1800 
A.D. And, at the present, there are so many potential 
sentences in which both of them can be used that the 
grammatical nature of the particle ’ga’ which can appear in 
this position is an issue, and at the same time, the following 
problems necessarily are afloat: l) which is the subject of
the potential sentence? 2) what characteristics does the
III
potential verb have?
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[33] Kare wa Konto no koto
a £a
b o
iemasen deshita.
(He could not tell the truth.) 
a £a
yomeru ka :
h o
(Can he read this, I wonder?)
[34] Kare £a kore-
a ga
[35] Kare ni (wa) Kore- yomeru ka na,
b* o
(is it possibl'e for him to read this, I wonder?)
Further, this particle ’ ga’ can occasionally appear in the 
place where the particle ’o’ should be used in the potential 
sentence formed by method (b) (See [24], [25], [27], [28].) 
and method (c) (See [36].).
[36] a Busi wa, sono igi o tadasite koso menrnoku ga tamociuru 
mono da. SR p *197
(A Samurai can preserve his dignity just with 
solemnity of manner.)
b Sono sa ga yoi ni Kanbei ni wa dahasienai u G-K p 0l65 
(it’s really difficult for Kanbei to be able to get 
across the gap.)
It is an unusual matter for the potential sentence by 
method (b) and method (c) containing a transitive verb-stem to 
have this ’ga1, considering the nature of the sentence 
structures containing these methods« But, the invasion of the 
particle 1 o* into the place of this particle 'ga1 in the 
potential sentence by method (a), and the competition between 
these two particles are conspicuous. And as a result of this, 
conversely the particle 1ga1 has started appearing where the 
particle 1o* ought to appear.
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A sketch of the -theoretical hypotheses which have been 
maintained so far with regards to this particle 1 ga1 and 
the problems which these hypotheses must answer
(±) One hypothesis interprets this particle 1ga1 as subject 
marker. How can this theory explain the particle 'o' which can 
be used in sentences like [33] b, [34'] b? The agent of the 
sentence in [33] is marked by a topic marker. Therefore, we 
can put it outside of our present focus. (As is well known, in 
Japanese almost any main element of the sentence can be 
topicalized.) But in the sentence of [34] a, the agent also is 
marked by the particle 1ga*. How is this hypothesis to explain 
that? These are the problems which this theory is expected to 
answer. This hypothesis does not have any problems in 
explaining the structure which exemplified by [33]. Because, 
for this theory, the particle 1ga1 is subject marker, and this 
theory can say that the agent of an action shown by a verb stem 
is marked by the particle ’ ni‘.
(ii) Another hypothesis explains that this particle ’ga* is the 
object marker. Por this theory there is no difficulty in 
explaining sentences like [33] and [34]. The problem for this 
hypothesis is how to explain ‘the problem of a subject1 when 
given a sentence like [35]. There also exist sentences which 
have the sentence structure shown by 1.35] a.
The following two examples ([37] a and b) are only 
additions to the same type of sentences shown by [kl], [25],
[35], [36] b.
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[37] a ... yome no yona ningen ga iklte iru to yü koto ga
syutome ni wa taerarensii mono ni natte ilm no da.
Sana Rinzo,'Watakusi no Seisyo-Monogatari1 
(Cyükö Bunko) p.29
(it has become more and more unbearable for the 
mother-in-law that a woman like her son’s wife should 
be alive•)
b Sono ruso 1 ga. G-enemon ni mo minukenakatta.
Syosecu Sincyö 6. 1974, p.112
(it was impossible for G-en'emon to see through the 
plot, either.)
In all the data which I gathered, there are only two items
of data in which the object marker ’o' is used at the same time
as the agent of an action shown by the transitive verb stem of 
a potential sentence as marked by the particle ’ni’.
[38] a ... ternae ni wa, sono kyori o_ nanto mo osihakarenu koto
de gozaimasita. SR p.3o0
(No matter how I tried, it was impossible for me to 
fathom what he was thinking about.) 
b Zirozaemon ni wa. mikata no mecubo £ zasisite orenu.
(l, Zirozaemon, cannot remain a passive spectator of 
our own troops, about to be wiped out.)
The fact is that there are very many sentences with the
structure of ’.... ni (wa) ....  ga + the potential verb
containing a transitive verb stem* which one feels become 
ungrammatical, if the particle ’ga' is replaced by the particle 
’o'. In addition, even in the sentences exemplified by the 
following ([39]) in which my intuition suggests one can use 
the particle ’o ’ instead of the particle ‘ga’, I could not
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find the particle 'o' used in place oi‘ the particle ' ga' except 
in the sentence of [3ö].
[39] Tada, mözin ni mo, meaki izyo no heiho ga etolcudekiru 
koto o osiete kureta bakari de atta, SR p.401 
(All that he taught was that even the blind were able 
to master military arts more than the sighted.)
from what is stated above, we are justified in thinking 
that the structure exemplified by [35] b is the one whose use 
is avoided. Accordingly, the hypothesis which accepts the 
particle 'ga' in this structure as object marker may lead one 
to the point where either a: one accepts that among Japanese
potential sentences there are some which have no subject 
(note 2), or b: one admits that even the particle 'ni* is a
subject marker (note 2). The problem is which explanation, 
a or b, is justifiable grammatically.
(iii) Furthermore, there is a hypothesis by which the particle
1ga* in the potential sentence by method (b), '....  ga dekiru1
is accepted as object marker (Tokieda and Kuno), and by which 
the verb ’dekiru’ is accepted as a transitive verb (Kuno).
It is not clear why and how they have come to maintain their 
views (note 4). But since their assertions exist, I believe 
that we must make further research into the grammatical nature 
of ’dekiru' and the particle 'ga' in front of it.
1 - 2  The necessity of presenting one's theory from the
diachronic point of view when the problems mentioned 
above are discussed
Why are those difficult problems mentioned above found in 
the Japanese potential expression? language is an historical 
entity which undergoes changes. And I consider that the
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emergency of those problems is caused by this fact. When 
giving one1s linguistic views with regards to these problems 
therefore, I believe that one’s hypotheses cannot accord with 
the actual realities of the Japanese potential expression, 
unless they take into account both the diachronic viewpoint and 
also the synchronic information presented by large quantities 
of data.
For this reason, before I state my theory on the above 
problems, I would like to describe in outline the changes in 
the grammatical facts concerning potential expressions between 
the end of the Edo period (around 1800 A.D. ) and contemporary 
times, and X would like to compare some linguists’ utterances 
on those problems which appeared, reflecting these changes.
1 - 3  Changes in the potential expression from the end of 
the Edo period to contemporary times
The use of the suffix '-e-’ for the stem of the Class 1 
Verb, whose origin is said to have been in the Muromaci period 
(l338 A.D. - 1573 A.D.) (note 5) was still not conspicuous up 
around the period between 1750 A.D. and 1800 A.D. (note 6).
Most probably one can presume that around this period commenced 
the use of the particle ’o ’ in the position of the particle 
‘ga’, which is now a subject of debate by linguists as to 
whether it is an object marker or a subject marker (note 7)«
And again, it seems that in the first half of this period 
the verb ’dekiru’ was not used for expressing the potential 
(note 8). In the last few decades of the Edo period (l800 
A.D. - 1862 A.D.), the use of suffix -e- extended, and cases 
where the verb ’dekiru’ was used for showing the potential 
became more common. But in the overwhelming majority of cases 
the potential expression was used together with the negative
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form (note 9). And it is still not known to ns when the 
affirmative form of the potential expression came to he used in 
large quantities. From about the middle of the Meizi period 
(l868 A.D. - 1921 A.D.) the suffix -e- came to be used more, 
and by the end of the period the great increase in its use is 
apparent. And the Lise of the suffix has been increasing ever 
since, and in our times we may well say that the potential 
suffix -are- had been almost driven out of use by the potential 
suffix -e- (note 10). The use of the suffix -e- became 
prominent to the extent that potential sentences whose potential 
verbs have this -e- were used in the ‘Nihon Zokugo Bunten' 
(Japanese Colloquial Grammar) by Daizaburo Macusita which was 
published in 1901. According to Sumiko Kanda1s research (note 
ll), it seems that the time when the potential verb 'dekiru' 
began to be used as the second element of the 'noun + -dekiru' 
was after the beginning of the Taisyo period (1912 A.D. - 
1926 A.D.). We still feel that the use of the suffix '-re-' in 
place of '-rare-' for the stem of Class II Verbs is vulgar in 
almost all cases. It is not clear when the use of this suffix 
started - in the Taisyo period, or around the end of the Meizi 
period? - , in a survey on the use of this suffix it is 
reported that the time when its use started to appear in large 
quantities in literary works was after World Wax* II (December 
1941 - August 1945) (note 12). Furthermore, it seems that 
quiet changes in the potential expression which were not to be 
seen before are now going on. It is already known that the very 
occasional use has arisen of the particle 'o' before the 
intransitive verb 'wakaru' (understand), which has some 
features of a potential verb, and even cases can be seen where 
this verb takes its volitional form 'wakar-o'. These two
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changes might possibly be found in literature written before 
World War II. Moreover, I have discovered (described later), 
although it is extremely rare, the use of the particle ’o ’ 
before the verbs ’dekiru' and sireru1 (be known, can be known, 
etc.); before the V/ar this was almost certainly unheard of, 
with the exception that the particle "o’ was used in the 
stereotyped phrase 'asu c) mo sirenu inoci1 (one’s precarious 
life, life that one cannot know its tomorrow). And, as is 
shown in [35]* "today we cannot deny the existence of the
sentence structure '••••. ni ......  o + a  potential verb
containing the stem of a transitive verb stem’. Next, my 
impression taken from my daily experiences is that the use of 
the suffix ’-re-’ for the Class II Verb can be heard more often 
among the younger generation than the older generation.
1 - 4  The changes which appeared in linguists’ published 
statements corresponding to the changes in the 
grammatical facts stated above and how we feel about 
the facts at their present stage
Yosio Yamada (1873 - 1958) said that the use of the 
suffix -e- for the Class I Verb was vulgar (note 13). But, 
today, in many cases, if one uses the suffix ’-are-’ for the 
Class I Verb, it is felt that the use is old fashioned or 
wrong. We never feel that the use of the suffix ’-e-' is 
vulgar. Nevertheless, even in ’Nihon Bunpö Kogo-hen'
(Japanese Grammar - Spoken Language Section - ’) by Motoki 
Tokieda (1900 - 1967) which is frequently read even now, the 
suffix mentioned first is ’-are-’ and the suffix ’-e-’ comes 
next. In so far as I know, the books which accepted the 
suffix ’—e-’ as fully acceptable, according to our own mental
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reaction, when they dealt with it and put the suffix ’-are-1 
in a secondary position were explanatory books of Japanese 
colloquial grammar for foreigners, and it seems that the 
linguist who wrote a colloquial grammar of Japanese for 
Japanese people, treating this point with the same attitude 
as those explanatory books for foreigners did, was Sigeyuki 
Suzuki (l930 - ). Daizaburo Macusita (1878 - 1935)
explained that the respective meanings were different when the 
’-are-* and the suffix ’-e-1 were used for the Class I Verb 
(note 15)* It seems that such differences of meaning as 
these are indeed expressed with morphologically different 
devices in certain dialects (note 16), but such differences of 
meaning do not exist at least among us who use the standard 
Japanese at present, (But, with regards to this point, 
elderly people might feel a different reaction.) Kanae Sakuma 
(1888 - 1970), together with Daizaburo Macusita maintained 
that a sentence in which the particle ’o ’ instead of the 
particle 1 ga1 occurred before a potential verb containing a 
transitive verb stem indicated an execrable style, and 
accepted that the word before the particle *ga* was a subject 
(note 17). Sinkici Hasimoto (1882 - 1945) also recognised 
the word before the particle 1 ga' as a subject (note 18). 
Motoki Tokieda (1900 - 1967), a little younger than those 
linguistics above mentioned, insisted that the particle 'ga* 
in the 1 •••••• ga dekiru* construction was an object marker
(note 19). But, Tokieda said that "the potential, the 
spontaneous, happening, and the passive need to be treated as 
members of a coherent system", and again said that "the 
potential expresses the possible actualisation of an action 
existing in the agent of the action (note 20)." Since
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Tokieda appears to have accepted that potentials were 
characteristically intransitive, one is led to suppose that
his treatment of ’ ga ’ in '.....  ga dekiru' as an object
marker may have been meant to apply only to cases where 
’dekiru’ had a particular special meaning, but what he really 
meant is not clear to me. And it seems to me, when I 
consider his above-quoted statements on this problem, that 
Tokieda did accept the particle ’ga' before the potential 
verb containing a transitive verb stem as being a subject 
marker. Among linguists younger than those mentioned above, 
there have been an increasing number of people who regard 
this particle ’ga’ as object marker (note 21), and it has 
reached the point where this theory has been accepted in a 
dictionary (note 22). What is stated above tells us that 
there has been a discrepancy between the changes in the 
grammatical facts and the reactions to them of linguists of 
different generations. Next, Sigeyuki Suzuki says that the
sentence structure, ni .....  ga + potential verb
containing a transitive verb stem’ has no subject (note 23). 
This shows that the reaction felt by Japanese in the past 
with regards to the noun before the particle ’ga' has changed 
or has been changing. Furthermore, Akira Kuno (1933 - )
calls a potential verb containing a transitive verb stem 
’a stative transitive verb’ (note 24). This is also a big 
change when we compare Kuno’s utterance with what Tokieda 
said (stated above) on the potential expression.
1 - 5  The potential expression in the standard Japanese
language of today, from a diachronical point of view
Judging from what I stated in 1 - 3  and 1 - 4 ,  my view is 
that the potential expression in the modern Japanese standard
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language is undergoing a process of reorganization of the 
system, and a very major one at that.
That is to say:
Firstly, the potential expression which had been 
interwoven with the negative expression managed to escape 
from that restriction in the relatively recent past.
Secondly, because, at a time close to the end of the Edo 
period, the verb 'dekiru' began to be used for* expressing the 
potential, the potential suffix -e-, which is said to have 
begun creeping in in the Muromaci period, was able to 
displace the suffix -are- for Class I verbs. This was because 
'dekiru1 could be used to fill up the gaps in the system 
where -e- could not be used. (Namely, for those verbs with 
which method (a) cannot be, or is rarely, used. See III - 7 
and [1J. As may be understood from example [15], there are 
cases where one can avoid the problem of ambiguity between 
the potential and passive when one employs method (b). As 
for sentences with an intransitive verb containing the 1-eru’ 
ending which is contrastive to a transitive verb containing 
the '-u' ending, there are many instances where one cannot 
tell whether they are potential sentences or non-potential 
ones. We can escape from this problem by the employment of 
method (b).) Conseq.uently, a major change occurred in the 
potential expression, which shared the same suffixes 
'-are-/-rare-1 with those of the passive, the spontaneous 
happening and the honorific. That is to say, among the 
potential verbs which are derived verbs, those potential 
verbs whose internal structure consisted of 'stem of the 
Class I Verb -l- potential suffix + ending' were liberated
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from i;h.e yoke of an overloaded state, namely the state in 
which the same suffixes had had to be used for expressing 
four different voices.
Thirdly, because of the fact that the use of the potential 
suffix -rare- also contains morphologically a weak point, that 
is, the problem of ambiguity between the potential sentence 
and the sentences of the three other voices, especially the 
passive sentence whose use is of high frequency, it can be 
expected that the suffix -re- whose use gives a vulgar 
impression will make further headway, and finally will drive 
out the suffix -rare- and occupy its present position.
.Fourthly. when we compare the frequencies of the 
particles ’ga’ and ’o’ which appear before potential verbs 
containing a stem of transitive verbs, it seems that the use 
of the particle 1 ga’ remains greater even today (note 25).
But, the advance of the particle "o’ into the realm of the 
particle 'ga* and the drama of the power struggle among the 
potential suffixes has been simultaneously changing our 
reactions and understanding of the sentence construction 
containing a potential verb and of the potential verb itself. 
Iiaruniwa Motoori (1763 - 1828) pointed out in his book,
’Kotoba no kayoizi* (a path to the language) that the meaning 
of the older classical forms of 1-are-/-rare-1 was 1onozu 
kara sika seraruru’ (to be produced spontaneously, to come 
about of itself, etc.) (note 26, note 27). But the increasing 
use of the suffix -e- has been erasing this meaning from our 
grammatical consciousness - the problem is different in the 
realm where the suffixes 1-are-/-rare-1 function to indicate 
a spontaneous happening. And, in addition to that, many 
potential verbs contain a transitive verb stem. These matters
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have been strengthening the standpoint which maintains that 
the particle ’ ga1 before the potential verb containing a 
transitive verb stem is an object marker. Therefore, when 
the use of the suffix -re- for the Class II Verb has advanced 
further, it can be conjectured that our reactions with regards 
to the potential verb will also make further changes. And 
in conjunction with that, it can be expected that the use of 
the particle ’o ’ instead of the particle ’ga' will proceed 
further on its way.
Fifthly. until the beginning of the Meizi period or the 
end of the Edo period, the suffix -re- , which we feel to be a 
vulgar potential verb form, did not exist and the use of the 
suffix -e- was limited; until that time one would imagine 
that, in the instances where the particle ’ga' was put before 
a potential verb containing a transitive verb stem, there 
would have been no doubts in understanding it as a subject 
marker, if the function of the particle had been asked. And 
what is stated above should be endorsed by utterances from 
such linguists as Haruniwa Motoori, Tokieda, and Ono (note 27) 
In other words, until the beginning of the Meizi period or 
the end of the Edo period, the problems of the modern Japanese 
potential expression showed themselves only in their embryo 
state. However, the changes in the Japanese potential 
expression since then have brought about the difficult 
grammatical problems stated in 1 - 0 of this chapter.
Sixthly, method (c) is widely used over the range where 
method (a) and method (b) may be used for the reason that 
method (c) can produce something stylistically different. But 
method (c) does not exist only for that, but also it has the
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capacity of operating in the area - where the potential has 
the ‘meaning of probability and occasionality1 (See [2],
[ö], [9], [ll], III - 4, III - 5.) - where one is not allowed 
to use method (a) and method (b).
On observation of the facts stated above, I believe that 
’various problems which the modern Japanese standard language 
has been presenting us with are ones that are produced through 
the process by which the potential expression of the modern 
Japanese standard language is liberating itself both 
morphologically and structurally from the other voices, and 
the potential expression of Japanese is heading towards more 
suitable expressions by which the meanings of the potential 
would be better expressed.‘
1 - 6  Is the particle 'ga’, put before potential verbs
containing a transitive verb stem or potential verbs 
whose second element are ‘-dekiru’ and whose first 
elements contain transitive concepts, a subject marker 
or an object marker?
N.B. With regards to any particle - eg. ’wa‘ and ’mo', etc. - 
which can appear in the position of the particle ’ga‘ what 
is explained about "ga1 applies to those particles too, 
except for the specific fLinctions of those particles which are 
distinguished from the function of the particle 1ga’.
Therefore, I will not refer to them in particular, and when 
sentences including those particles are presented, I will not 
remind readers of the fact that those particles are used in 
them.
In principle, I accept this particle 'ga' as an object 
marker, with the provision that a: there are instances where
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th.is principle is accepted with, certain conditions and 
b: there are instances which do not follow this principle.
I think these exceptions arise from the fact either that the 
changes in language facts in the potential expression are not 
■uniform or that they are produced by certain distinct meanings 
which some potential expressions try to express.
(i) I think one can admit the particle " ga" as an object 
marker in the sentence structures exemplified by [53] and [j>4], 
excepting 1: some of the instances where the meaning of the 
potential expressed by the sentences in these structures 
indicate a "quality1, and 2: these cases where potential
verbs such as 1tokeru*, ’geseru', etc. function with the same 
meaning as that of the potential verb 'wakaru* (understand). 
(These are dealt with later.)
In works from the Meizi period up to the time before YJorld 
War II (or in fossilized expressions or words left up to the 
present time), sporadically we can see potential verbs 
containing the suffix "-are-" which seems not to be used 
generally nowadays (see examples below). During the time when 
this suffix "-are-" was frequent, the potential suffixes 
"-are-/-rare-' produced that type of mental reaction which was 
described as 1onoau kara sika seraruru' (to be produced 
spontaneously) by Haruniwa Motoori. Therefore, it was natural 
that the words before the particle ' ga * shouild be regarded as 
a subject marker. I believe that the fact that sentences like 
the ones below can be understood as either potential or passive 
proves that, since both the passive and potential of Japanese 
are voices which descended from- the middle voice, it was 
justified to think of them in the above way during the time
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when the suffixes 1 -are-/-rare1 were flourishing. (The problem 
of sentences which can be understood as either potential or 
passive will be dealt with later.)
[40] a Sore ni site mo zibun no kokoro ga zibun no te de mo 
tsukamarenu uramesisa wa, ima ni kagiranu koto 
datta ...... . YR 2 P o407
(pot. For all that, it did not only happen now 
that I felt pitiful because I could not catch my own 
state of mind with my own hands.
pas. for all that, pitifulness that my own state 
of mind was not caught by my own hands did not only 
happen now.)
b .... dono yona koto mo hi no hikari no moto de
kirihirakarenu koto wa arumai ....  . YR 2 p.299
(pot. I am sure that there is nothing that I can’t 
cut my way through under the sun.
pas. I am sure that there is nothing which will not 
be cut through under the sun.)
c "Kimi wa amari tanzyunsugiru kara, ....  dö de mo
gomakasareru to kangaeteru no sa," NS p .280 
(pot. Since you are too simple, they think they can 
deceive you in any way which they like.
pas. Since you are too simple, they think that you 
will be deceived in any way which they like.) 
d "Hakone haciri wa uma de mo kosu ga, kosu ni kosarenu 
Oi-gawa." HHT 2 p.48
(pot. On horseback one will cross Mt. Hakone which is 
eight-ri going up and down, but one cannot cross the
River Oi even if he wants to do so.
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pas. On horseback one will cross Mt. Hakone which is 
eight-ri going up and down, but the Riven Oi will not 
be crossed even if one wants to do so.)
e "Watasi no yöna mono ni wa, totei satoni wa hinakane-so 
ni mo arimasen," "Mon1 Nacnme Söseki Zensyü Yol. 8 
(1947) P.280
(pot. It is completely impossible for a person like me 
to attain satoni.
pas. Satoni will not by any possibility be attained 
by a person like me.)
Even nowadays, in the instances where potential verbs 
containing 'transitive verb stem + -are-ru' are used, we can 
find cases where the object marker 'o' cannot be used as 
follows:
[41] a Ikinari, konna zyuyöna hanasi ga kikare-yo to wa omotte 
inakatta no de aru. GKS 9 p.41
(pot. (i) never expected that (i) would be able to
hear such important information suddenly. 
pas. (i) never expected that such important information
would be heard suddenly.)
b hanika ga cukamitorareru kamo siren. G-KS 12 P.261 
(pot. (We) might be able to grasp something. 
pas. Something might be grasped.)
These examples are potential sentences in their contexts, 
but just like the examples in [40], it is possible to accept 
them as passive sentences too. In these examples, if the 
particle 'ga' is replaced by the particle 'o', the meaning as 
passive is manifested conclusively (The problem of ambiguity 
between the potential and passive will be dealt with later.)
But, for the potential verbs, if we use the suffix -e- instead 
of the suffix -are-, the sentences will remain as potential 
even if 'o’ is used. What is more, the suffix -rare- causes 
the same sort of problem as is exemplified in [41]» (The 
extent to which the suffix -are- is used today by Japanese 
people is connected with their age and place of origin.) 
However, the fact that the use of the suffix -are- is on the 
decline and the use of the suffix -e- lias occupied its 
position and that consequently the distance between the 
potential and the middle voice has widened is inseparably 
bound up with the frequent appearance of the particle 'o’, 
which marks an object, in the position of this particle 1ga'.
The following sentences [42] and [43] are respectively 
the same sorts of examples as those of [33] and [34].
In the following 1ga* may be replaced by 'o'.
[42] a Iciman-en. Sore dake areba, denkyu ga ikuca kaeru 
daro. KT p.138
(10000-yen. If (i) have that much money, how many 
electric bulbs can (i) buy?) 
b G-endai-minsyu no sugata ga meikaku ni cukamenai .... 
KH p .81
((i) cannot grasp clearly what modern people are 
like.)
c Boku wa kimi ga sinyodekinai kara ne. MSZ p.323 
(i can't believe you, you see?) 
d Watasi ga sinraidekinai koto o sitta izyo, rosi wa 
cyokusecu gakko e sono kane o yusosuru darö,
MT p.215
(Now that the Reverend knows that he cannot believe 
me, he will probably send the money directly to my
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s c h n n l .
the following 'o' may be replaced by 'ga1.
Sikasi, boku wa boku no tokei _o sinairarenai.
MIT 1 p.137
(But yel I cannot believe my watch.)
....  dösite ronri o_ micukedaseru ka Yasirö ni wa
wakaranakatta. YR 2 p.178
(Yasirö could not understand how (they) would manage 
to find out the logic of it from that.)
Kimitaci kizoku wa, sonna bokutaci no kansyö c) 
zettai rikaidekinai ....  DO p.143
(You aristocrats can never understand such sentiments 
of ours.)
Sikasi ikanaru seikaku-hasansya mo kare dokutoku no 
rnenbo _o, kare dokutoku no kodo _o kyozecudekinai to 
yu koto wa kokkeina koto de aru. KH p .44 
(But any abnormal character cannot deny his own 
personality and his own way of behaviour. This is 
comical.)
As I stated before, statistically the percentage of 
instances where the particle ’ ga ' appears in the position in 
question seems to remain higher than that of the cases where 
the particle ’o ’ appears. But in many cases, as in [42] and
[43] , both of them are interchangeable, and in the sentences 
in which the sentences structures represented by the sentences 
in [33] and [34] are used, the instances where only the use of 
the particle ’ga1 is allowed are limited.
[44] a Sakamici wa, semaku, sannin narabeba, miugoki
torenaka11a. SR p.262
(The slope was narrow, and when three persons stood 
side by side, they could not move about.)
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In
[43] a 
b
b ... daigaku-icinensei no nacuyasuini wa, irna made de 
iciban tanosiku ki no okenu mono no hazu datta.
IS p.321
(The summen vacation for the first year students at 
a university should have been the most joyful up to 
then and the one in which they could be most free 
from care.)
For the sentences a and b in [44], one is not allowed to 
use the particle ’o', because the underlined parts are fixed 
expressions. In contrast to this, example [41] shows that 
the particle ’o ’ cannot be used owing to the existence of the 
suffix -are-. In the sentences a and b in [lö], we cannot use 
the particle ’o’. The reason will be shown later.
Next, in the position before the potential verb containing 
a transitive verb stem, there are now emerging sentences in 
which only the use of the particle ’o' is permitted ([45])-
[45] a Ano otoko nara, nantoka tegakari _o cukameru ka mo 
sirenai .... SS p.55
(if he took charge of the inquiry, he might possibly 
manage to grasp the clue to the case.)
b G-esyunin o sengisareta to site, ima sara muko-dono 
ga (-no - my insertion) inoci _o torimodoseru dori mo 
nasi .... G-K p.21
(Even if he tried to subject the perpetrator to a 
strict examination, it would be impossible for him to 
bring back to life the man adopted as husband for his 
daughter.)
c Naruhodo Itoyama Eitarö-giin o_ ziminto zyomeidekinu 
hazu da. Asahi 'Tensei-Zingo' (a.m. edition)
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September 27, 1974
(i see why the Liberal Democratic Party cannot strike 
Mr. Eitaro Itoyama, an M.P.,from the list.)
d Hito £a hito jo sinyodekinaku nattara konna sabisii 
koto wa nai. PHP May, 1974, p.79
(Nothing is sadder than that it should come to pass 
that a man cannot believe another man.)
e Honki de so (my insertion) omotte iru rasii no ga, 
nakiwarai-sitai hodo kono otoko _o nikumenaku sasete 
sirnau. G-K p • 172
(That he seriously seems to believe it makes it 
impossible for me to hate him; rather it makes me want 
to laugh till I cry.)
f ... ore wa sono koto o_ zibun no gimu o hatasite iku 
koto de umete ikeru hazu zya nai ka. IS p.118 
(i should be able to make up for it by performing my 
own duty.)
(if we replace 'o’ in a and b by 1ga1, a problem of 
ambiguity arises. If ’o ’ in c and d is replaced by 1ga1, 
those sentences become ungrammatical ones, which cannot make 
sense. The obligatory use of ’o' in the sentence e is caused 
by the presence of a causative verb. The reason for the 
obligatory use of ’o' in f is caused by the fact that a long- 
phrase is inserted between 'o' and the potential verb. But 
my aim here is not to describe the rules why the particle 1 o" 
instead of the particle ’ga1 must obligatorily be used for 
those sentences above.)
Beyond the fact that the particle 1ga1 is replaceable by 
the particle 'o' in general, under existing circumstances,
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where even sentences in which the non-optional application of
the particle ’o ’ is demanded are emerging, there is no reason
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at all why we cannot accept as an object marker the particle 
’ ga 1 in the sentence structures represented by [3 3 ] and [3 4 ]. 
(The instances where the particle ’ ga ’ cannot be replaced by 
the particle ’o ’ (exemplified by [41] and [44]) have sufficient 
reasons to be so as is explained with regards to [41] and [. 44] - 
From the historical viewpoint it should be acceptable to 
understand it as subject marker. But in those modern sentences 
in which the use of 1ga 1 is obligatory, from the viewpoint of 
our1 present mental reactions to them, there should not be any 
logical obstacle to understanding it as an object marker.)
The linguistic standpoint whereby one regards this particle 
' ga ’ as subject marker forces one to adopt the position of 
considering innumerable sentences just like [33] b and [43] as 
being of inferior style. And again this view cannot explain 
the instances where the agent of an action shown by a 
transitive verb stem or shown by the first element of a verb 
containing a second element ’-dekiru’ is marked by the particle 
1ga* (See [34] a.).
Next, we need to notice one thing with regards to this 
object marker particle ’ga'. It is widely known that the 
particle ’ga* in the sentence construction, ’subject + ’ga’ + 
predicate + noun’ may be replaced by the particle ’no’, whereas 
the particle ’o’ may not be so replaced. But both the particle 
’ga’ and also the particle ’o ’ in the constructions here under 
consideration, despite the fact that they are object marker, 
may be replaced by the particle ’no’ provided that the 
potential verb is followed by a noun.
[46] a ... kono yona kuki no naka de hirakareru kaigi ni kitai 
no (=gaIo) motenai no wa aete ayasimu ni tarinai.
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(No wonder we cannot liave any expectations from a 
meeting which will be held in an atmosphere like this.)
b Imadoki shi-syösecu no (-ga/ o ) kakeru hito wa kitto 
sunazi o aruite kita no darö. KH p.14 
(i positively believe that a person who can write an 
1I-novel' at this point of time must have come along 
walking on the sand.)
I think that this fact (the fact that 'ga* and 'o’ may be 
replaced by ’no’ as above) is one of the proofs that the 
potential is still related to the middle voice, even granting 
that it has been moving away from its home country, the middle 
voice•
And again I think that this fact shows one of the 
characteristics of the potential verb containing a transitive 
verb stem or the first and second elements of which are 
respectively the possessor of a transitive concept and 
1-dekiru', namely that they are located in a position some 
distance removed from the category of transitive verbs which is 
gained when we subgroup verbs from the viewpoint of 
'transitivity1 and 'intransitivity'. I believe that what is 
stated above shows the necessity of further research into the 
nature of the potential verb. (There are instances where an 
object may be marked by the particle 'no' other than in 
potential expressions.)
The next thing which must be noticed is that there exist 
occasional instances where the particle 'ga' in question cannot 
be accepted as an object marker despite the fact that the 'ga' 
placed before the potential verb is interchangeable with the
particle 'o'
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L47] a Kacyö taru mibiui no mono ga, konna mono o motte, macl 
o (g a ) arukeru to omou no ka? G-KS 5 p.20
(Do you think that I, who have important status as the
*
chief of your section, can walk through town with such 
an inappropriate article?)
b Kao o agete, syanai £ (_£a) arukarenai kurai, menboku o 
otosite ita. G-KS 9 p.134
(He was in the state of having lost face to the extent 
that he could not walk around his company with his 
head high.)
c Sora iga/o ziyu ni tobetara naal (not in the data)
(How I wish I could fly freely in the sky!
The particles ’ga’ and 'o' in question are the ones which 
mark the space in which animate or inanimate things move, when 
the verb is a potential verb containing an intransitive stem 
which expresses ’movement’ or ’manner of movement’, or is a 
1 -dekiru’ type potential verb whose first element is an
intransitive one expressing such concepts.
Another thing to be added here is that, from the data 
shown in [2l] and [37] a, which are the only two examples that 
I gathered, we know that there even exist very occasional 
instances where the particle ’ga’ may be replaced by the 
particle ’ni’, not the particle ’o’. Sin-Meikai Kokugo-Ziten 
(Sin-Meikai Japanese Dictionary) says that the verb ’taeru’ 
(endure) is intransitive.
[48] a Kinkaku no seirei wa (my insertion) . . . mö soko ni surnu 
koto ni taerarenaku natte .... MY p.250 
(it became unbearable for the spirit of the Kinkaku 
temple to live there any further.)
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b ... kare ea anna ni takusanna zisseikacu no kucu ni
taerareta no wa, kare no iwayuru 1 neko no seikacuryoku1 
n± yoru no de an5. KH p.19
(The reason why he managed to hear that many sufferings 
in his daily life comes probatoly from 'the cat's 
vitality* which he himself advocated as a model.
KH p.19
I feel that, whereas it would toe possible to substitute 
*ga1 for the *ni* in [48] a, it would toe rather awkward to do 
so in [48J to. The nature of this *ga* which is replaceable toy 
*ni* is a problem which I must postpone until such time as I 
have gathered sufficient data on it.
(ii) I think that the particle *ga* in the sentence structure 
represented toy [35] a can toe accepted as an object marker with 
one reservation. The reasons will toe shown in the following:
Hirst of all, my data in which the sentence structure 
*... ni (wa) ... ga + a potential verb* occurs is subgrouped 
into the following groupings, classified according to the 
criterion of whether my intuition tells me that we can 
transform them into the sentence structure *... ni (wa) ... o 
+ a potential verb* or not.
[49] a Boku ni wa, wazuka ni 'Czechoslovakia and G-ermany1 to 
yu kototoa dake ga kikitoreta. BS May, 1975 p.241 
(i only managed to hear the words, ’Czechoslovakia and 
G-ermany. *
to Sore ga, Sawako ni mite irarenu ki ga suru no de atta. 
GKS
(Sawako felt it was impossible to keep watching that.)
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c ... O-tami no te ni, Kinpaci no me ni mo, hakkiri to 
hiirue ga mite toreta. Nemuri Kyösiro Burai Hikae (2 ) 
(Syueisya 1973) p.523
(To Kinpaci*s eyes it could "be seen that O-tami1 s 
kands were shaking with fear. )
d ... Kyösiro no singi ga, dare no me ni mo
yosokusienakatta .... Nemuri Kyösiro Burai Hikae (2 ) 
(Syueisya 1973) p.523
(No one could foresee Kyosiro1s consummate skill.)
The particle ’ga1 in these sentences in [4 9 ] cannot he 
changed into the particle ’o ’. a and b differ from c and d in 
that the nature of the words placed before the particle ’ni1 
is different. The sentences in [2l], [2 5 ], and [3 7 ] are the 
same kind of sentences as those in [49]. In d, the potential 
verb contains the second element 1-uru', i.eu method (c), but 
it is placed here because it functions just like method (a) 
in this sentence structure.
[5 0 ] a ... Saeko ni wa nazeka sore ga yurusenu koto no yö ni 
omowarete naranakatta. IS p.292
(Saeko could not help thinking that for some reason 
she could not forgive that.)
b ... sosita sisen ga Zyuzaemon no hara ni wa suekaneta. 
(Such a gaze was unbearable for Zyuzaemon. )
Because 1-kaneru1 can be used in the meaning of *-dekinai1 
the sentence b in [5 0 ] is included here as one example of that 
usage. The sentences in [5 0 ] convey a different meaning when 
their particle ’ga* is changed into the particle ’o’. [2 5 ] 
shows the same sort of problem as those in [5 0 ]. Therefore, 
in the examples in [5 0 ] as well as the sentence in [2 5 ], the 
use of the particle * o’ is not allowed.
a Kabukimono, onusi ni wa, sono syonen wa, kirenu zo.
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[51]
SR p.255
(You, bloody affected chap. You can't cut that boy)
b "Sa, soregasi ni t hatasite, hien ga kiremoso lea?"
(Well, could I ever cut down a flying* swallow?)
Here, as in the examples in [36] b, [37] b, and 1.39], 
according to my intuition it seems that the particle 'o' may 
be used before the potential verb. But I cannot see the reason 
why it is so at all. But, as I have already pointed out in 
III-1-0-(ii), in so far as one uses data from literature, the 
sentence structure ni (wa) ... o + a potential verb'
scarcely ever occurs.
What can be pointed out on taking a general survey of the 
subgrouped data exemplified by the sentences of [49] and [51] 
is as follows: 1: that we feel that the word placed before
the particle 'ga' (or any particle which can be alternated with 
it) is the target of an action. 2: despite the fact that we 
feel so, there are various sentences in which the particle 'ga' 
cannot be replaced by the particle 'o'. 3*. that there exist
sentences in which we feel that the particle 'ga' may be 
replaced by the particle 'o', but what can be predicted with 
little doubt would be that, at the present stage, even if one 
gathered tens of thousands of potential sentences, the 
sentences in which the structure ' . . . ni (wa) ... <0 + a 
potential verb* is used would be quite restricted in number.
To sum up, there is inconsistency between l) our intuitive 
reaction with regards to this point and 2) the language facts 
(viz. (a) the particle 'o' cannot occur or (b) the particle 'o'
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practically never occurs), and the problem is what kind of 
grammatical interpretation we give with regards to this point.
Language is an historical entity, and as we have seen 
before, the potential expression of the Japanese language is 
in the process of reorganisation. Therefore, I think it is 
not unusual that such problems should exist.
As is stated in Ill-l-O-(i), with regards to the sentence 
structure ’... ni (wa) ... ga + a potential verb* containing 
a transitive idea, the "1ga1 subject marker" theory is quite 
attractive. This is because in this structure it seems that 
Tokieda's definition with regards to the potential is 
applicable to this structure or suitable for explaining the 
structure: namely, the potential is the state that an action
comes into being (shown by a potential verb) in the agent of 
the action (the place, in other words, the agent) where the 
action takes place or can take place). (i do not think 
Tokieda’s definition with regards to the potential is 
sufficient. This will be dealt with later.) His definition 
is especially attractive when, as in [49] c, we see an 
inanimate thing placed before the particle ’ni’ and the 
meaning of the sentence does not change even if the potential 
verb (mite toreru - be able to see through) is replaced by 
the intransitive verb ’mieru’ (be seen/can be seen) (note 28), 
or when we see such a sentence as that of [50] b. But his 
definition cannot explain our intuitive reaction which has 
changed in accordance with changes of language facts in the 
potential expression, in other words, it cannot explain that 
we intuitively feel that the word before the particle ’ga' in
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our present question is a target of an action expressed by a 
base verb (see the explanation to [2l]), from the stem of which 
a potential verb is made.
I think it is on account of this fact that ther*e have 
emerged, as is explained in Ill-l-O(ii), a: the standpoint
which accepts a non-subject-sentence and b: the standpoint
whereby one thinks even the word placed before the particle 
1ni1 is a subject (and consequently 'ni1 is a subject marker).
In my view, a grammatical theory with regards to the 
sentence construction exemplified by the sentences in [49], 
[50], [51], and so on, cannot be formulated without taking the
following questions into consideration: firstly. why do
potential verbs, whether containing a transitive or an 
intransitive idea, have the capacity to mark by the particle 
1ni’ the agent of the action expressed by those ideas? 
secondly. in instances where a potential verb containing a 
transitive idea is used and has the agent of the action 
expressed marked by *ni', why is the entity that we feel as 
the target of the action marked by the particle 1 ga’? and why 
cannot or does not the particle ’o ’ occur in the position of 
the particle 1ga1? The reason why I believe the consideration 
mentioned above is necessary arises from the fact that I am 
forced to think that the above question is one of the clues 
for grasping the grammatical nature of the Japanese potential 
verb.
[.52] a ... omae ni wa mö susumenai toki ga kuru. KK p.221
(The day will come when you cannot proceed on your 
way any further.)
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b Ootoko no boku ni wa zaseki ga ciisasugite 
yukkuridekinai. KO p .142
(For a huge man like me, it is impossible to get 
comfortable, because the seat is too small.)
In [52], the agent of the action containing an 
intransitive idea is marked by the particle 1ni1. In my view, 
the reason why the agent of the action included in the 
potential verb can be marked by the particle 'ni1 , .just as 
though it were a place where the concrete meaning (e.g. 
ability, capacity, etc.) expressed by each potential 
expressed is located, is due to the fact that the nature of the 
potential verb, which originated from the middle voice, 
preserves within it the meaning of 1onozu kara sika seraruru1 
(to be produced spontaneously) described by Haruniwa Motoori 
(1763 - 1828). Therefore, the consequent interpretation of the 
nature of the particle ’ni’ should be that; it indicates a place 
out of which something comes or a place wiiere something exists, 
(i think the latent state underlying something's 'coming out' 
is its 'existence' somewhere, that is to say, it denotes a 
place where the potential concept (capacity, ability, etc.) is 
materialised or exists.) With respect to the potential verb 
containing the idea o±' an action which needs no target, the 
verb includes the meaning that the action comes to pass or 
exists in itself. Therefore, the agent of the action should 
be, in my view, marked by the particle 'ni1. The sentences in 
[52] are examples of no-subject sentences. (Notice that in 
[32] a the double-underlined part is a no-subject sentence.) 
(note 29)
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The above idea should become even clearer if* we compare 
a potential sentence by method (a) with a potential sentence 
by method (b).
[55] a Boku ni wa mö arukenai .
(in me any further walking won't come out.
= I can’t walk any further.)
b Boku ni wa mo aruku koto ga dekinai.
(In me any further walking won’t come out.
= I can't walk any further.) (not in the data)
The idea of the action which does not need a target is 
expressed by 'aruk-', which is the stem of the base verb 
'aruku' (walk). But in b, it is expressed by 'aruku koto'
(walk action - walking), and the idea expressed by the suffix 
-e- (ru) in a is expressed by deki-(ru) in b. If one 
translates the idea expressed by the two sentences above 
directly into English, it will be as follows: 'In or to me
any further walking won't occur/come into being.' (=It is 
impossible for me to walk any more.)
With regards to my understanding of the second question 
that I mentioned above, the potential sentence construction 
'... ni (wa) ... ga + a potential verb' containing a 
transitive idea cannot or does not as a matter of fact use the 
particle 'o' instead of the particle 'ga' despite the fact 
that the construction contains an element which includes a 
transitive idea, because the construction contains the 
element '... ni (wa)' and thus it refers to the agent of the 
action expressed by the transitive idea as the place where the 
potential concept comes into being or exists. Therefore, we 
can say that this construction is a conservative construction 
in whdch, though we feel that the word before the particle
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’ ga 1 is "the target; of our intuitive reaction, the particle 8 o' 
cannot readily he used instead of the particle "ga1, and for 
that reason it preserves a reflection of the days when the 
particle 'ga* could he understood as subject marker. Again, 
not only is it incorrect that the particle 'o’ can never 
appear in the position of the particle 1ga1 (See [38]*), hut 
also there are sentences in which the particle * ga * may he 
replaced hy the particle ’o' (See [36] h, [37] h, [39],
[51].). My understanding of these facts is that the erosion 
of this particle *ga1 as subject marker has been going on not 
only in our mental reactions, hut also in the sentence 
structure•
Based on the above understanding of the function of the 
particle ‘ga1 in this construction, I accept this particle 
•ga1 as substantially an object marker but at the same time 
as formally a subject marker, as which it is progressively 
losing its real substance, i.e. becoming a mere form. When we 
realise that changes in the potential expression occur at 
varying speeds, I believe that it is permissible to view the 
problem in this way. At the beginning of 1 - 6 ,  I said that 
the particle ’ga* in the sentence structure represented by 
[35] a could be accepted as an object marker with certain 
reservations. The phrase 1 with certain reservations* means 
* with the proviso that we may accept this particle 1 * as a
subject marker which is losing its real substance, i.e. 
becoming a mere form.* (The theoretical basis on which 
no-subject-sentences are possible has been stated above.)
Next, I noticed that, among the data I gathered, the 
number of potential sentences in which the agent of the action 
was marked by the particle *ni* was by far limited in
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comparison "to the number* of sentences in which the subject 
either* was marked, by the par*ticle 'ga, wa, or* mo, etc.1 or 
else was not expressed at all, and so I investigated the 
percentage of potential sentences with ’... ni (wa)1 among 
the two hundred and forty two potential expressions included 
in 1Hanaoka Seisyu no Cuma* (Seisyü Hanaoka1s Wife) by Sawako 
Ariyosi (Sincyosha 1970). (in this number (242), spontaneous 
happening expressions, ikenai (be not allowed), ka (mo), 
sirenai (may, might), 1mieru (can be seen) and kikoeru (can 
be heard)’ are not included. These last two verbs are ones 
which could possibly be called ’half potential’.)
1: the sentences whose agents are
marked by the particle ’ga, wa, 
and mo, etc.’
2: the sentences whose agents are
not expressed
3: the sentences whose agents are
modified by potential verbs
4: The sentences whose agents are
marked by the particle 'ni'
(Among these last 10 potential sentences are 
included four sentences whose agents are marked 
respectively by ’de wa, to site wa, de mo, and 
dake de’.)
96 about 35.5%
126 about 52.0%
10 about 4.25%
10 about 4.23%
It would be too hasty to express one’s opinion with 
regards to the percentage which the construction with ’... 
ni (wa)’ occupies nowadays, based on the above given numbers 
only. But it could be said that the low frequency of its 
usage might be connected with such phenomena as the invasion 
by the particle 'o’ into the area of the potential expression
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containing a transitive idea where the particle *ga* was 
formerly always used, the decline of the use of the suffix 
-are- in the potential expression, and the fact that the 
suffix -re- has begun to invade, even though still in a small 
way, the realm of the suffix -rare-.
Next, in my view, the hypothesis which regards the word 
in front of the particle ’ni' as subject, and accordingly the 
particle 1ni* as subject marker, is bogged down in the 
logical formalism which is governed by the a priori notion 
that the sentence must have a subject. In fact, this 
hypothesis simply asserts that the word placed in front of 'ni1 
is a subject: it does not answer the question why the agent
of an action which is contained in the potential verb may be 
indicated by the particle 1ni’, which may be explained as a 
particle for showing ’a place where something was/is/will be’: 
it simply claims that the word in front of *ni’ is a subject 
(note 50).
The instances where the particle ’ga’ in front of the 
potential verb containing a transitive idea (or other 
particles which can occur in the place of ’ga‘) can be 
accepted as a subject marker will be described in III - 5 and 
III - 5. With regards to the grammatical nature of the 
particle ’ga*, or other particles, before the verbs ’dekiru 
(be able, be possible), wakaru (understand), and sireru (be 
known/can be known)’, this I will discuss in III - 5 - 1 . )
1 - 7  Grammatical characteristics of the potential verb 
(i) According to Kuno, the potential verb which takes the 
particle ’ga' as object marker is ’the stative transitive 
verb’ (note 3l). Judging from what he says on this point, it
seems that he accepts the potential verb as stative.
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(Contrary "to this assertion, I cannot’ accept that the particle 
1ga1 placed betone the verb ’dekiru1 is an object marker.
This will be described later,)
The distinction between the action -verb and the stative 
verb, which constitutes one method of subgrouping the verb, is 
necessary for the recognition of the lexico-grammatical nature 
of the verbo (By "the action verb" is meant here those verbs 
whose present-future form indicates in its basic use the 
future (note 32). In this sense, even the verb "aru* (be, 
exist) may be used as an action verb (e,g0 "Asita wa patii ga 
aru.* (There will be a party tomorrow.). However, the term 
"action1 tends to suggest to us "volitional", and therefore, it 
might be better to provide another term for the instance where 
non-volitional verbs are used as action verbsu But for the 
purposes of this thesis, 1 will use this term.) But, in order 
-to know whether a given verb is used as "active" or stative, 
since there are no marks, at least in Japanese, to show the 
distinction, the only way is to depend on the given sentence 
environment•
[54] a Nihongo no hon ga yomemasu ka? NHT 1 p.68 
(Can you read Japanese?)
b Byonin ni wa yoru nemurenai hito ya, arukenai hito ya, 
ugokenai hito ya, iroiro no hito ga arimasu. HHT 1 
P.70
(Among the sick, there are people who cannot sleep 
during the night, or who cannot walk, or who cannot 
move, and various other kinds of people.) 
c Sono kankaku wa (my insertion) kin’iro no hikari ni 
ahure, e ni mo kotoba ni mo cukusenai0 KH p.258
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(That feeling is full of the shine of golden coloui1, 
and it was "beyond description either* in painting ox* in 
wordso)
The stative vex*b aims at the description of an unchanged 
state © The potential verbs in the above examples express this 
because they describe the existence or non-existence of an 
ability or quality.
[55] a Kono ito ni sugaricuite, doko made mo nobotte ikeba,
kitto zigoku kara nukedaseru ni soi gozaimasen, NHT 2
P.158
(One must be able to get out of hell if he clings to 
this thread and climb up it to the end.) 
b 1•.. Suzuya to midori de kaita kanban meate ni yukeba, 
anata ni ome ni kakareru.1 KT p.50
(11 will be able to meet you, if I go along with the 
signboard "Suzuya" as a guide.1) 
c *Mo san-yokka tacu to, hanami no hito de arukenai kurai 
desyo.* hHT 1 p.234
(*In a few days the place will be in such a state that 
we will be unable to walk because of the number of 
people looking at the cherry flowers.*)
The action verb aims at the description of the change of 
a state. The potential verbs in the above examples are 
concerned with a change of state which is going to take place.
[56] a Nandaka, hitori asette iru dake de, boku ni wa nani mo
dekite inai. IS p.228
(i have just been too eager to do something, and I 
have been unsuccessful in accomplishing anything for 
myself. )
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The above example, in which the potential verb is used 
with 1-te iru' which shows the continuous aspect, expresses a 
completed state. The potential verb can form a continuous 
aspect, because it has the capacity to be involved in change.
X will not refer to this point any further»because I did 
not carry out any special research on the comparison between 
the uses of the potential verb as stative and "active1. But 
I would like to point out here that Kuno perceived only part of 
the nature of the potential verb.
(ii) Can one conclude unconditionally that the potential verb 
following an object-marker particle is transitive?
In order to answer this question, we need first of all to 
sub-group potential expressions: l) the potential expressions
whose second element is "—uru", 2) the potential expressions 
whose first element contains an idea of transitivity and at 
the same time whose second element consists of * —dekiru", and 
3) the potential verb whose morphological elements are 'a 
transitive verb stem + a potential suffix + ending". There is 
a hypothesis put forward by one linguist that the affixes 
"-e-(ru) and -re-(ru)1 may have originated from the verb ’uru' 
(get) or its literary form "u" (note 33). Even granting that 
this be so, they should be studies as extensions of, in other 
words, as results of the evolution of '-are-/-rare-". Besides, 
potential verbs with those suffixes have a different force 
from potential verbs consisting of compounds whose second 
element is '-uru*. Therefore, one cannot find any objection to 
subgrouping in this way.
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(ii) - 1 It is very rare lor the potential verb whose inner 
structure is 'a word-formation base of a transitive verb +
-urn1 to accompany the particle *ga1 as object marker (see
[36].)„
[57] a ... rikken-seisi-ka ni oite wa, kokumin no iko o 
musisite seizi _o okonaienai. MIT 5 P -52 
(Under a constitutional government, it is impossible 
to administer the affairs of state.) 
b ... sore no tekiyo ni atatte wa, sono han'i jo hiroku 
mo semaku mo torinru ...„ NK p^lOS
(Concerning its application, we can fix the range as 
either wide or narrow.)
c ... icio wa dono seibucu ni mo kore _o mitomeuru .... 
m. p.lpl
(A cursory observation suggests that this can be 
perceived in any animal.)
d Sono otoko ga, do yu wake de kono ginko no osecusicu o_ 
cukaieta ka, o sicumonsita. MSZ 2 p.18
(l asked how that man managed to use the drawing room 
of this bank.)
e Kore made no *yasuagari’ no muyudo-roketto de mo, icio 
no kansoku-zisseki o ageeta. Asahi-Sinbun January 19 
(the evening edition), 1974 p.l
(They managed to get some results which were not too 
unsatisfactory using 'economical' non-induction 
rockets.)
If one puts the particle ’ga' in the place of the particle 
•o’ in the above sentences, one will find those sentences 
unnatural or ungrammatical. I11 my mid er standing, the use of
the particle ’ga’ in [56] b was brought about by the sentence
structure containing ’ . . . ni (wa) 1 e But that was the only 
example among all the data which I gathered0 Few sentences 
similar to that of [j56] a are to be found, but I still cannot 
find a reason to explain why in those sentences the use of the 
particle 1 ga1 instead of the particle 'o' does not make one 
feel mmatural. My observation of the data collected suggests 
that generally the morphology "word formation base of a 
transitive verb + -uru1 is accompanied by the particle 1 o* as 
object marker. This stands in marked contrast to the fact 
that either of the particle ’o' or ’ga1 may be used in the 
context of a potential verb containing ’a suffix + ending’ or 
of ’-dekiru1 having a transitive idea as its first element.
It seems to me that the reason why the particle ’o’ is generally 
expected to be used in the potential sentence by method (c) 
arises from the fact that 1uru1 itself is a transitive verb, 
and therefore when the first element of the potential verb by 
method (c) contains a word formation base of a transitive verb, 
in general it requires the particle ’o ’ as object marker.
Next, it seems to me that the particle ’o ’ carmot be 
replaced by the particle ’no’ when a structure containing 
’noun + the particle ’o' + the potential verb by method (c)’ 
modifies a noun.
[5 8] a Nihon no si sen no bi _o ... kanz iuru mono wa ware ware 
de a m ,  KH p,121
(We are the people who can feel the beauty of the 
nature of Japan.)
b ’Sore wa, ... honto no gikyoku o cukuriuru daigekisakka 
no syucugen de aru.1 KH p.126
(it is the emergence of a great playwright who can 
create a real drama.)
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c Mi o korosite reikon o_ korosienu mo nod 01.10 o osoreru 
na .... DO p .126
(Don’t be afraid of those who can kill the body but 
cannot kill the soul.)
d Si ga . . . ' ko o nusumu hanasi1 naru rnott omo
genzicutekina sekai _o kizukieta yuen wa .... KH p . 37 
(The reason why he successfully managed to create 
'A Story of a Kidnapper’, which precisely reflected a 
most realistic world ....)
It seems to me that in these examples the replacement of 
the particle ’o ’ by the particle 'no' makes ungrammatical 
sentences. This point is also one of the aspects in which the 
potential expressions containing method (c) are different from 
other potential expressions. See [46].
In contrast with the potential sentences by method (a) 
and method (b), method (c) tends to be much more employed in 
written language. for this reason, the collection of examples 
of the potential expression by method (c) is more difficult, 
and I feel I still cannot say that I have gathered sufficient 
data. And our intuition does not give such a definite lead 
with regards to the use of method (c) in comparison with the 
other two methods. But, judging from [57] and [50], in my view, 
'word formation base of a transitive verb + -uru' has the nature 
of a transitive verb, despite the fact that it very 
occasionally involves the same problem as in [pb] b, which is 
also shared by the other two methods.
(ii) - 2 Next, in the position in front of the poxential verb 
containing the morphology of ’word formation base of a 
transitive verb + -dekiru’, it seems easy to gather data in
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which, both 'ga' and 'o’ may appear, but when the potential verb 
of this sort modifies a noun, it may be difficult to find 
examples in which the particle 'no1 is used instead of the 
particles ' ga' or 'o’.
[59] a Monoreru wa . . . kukan _o (ga) kacuyo-dekiru meritto ga
aru, Kakuei Tanaka 'Nihon-Retto Kaizoron' (1947) p.194 
(A monorail has the merit that we can put space to 
practical use.)
b ... nicizyo no keizai-kacudö jo (p;a) kappacu ni
tenkai-dekiru kino o kakuricusinakute wa naranai. 
ibid, p.166
(We must establish functions in which we can develop 
our daily economic activities actively.)
c Kihon-kelzai wa (my insertion) syokuryo ga (o) 
aisoku-dekiru dankai ni haitte kara kyusoku ni 
hattensita. ibid, p .174
(The Japanese economy rapidly developed after it 
entered the stage where Japan was able to attain 
self-sufficiency in food.)
With regards to this point, I checked only ten examples. 
Among them no example was found in which the particle ‘no1 was 
used in the position of 'object marker'. Those examples were 
subgrouped into l) the ones in which it seems the use of the 
particle 'no' is not possible (e.g. a in [59], 2) the ones in 
which one is not sure whether the use of 'no' is acceptable ox* 
not, and p) the ones in which the particle 'no' may be used. 
The question of whether the particle 'no' can appear in the 
object—marker position, when the potential verb containing 
'word formation base of a transitive verb + -dekiru* modifies 
a noun, and, if indeed it can appear, under what conditions
this may be possible, are questions which one cannot clarify 
without a large amount of data. But at least there are 
sentences in which the use of the particle 'no' gives an 
ungrammatical impression, and again this was true with those 
sentences which I myself made up in addition to the data 
collected. It seems to me that one of the reasons why the 
particle 'no' cannot occur in various cases arises from the
fact that the first element of the 1____ dekiru1 type verb
tends to be felt by as a separate word distinct from the second 
element '-dekiru*. This point will be a problem to be studied 
later. If we suppose that generally the particle ’no* does not 
appear when a potential verb of this type modifies a noun, the
1_____ -dekiru’ type potential verb and the J______-uru1 type
potential verb are alike in this point. But, as for the 
potential verb whose morphology consists of ’word formation 
base of a transitive verb + -dekiru’, it is not only easy to 
make sentences in which the agents of the actions shown by the 
word formation bases are marked by the particle 'ni', but also 
there are many examples in which both the particleo 'ga’ and
'o’ may be usedu In these points, the '_____ -dekiru' type
potential verb is the same as the potential verb containing 
'transitive verb stem + a potential suffix + ending'.
(However, the potential sentence by method (b) which includes 
’ . . . ga dekiru* is dii'ferent from the potential v<^ rb whose 
inner elements consist of 'element containing a transitive idea 
t -dekiru’ (method (a) type): when a potential sentence by
method (b) modifies a noun, the particle 'no' may be used in 
the position of the particle 'ga' in front of 'dekiru'.) And 
I consider that these points show that one cannot conclude that 
the'word formation base of a transitive verb + -dekiru' is a
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transitive verb
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(ii) - 3 Next, even in tlie present clay method (a) has features 
which are interwoven with the other* voices with the exception 
of the causative voice and the transitive voice. (Refer* to the 
examples of [40], [69], [öOj, [Si], and [ill].)
1 Intransitive Verb
Spontaneous Happening 
Potential 
Honorific
3 Passive
Middle Voice — Sp ontaneous 
Power*
b
Various problems which I have studied in this Chapter III 
arise also from the fact that method (a) originated from the 
Middle Voice (Refer to III - 2 and III - 3.). As a result of my 
research on these problems, I consider* it unjustifiable to 
conclude, in disregard of the facts revealed by these problems, 
that the method (a) containing a transitive verb stem is a 
transitive verb.
(ii) - 4 Next, in my understanding, the fact that the 
potential verb (the potential verb by method (c) is excluded 
from this discussion.) has the power to mark the agent of the 
action by the particle 1n i 1 shows that the potential verb has 
something in common grammatically with the verb whose content 
is the existence or the taking-place of a thing.
1 l) ....
[60] a Okazaki ni mo, nigatena ningen ga—J
2) i r u ___  GKS 3
P . 336
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(In/To Okazaki too, theme are people hand to deal with. 
= ’Okazaki has people hard to deal with.1)
I'D a m
b ... kare ni wa, sotona oyabun ga daro ... GKS 5 
2 ) iru p .402
(In/To him, there should be a considerably influential 
boss. = ’He should have a considerably influential 
boss.)
1 ) irnasu
C 613 a Doko no kuni ni mo, warui hito ga-
2 ) ^aidmasu
(in any country, there are bad people.
(not in the data)
1 ) iru
b Kino kara, uci ni, kyaku ga n desu.
2)'aru
(Since yesterday, in my family , a guest exists. 
= ’Since yesterday we have a guest with us.) 
(not in the data)
[62] a Hacizi ni, watasi ni wa, kyaku ga-
1 ) aru
n de su.
2) *iru
(At 8 o ’clock, in/to me, there will be a guesi 
= ’I ’m going to have a guest at 8 o ’clock.) 
(not in the data)
1 ) aru
b A b u , koko de, macuri ga
2 )*iru
(Tomorrow, here, a festival will "take place. 
= »We will have a festival here tomorrow'.) 
(not in the data)
1) iaasu
[63] a Kon1ya 8-si ni, watusi wa eki ni-
2) *arimasu
(i'll be at the station at 8 o’clock this evening)
1) ariiaasii ka ?
[64] a Sonna koto sura hito ga doko no
kuni ni
2) imasu ka?
(In whi.ch countr;y does a person who does such a thing 
exist? = 'Who on the earth dares to do such a thing'
or 'I am dumbfounded to see/know that you did/are 
going to do such a thing.')
(not in the data)
1) aru
b Komia sarnui toki de rno, konna 
tokoro ni kuru hito ga
2) iru
(Even in cold weather like this, there are people who 
come to a place like this, see?)
n desu ne?
Kimo compares a grammatical sentence like the ones in 
[oO] with an ungrammatical sentence like the one in [bl] a-1, 
and immediately concludes that the facts show the word placed 
in front of the particle 'ga' in such sentences as [60] a is 
not a subject. (note 34)
But these sentences are no more than examples of the rule 
that both structures ’... ni ... ga aru' and '... ni... ga iru'
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are allowed, when there are two animate entities which have 
some kinship or emotional relationship with each other and 
when we describe a relation in which one of them belongs to the 
other. And, again, cases where we can use both sentence 
structures are not restricted to such instances as are in 
[do]. The examples in [64] show that both 1aru/iru' can be 
used when we describe, in an emphatic mood or in a mood of 
surprise, an animate entity which does something. In [62] a, 
there are two animate entities, but still the use of the verb 
'iru' is not allowed. The reason is merely because 'a guest*, 
in the same way as ’a festival* in [62] b, is 'an event*. The 
verb *aru* in [62] is used as a verb which describes something's 
taking place, the verb 'iru' in [63] is used as an action verb, 
and 'aru/iru* in [do] and [64j and 'iru* in [öl] are used as 
state verbs. These are in this the same as the potential verb, 
which too can be used as 'stative verb* and 'action verb/verb 
which describe something's happening'. (See [.54.], [55], and
Here, I would like to point out that various languages use 
the same method as that of Japanese when they show 'an entity 
belonging to or owned by'.
[56].)
[.65] a Ben-de para yok. (Turkish)
(in me money non-existent)
(This information was obtained from 'Turkish’(Teach 
Yourself Books. 1971)
b Minulla on kirja. (Finnish)
(in me existent a book.)
(This information was obtained from 'Finnish' (Teach 
Yourself Books. 1971.)
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c Mata göniyek innava. (Sinhalese)
(in me a wile existent,)
It is said that the reason why Sinhalese, belonging to 
the Indoaryan family, has this sort of expression is 
through the influence of Dravidian.
(This information was obtained from Dr. Rajapatirana 
(Ceylonese), an ANU Lecturer in Sanskrit.) 
d Sanzid mori baina. (Mongol)
(To Sans horse is.)
(This information was obtained from 'Modern Mongolian' 
by Bosson, J.E. , (Indiana Uni. 1964).) 
e E i ai i le maile vae fa. (Samoan)
(There are to a dog legs four.)
(This information was obtained from 'Samoan' (Teach 
Yourself Books. 1962).)
Having checked various uses 'aru' and ' iru', which are 
pointed out above, I believe that Kuno came to his conclusions 
with regards to the subject problem in the sentence construction 
containing '... ni (wa)' without sufficiently taking those uses 
into consideration. In my understanding, just because 
potential verbs as well as the verbs 'aru' and 'iru' have both 
features of a stative verb and of a verb expressing something's 
taking place, they are able to use the particle 1ni1 whose 
function is to mark a place where something exists or takes 
place.
[00] a ... kono sakana wa (my insertion), Nihonain ni wa
hurai ni suru to niku ga simatte oisiku taberareru .... 
Sankei Sinbun (evening edition) October 31, 1974 p.6 
(As for this fish, to Japanese, if one fries it, the 
flesh becomes firm and it is eatable and delicious.)
to ... sorera no mondal no kaikecu ni toottösite iru 
hitobito ni wa, sore wa (my insertion) kessite 
kimagure ni katazukerareru mondai de wa nai.
1Seisyun no Suzuki Daisecu' (compiled and written 
toy T . S irnura) (1973) p . li>6
(For those who are absorbed in seeking a solution for 
these problems, they cannot toe disposed of lightly.) 
c O-kami-san wa tomeyo to simasita ga, onna de wa 
tome rar e rna s e n node .... KHT2 p .9
(His wife tried to stop it ( = the fight), tout she 
found it impossible to stop with a woman (=’s 
effort). So ....
We can find a great number of sentences (tooth toy our own 
intuition and in written materials) in which, even if we 
delete the particle 1ni1, the structure still remains 
grammatical. Here, however, X would like to point out the fact 
that we have potential sentences in which the particle *ni1 may 
not toe omitted (e.g. [66] a, to). (in [06] c, the particle
’de* is used in place of the particle 1ni1, tout similarly, it 
too may not toe omitted.) I still cannot find out the rule in 
[6o] why the use of the particles 'ni* ([66] a, to) and 'de1 
([66] c) is obligatory. But I believe that the examples in 
[66] a, to, suggest that this problem - whether the particle 
‘ni1 can toe a subject marker or not - cannot be solved so long 
as one holds to the hypothesis that the potential sentence 
with the particle 'ga* is the basic form. Again, ii“ one 
follows Kuno’s assertion, one must also accept the particle 
"de1 in sentences like [66] c as toeing a subject-marker.
(ii) - 9 On the basis of the above research, with regards to
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the problem of whether we would be justified in calling the 
potential verb containing a transitive idea by method, (a)
(that is, the 'transitive verb stem + a potential suffix +
ending' - type verb and the '_____ -dekiru' - type verb) a
transitive verb, my understanding is as follows:
1: The potential verb containing the morphologies 
explained above has the power to express with the particle 
'ni' the agent of the action shown by a transitive verb stem 
or a first element expressing a transitive idea whose second 
element is -dekiru. This shows that the potential verb has the 
capacity to report the fact that something exists or something 
takes place. It is impossible to think that this capacity 
arises from transitivity.
2: But, on the other hand, it is also true that these
sorts of potential verbs have the capacity to follow the 
particle 'o' as object marker. This shows that they have the 
capacity to indicate an action which is in contrast with the 
concept of 'existing or taking place', that is, they have the 
capacity of transitivity which is contrastive to that of 
intransitivity e
3: In the past, when one needed to describe the nature
of the potential verb, we could do so without worrying about 
this point, because in the past the particle 'o' did not 
appear in front of the potential verb containing a transitive 
idea.
4: The fact that the potential verb containing a
transitive idea has the power to follow either* 'o' or * ga ’ 
shows us that the nature of these sorts of potential verbs is 
in the process of changing.
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Therefore, my interpretation is that the nature of these 
sorts of potential verbs, despite the fact that they show 
characteristics somewhat similar to those of the transitive 
verb, require that they should be located in a position at 
some remove from the transitive verb. When subgrouping verbs 
into ' intransitive verbs’ and ’transitive verbs' , I am rather 
forced to conclude that, at the present stage in the changing 
development of the potential expression, potential verbs 
containing a transitive idea by method (a) can only be dealt 
with my putting them in a separate class from other transitive 
verbs and treating them as 'potential verbs containing a 
transitive verb stem* and 'potential verbs containing a 
transitive idea whose second element is -dekiru'.
(iii) Next, non-volitional verbs may only be used as the first 
element in method (c), and cannot be used with the other two 
methods. (However, very occasionally a non-volitional verb 
can be used together with method (b) or method (c), and can 
express 'inactive ability of an inanimate subject. See [l54-].)
[67] ... aite no ho de mo sore o yurusu no nara jibun wa
sugu ni mo orerare-so de atta. G-KS 19 p . 64 
(if they let us do that, it seemed to me that I could 
yield (break myself) to them immediately.)
Among non-volitional verbs there are two kinds: the ones
which can never be used as a volitional verb (e.g. uwaru 
(be planted), tamaru (be accumulated), kiraaru (be decided) and 
the ones which, as in [67] b, can be used as a volitional verb, 
together with an animate subject and in a certain sentence 
environment. The fact that the non-volitional verb cannot go 
with the potential expression (method (c) is excluded from 
this discussion. This will be discussed at III - 4.),
according to ray understanding, means that its objective is 
involved with reporting the fact that something takes place 
ox* exists, and is not involved with an action caused by one's 
v olition.
As fox* the intex*nal structure of the potential verb, the
stem ox* the fix*st element of the '____-dekix*u1 -type vex*b is
concerned with an action (Because of this, the potential verb 
containing a transitive verb stem and the potential verb 
containing a transitive idea whose second element is -dekiru 
have the power to accompany the particle o‘ as object marker.), 
and ’the part that expx*esses the potential + ending’ has the 
role oi* indicating the existence or the taking-place of the 
potential concept (See [54-] and [55].)* This shows that the 
potential verb has some of the features of a non-volitional 
verb. (Gases where the base verb itself is a potential verb 
(e.g. dekix*u) have, of course, some of the features of a 
non-volitional vex*b.) Again, I am forced to believe that the 
fact that potential verbs do not have an imperative means that 
they have some of the features of a non-volitional verb.
In summary, we can give a definition of the potential in 
the Japanese language as follows: 'the potential means that
in the agent of the action that is included in the potential 
verb one of the meanings of the potential exists/will exist/ 
existed ox* takes place/will take place/took place'.
(in ox*dex* to formulate this dei’inition, however, potential 
sentences expressed by method (c) were not taken into account. 
The reasons fox* this are two-fold: l) a verb including
'-uru/-eru' as its second element may be regarded either as
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transitive or as intransitive, depending upon whether its 
first element consists of a word-formation-base obtained from 
a transitive verb or an intransitive verb (See IXI-1-7-(ii).).
2) method (c) has capacity to cover the meaning of the 
potential to which method (a) and method (b) cannot be applied 
(See III-4-3.).
Notes:
1 Yuaawa, Kokiciro (1954), Edo-kotoba no Kenky", p.535.
2 Suzuki, Sigeyuki (1972), Nihongo-bunpo Keitairon, p.291.
3 Kuno, Akira (1973), Nihon-bunpo Kenkyu, p.51.
4 Tokieda, Motoki (l94l)» Kokugo<■ -;aku G-enron, p.375 
Kuno Akira, ibid., p.51.
3 According to ' Sinsen Nihon Bimpo-aiten KogoEen (l953> 6th 
Edition) by Sin Asano, the so-called 'Kano-dosi' (the 
potential verb containing the sviffix '-3-') already 
existed in the Man'yo Period. But again, 1N1hon-burp5 
Goho-hen* (1969, P.393) by the same author says that it 
came into existence in the Muromaci Period.
6 Kanda, Sumiko, 1 G-endai Tokyo-go no kano-hyogen ni tsuite ’ ,
Tokyo Zyosi-Daigaku Nihon Bungaku, vol. 16.
7 According to my own researches with regards to this point, 
it seems that it is difficult to find more than a handful 
of sentences in which this sort of 'o' is used, when one 
uses 'Ninzyo-bon1 (Romantic novels) or 1Kokkei-bon' 
(Humorous books) published around the end of the Edo 
Period. Eor instance, I used 'Harucugedori' (I836-7) in 
'Nihon Koten Bungaku Zensyu, vol. 47' to find how many 
examples of this sort of particle 'o' there were in that 
book, but the number found was only 2, Again, there are
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books in which it cannot be found at all (e . g .
’ Tokaidocyur-Hizakurige ’ (1802-10) in ’Nihon Koten
Bungalcu Taikei, vol. 62).
8 Kanda, Sumiko. ibid.
9 According to Surnio Komacu's research on ’Ukiyoburo*
(1809-13) (See 1 Kotengo-G-endaigo Zyosi Zyodosi Syosecu’ 
(1969, P.77) concerning this problem, 86.4 per cent of 
the total number of the potential expressions were ones 
which expressed impotentiality. According to my own 
research for which 1 used the above-mentioned 
1Hanicugedori1 (note 7), when I excluded the seemingly 
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2 THE PROBLEM OP AMBIGUITY WHICH CAN OCCUR BETWEEN THE
POTENTIAL VOICE AND OTHER VOICES
2 - 0
It is known tHat in the Japanese verbal system in the 
very ancient periods of the history of the Japanese language, 
the middle voice (or the medio-passive voice) and the active 
voice had a collateral relationship (note l). The middle 
voice, because of its very characteristics which were 
contrastive to the active voice, split itself and produced 
various voices, that is, 'intransitive’, 'spontaneous 
happening1, 'potential1, ’passive1, and 'honorific1 voices.
The semantic characteristics common to those voices which make 
a contrast to that of the active voice lie in the concept that 
'something takes place'. The reason why the suffixes 1-are- 
and -rare-1 are used for honorific expressions is that in the 
traditional Japanese way of thinking, even if something will 
be/was realised by an agent's volitional activity, if we 
describe the fact from the viewpoint that it will take/took 
place spontaneously, this kind of description sounds more 
dignified than if we report it in the form that someone will 
have made/make/made something happen (note 2). If we make a 
comparison between Japanese and English, whereas Japanese is 
situation centered, English is abundant in agent-centered 
expressions, and whereas the preference of Japanese is for 
1 exist1-expressions, that of English is for 1 have'-expressions 
(note 3). The meaning of the Japanese potential is the state 
in which an action takes place in its agent (note 4 ). What 
differentiates the passive expression in Japanese from the
potential expression is the fact that an action takes place in
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the receiver of the action, not in the agent of1 the action 
(This description needs retouching slightly for the 
intransitive passive.) (note 5). These are the points which 
have repeatedly been pointed out for a long time by various 
linguists.
Various discrepant features which appear in the potential 
expression of modern Japanese, according to my understanding- 
through my research on these problems, cannot be given 
justifiable linguistic interpretations, unless those 
discrepancies are recognised as problems in the process of 
liberation of the potential expression from the voices 
originating from the middle voice (See III - 1.). The 
problems which I am going to discuss here in 2 show us 
straightforwardly points where potential verbs by method (a), 
in concert with sentence structures in which these potential 
verbs are placed, get interwined with other voices.
2 - 1  Potential Sentence or Passive Sentence?
With regards to the sentences in which derived verbs 
containing the suffix ’-rare-' are placed, it sometimes 
happens that one cannot tell whether they are potential 
sentences or passive sentences. As for those ambiguous 
sentences, if their contexts are given, sometimes one can tell 
potential sentences from passive sentences, and vice versa.
But again, even if their contexts are given, sometimes it 
happens that one cannot tell which is which. On the other 
hand, because of the fact that most of the Glass 1 verbs 
dislike the suffix —are- and have turned to the suffix — e— 
instead nowadays as their potential suffix, they (most of the 
Class I verbs) do not raise this problem. But, even now,
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when some Class I verbs, which can employ both suffixes -e- 
and -are-, employ the suffix -are-, they can cause the same 
problems that are caused by derived verbs containing the 
suffix -are-. (See [40], [,4l].)
[öö] a Ga, sono naiyo o yoku kentosite miru to, kono
tanzyimna hikaku de wa sumasarenai mono ga aru.
Gendai 1974, August issue p.146
(pot. But, when we examine the contents carefully, 
we find that we cannot dispose of the problem with 
a superficial comparison.
pass. But, when we examine the contents carefully, 
we find that the problem will not be disposed of with 
a superficial comparison.)
b Kaeru toki wa kanarazu ryösin to issyo datta node, 
kore mo kanojo ga yamunaka hahaoya ni susumerarete 
otto no moto ni modotte kuru no da to mo i war eta.
MSZ 2 p.246
(pot. Whenever she went back to her husband, without 
exception she used to be accompanied by her parents, 
but this time she had to go back home alone.
Therefore, one was able to say that she would come back 
to her husband reluctantly at her mother’s suggestion.
pass. ... as above .... Therefore, it was said
that she would come back to her husband reluctantly at 
her mother’s suggestion.)
In both a and b of [oSj, the stems of the potential verbs 
are those of Class I verbs. a can be accepted as either a 
potential sentence or a passive sentence. It seems to me that 
Jo would be accepted as a passive sentence in the absence of a
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context, but in fact, it is used as potential in the context 
where this sentence is placed.
In tlie following [69], [‘70] , [71], ’Class II verb-stems 
t -rareru’ are used:
[69] a So suru to kindaizin no manzoku to yü mono ga erareru 
kamo siremasen yo. YR 2 p.143
(pot. If you did that, you might be able to get a 
modern sophisticate’s satisfaction.
pass. If you did that, a modern sophisticate's 
satisfaction might be obtained.) 
b ... nos^Ailm-uran no mondai ga guröbaruna kenci kara 
t oraeraneru yo ni natta no wa, waga kuni de wa goku 
saikin no koto de aru, Ziyu 1973, June issue p.50 
(pot. In our country, it was only recently that it 
became possible for us to grasp the problem of 
enriched uranium from the global point of view.
pass. In our country, it was only recently that it 
got so that the problem of enriched uranium is 
grasped from the global point of view.) 
c Dosite Indo de ’zero’ ga süzi ni natta ka, ’zero’ ga 
hakken-sareta ka, iroiro rikuca ga cukerareru to 
omoimasu ....
(pot. With regards to the reason why 'zero’ came to 
be expressed as a numeral in India and the reason why 
it was discovered there, I think we can put forward 
various explanations.
pass. ... as above ..., I think various explanations
will be put forward.
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d Kono koto wa sengo no kokogaku no mezamasii halten
ni yori , zyubun ura2ukerax*eta to omou n desu. YT p . 114 
(pot. I think we were alle to prove this fact 
sufficiently by the remarkable development of 
archaeology after World War II 
pass . I think this fact was sufficiently proved by 
the remarkable development of archaeology after World 
War II.)
e Hanga wa nomi to hangi sae areba, icu demo doko de
demo horiager a r e m . G-endai 1974, August issue p.140 
(pot. If anybody just had a chisel and a woodcut, he 
would easily be able to engrave a woodcut print.
pass. If anybody just had a chisel and a woodcut, a 
woodcut print would easily be engraved.
In such sentences as those above, one can present them as 
potential sentences by putting a subject (e.g. we) in them, 
and again one can show them as passive sentences by putting 
1•.. ni yotte1 (by medium of ...) in them.
But, in some sentences, despite the fact that the phrase 
’... ni yotte’ is used, one cannot tell whether they are 
potential sentences or passive sentences.
[7 0 ] Kore wa zizicu mo ausi, basu no syasyo sono ta no 
mokugekisya no syogen ni yotte tasikamerareta.
MSZ P.180
(pot. This fitted in with the date and the time 
(which they’d presumed), and they managed to confirm 
it by the testimony of some eye-witnesses including
a bus-conductress
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pass. Th.±s fitted in with the date and the time 
(which they’d presumed), and was confirmed by the 
testimony of some eye-witnesses including a bus- 
conductress. )
Next, in Japanese, in sentences in which it does not 
matter who the subject is, it is normal not to express the 
subject. Therefore, in this kind of sentence, it can happen 
that inserting a subject does not produce a solution to the 
problem. The following two are examples:
['7lJ a Ga kokusaitekina sien o ukete iru koto o insyosukeyo 
to suru puropaganda to m1rarenaku mo nai no de aru. 
G-endai 1974, August issue p.351
(pot. But it is not exactly the case that one cannot 
regard it as propaganda the purpose of which is to try 
to impress people that they have international support.
pass. But it is not exactly the case that it is not 
regarded as propaganda the purpose of which is to try 
to impress people that they have international support, 
b Konnici de wa sugareta kenkyüsya ga seihu-kikan ni mo 
minkan-kigyC ni mo mikakerareru y'ö ni natte iru.
NSZ p.474
(pot. Nowadays it has reached the point that one can 
see excellent researchers both in governmental 
organisations and in private enterprises.
pass. Nowadays it has reached the point that excellent
researchers are seen both in governmental 
organisations and in private enterprises.)
In [71] a, if tlie phrase "... ni yotte1 (by medium of 
,.ö.) is inserted, the sentence becomes passive, but in [71] 
b, it is pointless to do so.
What I would like to add next is that in [69] a and b 
and [71] b, the use of the particle ’o’ as object marker can 
show those sentences clearly as potential, but in [67] c, 
even if the particle ’o' is used, the problem that one cannot 
tell whether the sentence is potential or passive still 
remains.
In the following examples, verbs whose second element is 
,-s^Iru,, which is a class III verb, is used with the potential 
suffix ’-are-1. When ‘-suru’ becomes 1-sarem' , it is said 
that it is used for expressing the "passive1 or "honorific1, 
but not the "potential’. But, in fact, it can be found that 
it is used for expressing the "potential".
[72] a Ni-san-miri no acusa no garasu wa hucu no rnado ni
hundan ni hamerarete iru no da. Kore nara siroto de 
mo secudan- sarem daro .
(pot. Glass with a thickness of 2 or 3 milimeters is 
used in abundance in ordinary windows. I reckon it 
is cuttable even by a non-professional.
pass. ... as above.... I reckon it will be cut even
by a non-professional.)
b Kore ni kansite wa cugi no yona ten ga sitekisaremasu.
'Sekiyu-kanuteru ni cuite" Nanbei-muke KHK Kokusai-hoso 
June 3, 1974 7 «15 p.m. - 7.30 p.m.
(pot. With regards to this, one can point out the
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following points
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spontaneous happening (This term will be abbreviated 
as s . Ii. henceforth.) With regards to this, the 
following points spontaneously make one point them out.
pass. With regards to this, the following points 
will be pointed out.)
By the sentence [72] b, the speaker of the sentence 
pointed out certain points, and the sentence did not express a 
passive meaning. What should be noted is that, when 1-sareru' 
is used in a sentence for expressing the potential, an animate 
subject is not conceivable. Sentence |_72] a, as also sentence 
[66] a, is an example of a potential sentence where one may 
regard the potential concept as expressing an attribute of 
something and where one may regard the particle, which in 
general marks the object of the transitive action indeed in the 
potential verb, as marking here the subject. (See III - 4 and 
III - 6.) It seems that sentence [72] b is located somewhere 
around the boundary between spontaneous happening sentences and 
potential sentences. If '-sareru* were replaced by '-dekiru', 
one could use either particles 'ga' or 'o' in the position of 
the particle 1ga1, and in addition, one could put a person as 
subject in the sentence. Considering these points, I interpret 
|_72] b as a sort of spontaneous happening sentence.
In the following, I will show some cases where the problem 
of ambiguity, which is our present problem, occurs and 
somewhere it does not occur. Here I am interested in seeking 
the reasons why the ambiguity does not occur in some cases and 
why the ambiguity does occur in some other cases. To make the 
points clear, I will use short sentences.
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(i) Cases where ambiguity does not occur
[73] a Kore _o kowas-e-ta n desu ka? (potential)
(lid you manage to break this?)
b Kore ga kowas-e-ta n desu ka? (potential)
(Did you manage to break this?)
In the examples above, either the particle ’o' or the 
particle ’ga1 may be used as the particle to mark the object 
of the transitive verb-stem. One does not have any confusion 
with regards to this ambiguity problem in a sentence without a 
subject. If one desires to mark the agent by the particle ' ni ' , 
it may be put in [73] b, but it may not be in [73] a for the 
reason described in III - 1 - 6 . But [73] b remains a 
potential sentence with or without ’an agent + ni’. Prom these 
tests, we understand that the use of the suffix 1-e-’, which 
most Class I verbs use rather than the suffix 1-are-' as their 
suffix, removes the problem of ambiguity between potential and 
passive. Some Class I verbs which accept the suffix ’-are-’ 
as well as the suffix ’-e-' as their suffix can cause problems 
of ambiguity ([40], [41]).
L74] a Kare ni ano sakana o tabe-rare-ta n desu ka? (passive)
(Was that fish eaten by him? - Have you had that fish 
eaten by him?)
b Kare wa ano sakana ga tabe-rare-ta n desu ka? (potential) 
(Did he manage to eat that fish?)
In the above two examples the suffix ’-rare-' is used, 
but it seems that its use does not cause the problem of 
ambiguity. The use of the sentence structure ’... ni ... o 
....’ is not allowed in general for expressing the potential 
(Refer to III - 1 - 6.). Por this reason, the use of
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method (a) containing 1-rare-’ in this sentence structure 
would turn to express ’the passive of advantages and 
disadvantages'. [‘74] a is an instance of this. In [74] b, 
without the subject, one could not tell whether it is a 
potential sentence or 'a passive sentence to report a fact 
objectively'. ('A passive sentence to report a fact
objectively' may be described as 'a passive sentence which 
does not have a receiver of the action'.) But once the 
subject is inserted as in [74] b, the sentence structure 
shows a difference from that of 'a passive sentence of 
advantages and disadvantages'. Therefore, one cannot turn it 
into a passive sentence by inserting 'agent + ni'.
(ii) Gases where ambiguity occurs
L75] a Ano sakana ga tabe-rare-ta n desu ka? (potential or 
passive?)
(pot. Bid (you) manage to eat that fish? 
pass. Was that fish eaten?)
b Ano sakana o tabe-rare-ta n desu ka? (potential or 
passive?)
(pot. Did (you) manage to eat that fish?
pass. Have (you) had that fish eaten? - Was that 
fish eaten?)
c Kare ni ano sakana ga tabe-rare-ta n desu ka? 
(potential or passive?)
(pot. Did he manage to eat that fish? 
pass. Was that fish eaten by him?)
(Note that the suffix '-rare-' may be used for expressing 
'potential' as well as 'passive'.)
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In L75] a and To, the use of the particle ga 1 and 1 o 1
cannot help to solve the ambiguity problem. This is because 
both particles are object markers when we understand those 
sentences as potential, and when we understand those sentences 
as passive, a is a passive sentence to report a fact 
objectively and b is a passive sentence of advantages and 
disadvantages. Even if one inserts a subject in b, what is 
described above remains unchanged. If a subject were placed 
in a, it seems that the problem of ambiguity would disappear, 
because, then, the structure of the sentence would be the same 
as the one exemplified by [74] b. In [75] c, if the particle 
1 ga* is replaced by the particle "o', the sentence structure 
is the one shown by 1.74] a. The next problem is the reason 
why we can interpret sentence [75] c as either potential or 
passive. What we are reminded of here is the assertion made 
by Tokieda with regards to the distinction between "potential1 
and "passive1 (note 6). He stated that a sentence is 
potential if the subject of the part 1-are-and - rare-' and 
the subject of the action shown by the verb stem - "a main 
verb; according to him - is identical, and if these are not 
identical, a sentence is passive.
(potential)
(l can eat fish.)
b Watakusi wa kare ni sakana o tabe-rare-ru. (passive)L J I
(l will have (my) fish eaten by him. - (My) fish will 
be eaten by him.)
In a, it is "watakusi1 (i) that eats, and the place
v/here the action of eating takes place is also 1 watakusi"
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Therefore, the sentence manifests the meaning of "potential1.
In b, it is ' kare1 (he) that eats, and the place where 
action of eating takes place - in other* words, the place 
affected by his action - is "watakusi". Therefore, the 
sentence expresses the meaning of "passive".
What is described above is taken from Tokieda’s own 
explanation. It is true that many sentences can be well 
interpreted by his explanation.
But, on establishing his theory on the difference between 
potential and passive, it seems to me that Tokieda only took 
into consideration "passive sentences in which the agent of an 
action and the receiver of the action exist, and failed to
notice_the existence of "passive sentences to report a fact
objectively; that is, "passive sentences which do not have the 
receiver of an action*. By "the passive sentence which do not 
have the receiver of an action’ is meant those passive 
sentences which are considered to show a sentence structure 
which was introduced into Japanese in the relatively near past 
under the influence of Western European languages. Sentence 
I.75] a, when it is understood as passive, is one example of 
that structure. (The sentences with this structure in which 
the derived verb whose morphology consists of ’transitive 
verb-stem o±' the Class I verb + -are-ru" is placed do not cause 
in most cases any problem of ambiguity. This is because 
nowadays the suffix "-are-" is coming to be used less and less 
for expressing "potential".) In theory, passive sentences of 
this sort only report objectively that something will be/is/was
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done by someone, and do not have 'receiverers oi> advantages on 
disadvantages' which may be explained as 'places where 
something will take place/takes place/took place', that is, 
'receivers of actions' . But, the panticle 'ga' in such 
sentences as [75] a can be an object marken. Therefore, 
sentences with the structure exemplified by [75] a may be 
understood as passive as well as potential. Through the 
observations above, here we are able to understand that the 
cause of the ambiguity problem described above lies in the 
point which Tokieda overlooked. Each of [68], [69], [70],
[71], and [72] contains the same problem that [72] a manifests. 
It ought to be the case that, for the passive sentence without 
the receiver of an action, one needs the phrase '... ni yotte' 
(by medium of ....), to express the agent of the action, and 
the use of the particle 'ni' in the sentence should make it 
ungrammatical. But, in fact, the number of sentences which do 
not make us feel queer or ungrammatical in which the particle 
'ni' can be used in place of 1ni yotte' nay be increasing - but 
this problem needs to be investigated. Sentence [75] c is 
interpreted as passive, when one feels the particle 'ni* to be 
the same as 'ni yotte', and when one feels the meaning of the 
particle 1ni1 to be that of 1ni oite' (in/at), the particle 
'ga' is interpreted as the substantial object marker (Refer to 
III-1-6.), and the whole sentence [75] c is understood as a 
potential sentence which means 'It came into existence to eat 
fish in him.', that is, 'He was able to eat fish.'. If one 
uses the suffix '-re-' which sounds vulgar in place of the 
suffix '-rare-' in sentences [75] a, b, and c, the ambiguity 
problem does not occur.
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What we need to study here together with the above 
problem is the following: "Whether such sentences as [6ö],
[69], [70], [7l]> and [72] are understood as potential or as
passive, there is no confusion in understanding the given 
contexts in which those sentences are placed. What is the 
reason for this?" The sentences from [68] to [72], when one 
accepts them as passive, express 'the passive which does not 
have the receiver of an action'.
'Hatarakikake-rare' (being affected) is situated 
diametrically opposite from 'hatarakikake' (affect), and at 
the same time, in my imderstanding 'hatarakikake-rare' is 
'acquisition of something'. And I consider that the sentence 
structure, as is exemplified by the sentences from [08] to 
[7 2 J, including a derived verb with '-are- or -rare-' allows 
us to interpret it in these two meanings, and therefore either 
interpretation - potential or passive - should not cause any 
problem of contextual understanding. As one of the meanings 
which potential express, I accept the meaning of 'success 
(accomplishment) and non-success (non-accomielishment) '
(Refer to III-4«)• la this case, by 'success' is meant 'that 
one will carry through/carried through over a barrier1 , in 
other words, 'that one will acquire/acquired something*.
2 - 2  Method (b) and method (c) which seem to be used for 
eliminating the problem of ambiguity between potential and 
passive
In the following examples in [77], the sentences still 
remain potential, even if method (a) is used in place of 
method (b).
[77]
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a Ano okusan ni nara, ansinsite o - kane o a auke ru koto ga 
dekimasu. DO p . 318
(We can entrust our money to that lady without any 
i'ear. )
b Sibaraku ore wa zibun no mimi o sinziru koto ga 
dekinakatta. MY p .95
(For some time I could not believe my own ears 
(= what I heard with my own ears), 
c ... kare no omoiegaite ita basyo o hitori sizukani 
aruite rniru koto mo deki-so ni naku .... YM 2 p o 6 6  
(it seemed it would be impossible for him to take a 
stroll calmly at the place which he had pictured to 
himself in various ways.) 
d Tokoro ga sono hito ga sono huko o donikasite 
kirinukeru koto ga dekiru to, .... AR p.24 
(But, once he can manage to get out of his unhappy 
state somehow or other, ....)
In the above sentences, if method (a) is used instead of 
method (b), and if we concentrate on the underlined parts 
only, those parts are identical with the sentence structure 
exemplified by [7b] 1» and they make us wonder whether they 
are potential or passive. But, in fact, in the above 
sentences, the parts without underlines eliminate that 
problem, and besides, those sentences do not leave room for 
putting in ‘agents of passive sentences’. Therefore, the use 
of method (a) in place of method (b) does not cause any 
problem of ambiguity.
But, in the following examples in [78], the use of method 
(a) in place of method (b) or method (c) would allow us to
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understand, them as either potential or as passive. This is 
because the use of method (a) creates a sentence structure 
which leaves room for inserting 'agent of passive + ni yotte1.
In the following examples, if one uses method (a) instead of 
method (b), a structure identical to that of [75] b is found.
[78] a ... kore wa (my insertion) mata kahei no yona yakuwari 
ni mo mociiru koto ga dekita. Inoue, Micusada "Nihon
no Rekisi" (1965) p.393
(They were able to use this in a role like that of 
coinage too. The use of method (a) allows us to 
■understand this sentence as: "This was also used in a
role like that of coinage.") 
b Sakiyuki o huan-narasimeru tane wa ikura-demo 
kasoeageru koto ga d.ekiru.
(One can point out countless causes to make us worry 
about our future. The use of method (a) allows us to 
understand this sentence as: "Countless causes to make
us worry about our future will be pointed out.") 
c Soko de hicuyo ni ozite mociiuru yöna zicuryoku o 
takuwaete oku koto ga kicuyo to natta. NHT 3 p.176 
(Accordingly, it became necessary for us to store a 
reserve of capacity which we can use as occasion 
demands. The use of method (a) allows us to understand 
this sentence as: "Accordingly, it became necessary
for us to store a reserve of capacity which would be 
used as occasion demands.") 
d 'Kyuba-Kiki1 wa hyöhi no ronri to rinri no waku no 
naka de zyubun ni toraeuru mono de atta. Sekai 1972
April issue, p.144
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(One could grasp 'Crisis in Cuba' sufficiently in the 
frame of epidermal logic and ethics. The use of 
method (a) allows us to understand this sentence as: 
"'Crisis in Cuba' was the one which would be grasped 
sufficiently in the frame of epidermal logic and 
ethics.1)
Next, there is a type of potential sentences in which it 
is not permissible to use method (a):
[79] a Kare wa ... Runessansu no cyukaku o kagiateru koto no 
dekita gozen o, yamagoya ni kita kai ga atta to 
yorokonda. YE. 2 p.121
(he was happy to find himself rewarded from his visit 
to the mountain cottage in the morning by managing to 
dig out the core of the Renaissance.) 
b Zizicu, watakusi wa sono go Washington e itte
kanaraausimo so wa ienai koto o ta sikäme eta. BS 1973 
November issue, p.98
(in fact, when I went to Washington after that, I 
managed to confirm that we cannot necessarily say so.) 
c Sono kotoba de, Macui ni sibun no ken'okan ga cuzite 
iru koto o isso tasikameeta. KT p.183
(hearing what he said., I managed to confirm even more 
the fact that my hatred was known to Macui.) 
d ... heitanna sunahama ni yasibayasi no aru kaigan o
micukeru koto ga dekita. Syono, Eizi "Mokiyoto"(1972)
P.135
((We) were able to find a beach with a grove of palm- 
trees on the flat sand-coast.)
e Mata, Mew York no sitamaci de abarete iru curadamasii
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no ii seinen o hikiireru koto mo dekiru. BS 1973 
October;* issue p.226
(We can succeed in winning oven to our side young guys 
who are aggressively engaged in various activities in 
downtown New York.)
f ... bungaku-s;engo o gengogaku no taikeicyü ni sikkari 
to kumiireru koto no dekita kazusukunai gengogakusya no 
hitori Yakobuson .... Tenbo 1971 July issue p.34 
(Jacobson, one of the few blessed linguists who were 
successful in incorporating the language of literary 
works firmly into the system of linguistics.)
What is common to the examples above is that in every 
sentence the particle ’o ’ is used as object marker, and the use 
of method (a) in place of method (b) or method (c) makes those 
sentences have the same sentence structure basically as that of 
[75] b. But, because of the fact that the examples in [79] are 
more complicated in their sentence-elements than that in [7 5 ] b, 
if one applied method (a) to them, the problem of ambiguity 
between potential and passive disappear, and the characteristic 
meaning of ’the passive of advantages and disadvantages’ 
emerges distinctly. For this reason, in these examples, which 
express potential, the application of method (a) is avoided. 
What it is necessary to add here is that we need to do some 
research in the future into the problem of the reason why the 
use of method (a) weakens or eliminates the meaning of 
potential in this kind of sentence.
2 - 3  The problem of ambiguity caused by derived verbs
containing 1-are-/-rare-' exists other than between 
potential and passive.
(i) The examples in [80] may be conceived of as potential,
passive, or spontaneous happening.
[ 80 ] a Cyoken ga, ... acikoci nigemawatte iru. no g a mirareta
to yü koto de aru. Inoue Yasusi Syosecu Zensyu Yol.
15 p.308
(pot. I heard that they were able to see Cyoken 
escaping* around from place to place.
s.h. I heard that they found themselves seeing Cyoken 
escaping around from place to place.
pass. I heard that Cyoken’s escaping from place to 
place was seen.)
b Sikasi, konnici Uoru-gai wa 1 Amerika-tekina« amari nimo 
Amerika-teki1 to itta hyözyo mo yomitorareru. BS 
(pot. But today, from the atmosphere of Wall Street, 
we can also see implications which are 'very American - 
too American'.
s.h. But today, from Wall Street, we get the 
(spontaneous) impression that the atmosphere is also 
'very American - too American'.
pass. But today, from Wall Street, the 'very American 
too American' atmosphere is also seen.) 
c So y~ syuiika no katei to yü. mono wa, Nihon ga tairiku 
no bunka o ukeireta sai no hitocu no kencyona seikaku 
to site mitomerareru to omou n desu. YT p.176 
(pot. As one of the striking characteristics which 
Japan had when she accepted various cultures from the 
continent, I think we can perceive the process of
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purification which I mentioned now.
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s.h. ... as above ..., I think it occurs to us that 
without any preconceived notion we see the process of 
purification which I mentioned now.
pass. ... as above ..., I think the process of
purification which I mentioned now may be perceived.
Leaving aside the problem of why the examples in [80] may 
be understood as passive, if we only consider the feature of 
ambiguity between potential and spontaneous happening, with 
regards to the above examples, all the examples in [so] are 
the same sort of sentences as [7 2 ] b, on which I checked the 
fact that it might be conceived of as spontaneous happening as 
well as potential. With regards to the above sentences, one 
may well think that there are no intentional actions involved. 
Lor this reason, it is possible to accept them as spontaneous 
happening sentences as well. With respect to the spontaneous 
happening, there are various kinds of obscure and intricate 
points with respect to the relationship between spontaneous 
happening, potential, and passive. This relationship should be 
one of the points to be investigated in the future.
(ii) The examples below may be conceived of honorific as well 
as potential. As for c, it may be understood as passive as 
well. (With regards to the reason why the suffixes '-are-/ 
-rare-' can express the honorific, refer to III - 2 - 0.)
[öl] a ..0 kimi no gotoki onko-tokuzicu no si wa kanarazu sono
ciho ippan no kangei o ukerareru ni soi nai. NS p.105
(as honorific« I am sure that a gentle and sincere
person like you yourself will receive (when 'uke-rare-
ru' is conceived of as honorific verb for 'uke-ru1
(^receive)) a warm welcome from everyone living in that 
area.)
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pot. I am sure that a gentle and sincere person like 
you yourself can receive a warm welcome from everyone 
living in that area.)
b O-zii-san-taci wa nagai nagai yo no reikokuna siuci ni 
yoku taeraremasita nä. CK 1974 August issue 
(as honorific. It is a miracle you old people endured 
(when 'tae-rare-ru1 is conceived of as honorific verb 
for 1tae-ru1 (=endure)) heartless conduct towards you 
from the world for such a long, long time I 
pot. It is a miracle you old people were able to put 
up with heartless conduct towards you from the world 
for such a long, long time!)
c Kami ga kore o taberareta tamesi o kikanu .... G-K p.182 
(as honorific. I have never heard gods ate (when 
1tabe-rare-ta1 is conceived of as honorific verb for 
1tabe-ta1 (=ate)) this.
pot. I have never heard gods were able to eat this. 
nass. I have never heard gods had this eaten (by 
someone). (= I have never heard this thing which 
belonged to gods was eaten (by someone).)
Notes:
1 Hosoe, Icuki, "Waga kokugo no dosi no so (Voice) o ronzi, 
dösi no kacuyo-kei no bunkisuru ni itarisi genri no ittan 
ni oyobu", Okakura-Sensei Kinen-Ronbunsyu (1928). 
Benveniste, Emile, "Active and Middle Voice in the Verb", 
Problems in General Linguistics. Miami Linguistics Series 
No. 8 (l97l). (This is an English translation from 
'Problemes de linguistique Generale' written in French.)
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2 Ono, Susumu, "Nihonzin no siko to gengo" , Bungaku, 1967 
Dec. issue.
D Kunihiro, Tecuya, "Nici-Ei-go Hyogen-Taikei no Hikaku", 
Grengo Seikacu. No. 270, pp. 46-92.
Itasaka, (Jen, 1 Reru»Rarem1 , Nihonzin no Ronri-Eöao 
(1971), PP. 68-88.
4 Tokieda, Motoki, "Kano", Kokugogaku-Ziten, l6'th Revised 
edition (1968), pp.180-1.
5 Tokieda, Motoki, ibid., the head on 'Kano
6 Tokieda, Motoki, ibid., the head on 1 Kano
? THE RELATIONSHIP OP "THE POTENTIAL, THE TRANSITIVE, 119
AND THE INTRANSITIVE EXPRESSIONS"
3 - 0
There are linguists who point out that some of the 
intransitive verbs containing 1-ar 1 as the ending of 
base-verbs, from which derived and compound verbs are made, 
are potential verbs (note l). In fact, one can find various 
data in which it might seemingly be permissible to consider 
those intransitive verbs to be used as potentials.
[.82] a Ano kinoko wa asoko made ikanai to micukaranai.
Kita, Morio, "Akubi Noto" (l97l) p.10‘7 
(That kind of mushrooms will not be found (The verb 
'micuk-aru' (be found) is intransitive, not passive.) 
if you don't go as far as that place. [82] a may be 
translated into English as: 'You can11 find that kind
of mushrooms if you don't go as far as that place.1) 
b Amerika no daigaku de wa, kyosi wa tasyo entateina no 
men o rnotte inai to cutomaranai.
(in American universities, a man is unfit to be a 
teacher if he does not have features of an entertainer 
to some extent. [82] b may be translated into English 
as: 'In American universities one cannot fulfill his
duties as a teacher if he does not have features of 
an entertainer to some extent.) 
c Inabayama-zyoka ni zaimoku o motte ikeba rnokaru. 
"Kimitori-Monogatari" (p.408)
(if you carry wood to the castle town of Inabayama, it 
will be profitable. The verb 'rnokaru' (profit is
brought) is intransitive. Por convenience' sake, 'be 
profitable' is used in English. [82] c may be
translated into English as: 'If* you carry wood to the
castle town of Inabayama, you can make a profit.)
d "Zuibun takai n desu ne. 8000-yen gurai ni
makarimasen ka?" BHT vol. 1 p.205
'It’s too dear, isn’t it? Won't the price come down 
to around 8000 yen? [82] d may be translated into 
English as: 'It's too dear, isn't it? Can't you make
it about 8000 yen?)
It is possible to think that '-aru' functioning as the 
ending of a group of verbs is derived from '*ar' (come into 
existence/be born') which was used for expressing the 
'primitive middle voice' (note 2). Consequently, it seems 
natural that the ending '-aru' should have a relationship with 
the potential(or the passive).
But I believe that such linguists have the responsibility 
of presenting us with a criterion or criteria by which one 
could distinguish the 1 intransitive potential verbs with -aru 
ending' - I employ this term for the time being - from 'other 
intransitive verbs with -aru ending' which are not potential 
verbs, in so far as they point out and regard some potential 
verbs containing -aru ending as potential verbs - they have no 
potential suffix in themselves. Are those verbs which are 
regarded as potential verbs by those linguists really to be 
accepted as potential verbs?
Eirst, I would like to indicate that there exist derived 
potential verbs morphologically different from those underlined
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intransitive verbs above
irrt. verbs pot. verbs
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aru micuke - rare — ru
aru cutome - rare - ru
aru moke - rare - x*u
aru make - rare - ru
Secondly, the above linguists seem to have tried or to be 
trying to discover what they maintain to be potential verbs 
only out of the ranks of those intransitive verbs that contain 
the -aru ending. But are they justified in limiting the 
subject of their research with regards to this problem to 
intransitive verbs with -aru ending only?
Thirdly, according to my understanding, it is not 
justifiable to put " 'intransitive verbs with -eru ending' 
which are correlated to transitive verbs with -u ending in the 
same category of 'intransitive verbs with -aru ending* (note 
5). The reason fox1 my saying this is that 'potential verbs in 
which "-e-ru" is attached to a transitive verb-stem* cannot 
morphologically be distinguished from 'intransitive verbs in 
which the ending '-eru* used in some cases for making an 
intransitive verb is attached to a verb-stem*. simply because 
the device of deriving potential verbs by adding 1-are-ru' to 
transitive verb-stems with *-u' ending has almost completely 
disappeared from our consciousness, and instead the device of 
deriving; potential veils by adding '-e-ru1 to those transitive 
verbs has been fully developed. But, on the othex" hand, the 
intransitive verbs with '-aru' ending are also correlative to 
potential verbs which are made by adding '-rare-ru' to the
stems of their correlated transitive verbs
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Fourthly, almost no data is obtainable in which, the 
particle 'o’ as object marker is used in front of those verbs 
such as 'micukaru, mokaru, and makaru, etc.' which are 
maintained to be potential verbs by those linguists.
Assuming that these intransitive verbs were potential verbs, 
their stems should be understood as transitive verb-stems, and 
these verbs should be able to have either the particle 1 ga1 or 
’o’ freely in front of them in many cases just like other 
derived potential verbs containing transitive verb-stems.
But, in fact, one can almost certainly predict empirically 
that such data will hardly be found.
[b ^] Yobiko de mo, kanningu _o micukaru to, taiko de ne.
IS p.154
(in the preparatory school too, one would be expelled 
if his cheating in the exam were found.)
It is normal to place the particle ' ga 1 in front of the 
verb 'micukaru1. But, in [8p], even if one uses the particle 
'o' instead of the particle 1ga', the meaning of the sentence 
remains passive, not potential. With regards to the verb 
'wakaru' (can understand), one can find sentences with 
'wakaru' in which the particle 'o' is used instead of the 
particle 'ga*. But it is not our objective to investigate this 
here. (Refer to III - 3 - 1 - (i).)
There is no morphological clue to indicate whether a 
particular intransitive verb with the -aru ending is a 
potential verb, as asserted by the above-mentioned ling-mists, 
or not. To reach a conclusion on the question, we need to 
observe the sentence environments in which those verbs are
used
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[84] a Mukasi no hito ga sunda ato no iseki o sagasi ni kita 
no da keredo, micukaraiiai no de kaeru tokoro desu.
AT p .60
(The above sentence may be translated into English 
either as potential or as passive.
as pot. I came here to find relics where ancient 
people used to live, but I could not find them. So, I 
am on my way back home.
as pass. ... as above ..., but they were not found.
So, ... as above ....
b ... cyorei de kotei ni narabu to, se no takai watasi 
wa pocunto usiro no ho ni tatasarete köcyo-sensei no 
hanasi nanka kikoenakatta si, nani o yatte mo 
micukarasu, bidama o zyarazyara narasite asonde ita 
koto mo atta. K0 p.51
(At the morning assembly, when we were lined up in the 
school yard, X was made to stand all by myself behind 
the other pupils, since I was so tall. And I could 
not hear our school principal, and was not found out 
no matter what I did. So there were occasions when I 
played marbles, clunking them together.)
As for 'micukaru1 in [84] a, according to one’s point of 
view with regards to the sentence in which the verb is used, 
one can understand its meaning either as potential or as 
passive (Refer to [75]»)• To regard it as potential is to do 
nothing more than to select one of these two possible meanings. 
In [84] b, the subject may be supposed to be 'I' or 'what I 
did'. Therefore, the verb expresses the passive meaning.
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In reality, sentences in which one can regard intransitive 
verbs, if one simply considers their Lise contextually or from 
the sentence environment, to be used tor expressing a potential 
or else a passive meaning are not limited to sentences 
including intransitive verbs with -aru ending.
[85] a Kare no kaisya wa (my insertion) sikinmen kara hito no 
wa made, zensin no taisei ga torete ita.
Hosi, Sinici, "Zinmin wa yowasi, Kanri wa cuyosi"
(1943) P.121
(The above sentence may be translated into English 
either as potential or as passive.
as pot. His company were able to be fully prepared 
for more progress in every respect from its financial 
basis to the harmony of its human relations, 
as pass. His company were fully prepared for ... as 
above ....
b leinen ya ninen no Nakano-Gakko no kyoiku de motomoto 
sorrna ni ningen ga kawaru mon zya nai. G-endai, 1974 
May issue
(A person won't change so much just through being 
educated for one year or two at Nakano School.
(The above sentence may be translated into English 
either as potential or as passive.
as pot. A person won't be changed ... as above .... 
as Pass» A person can11 change himself... as above .... 
c Kare to no kankei ga (my insertion) ryosin ni mo 
barecyatta n desu. KO p .76
(My relation with him came to light to my parents.
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The above sentence may be translated into English as 
passive.
as pass. My relation with him was laid bare to my 
parents•)
d Doko kara donna yokoyari ga hairu ka wakaranai.
BS 1974 May issue
(We can't tell what sort of interruption will intrude 
or who will make it.
The above sentence may be translated into English as 
passive.
as pass. We can't tell what sort of interruption will 
be made or by whom it will be made.)
One may consider that the intransitive verbs in the above 
examples express the meaning of passive. In particular, with 
regards to the intransitive verbs in a and b, it is also 
possible for them to express the meaning of potential as in
[84] a.
In the examples below, one can interpret the intransitive 
verbs to express potential as well as intransitive.
[85] a ... omou yo ni karada ga ugokanai. KO p.107
(int. My body won1t work as I wish. 
pot. I can't exercise myself (= by body) as I wish.) 
b ... yacu ni mo koko wa te ga denai. IH p.153 
(int. I bet even his hands won't reach here. 
pot. Even he can't do anything about this place.) 
c Watasi wa ... maru de kubecu ga cukanakatta. KO p.86 
(int. No distinction was obtained to me. TJhe verb 
'cuku' is intransitive, not passive.
pot. I couldn' t distinguish anything (from what happened.,)
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d Sore yori, anata ga zibun de hitocu atete gorannasai. 
Nihon no hito wa kasikoi kara kit to atarimasu. AR 
(irrt. Better still, you make a guess at it yourself.
The Japanese are clever, so I am sure your guess will 
be correct.
pot. ... as above ..., so surely you'll be able to
hit it• )
e Watasi wa icumo Betonarau-ryori o totta ga, hanbun 
gurai sika kuci ni hairanakatta. MSZ p.100 
(int. I always had Vietnamese dishes, but only about 
half of them got into my mouth.
pot. ... as above . . . , but I was able to eat only
about half of them.)
The replacement of the intransitive verbs in the above 
examples by the potential verbs made by the procedure of 'the 
stems of the transitive verbs correlated to those intransitive 
verbs + potential suffix + ending -ru' does not make any great 
difference to the meaning of those sentences, as there are 
sentences with intransitive verbs containing the -aru ending 
in which instead of those intransitive verbs one can use 
potential verbs containing the stem of the transitive verbs 
correlated to those intransitive verbs.
That is to say, when an agent carried out something 
(transitive action), a thing or a state which was produced by 
the action (passive) may be described from the point of view of 
the thing or the state happening (intransitive action). In 
contrast to this, because of the fact that this thing's or 
this state's having happened is the result of its accomplishment 
or its failure to be accomplished by the transitive action, one
can describe it (the result) from the viewpoint that the agent 
was successful in carrying something out or unsuccessful in 
carrying it out (potential). (This is one of the meanings of 
potential. Refer to III - 4 - 2 - (ii).)
As we can understand from [86], ’result1 (the realisation 
of a thing or a state) accomplished by a transitive action may 
be described by using an intransitive verb, provided that 
mutually correlated intransitive and transitive verbs exist. 
Some transitive verbs, however, do not have intransitive verbs 
which are correlated to them. In those cases, ‘result* lias to 
be described by a potential verb containing a transitive 
verb-stem, because a correlated intransitive verb to the 
transitive verb does not exist (See [87].).
[87] a Kaite mita ga kakenakatta. (not in the data)
(i tried to describe that, but I could not (describe 
it) .
b Da ga, nani hitocu tegakari wa cukamenakatta. IH p.p2 
(But, I couldn’t get any clue at all.)
The intransitive verb corresponding to ’cukam-u’ (grasp) 
is ’cukam-aru’ (hold on to, be grasped). But 1cukamaru’ may 
only be used when the subject of the verb is animate. With 
regards to the case when one can admit that ’kakeru’ functions 
as an intransitive verb, refer to III - 6 - 0.
What interests us here is the translation in some foreign 
languages of intransitive sentences in Japanese involved in 
the points above. One can often find in those translations 
that potential expressions are used because of the fact that
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those languages lack intransitive expressions to corresponding 
to the intransitive expressions in Japanese.
[öß] a Watasi rno ocicuite iru baai de wa nai no da ga, 
munasawagi ga suru bakari de taciagaru yuki ga 
denakatta. Eiwa-taiyaku»Izu no Odoriko (Hara-Syobo. 
1968) p.13
b Eantanna nippa-hausu wa. mo köre de donna hason ga 
atte mo naotte simau no desita. Biruma no Tategoto 
(Akane-Syobo•1968) p.39
One cannot translate the above underlined parts into 
English using intransitive expressions. [89] a is an English 
translation by Seidensticker and [89] b by Hibbett.
[89] a My heart pounded and my chest was tight, and yet 1
could not find the courage to get up and go oil with 
them. ibid, p.12
b With these materials you could easily patch up a simple 
nipah house. no matter how badly damaged it was.
Harp of Burma (Tuttle*1972) p.39
According to the foregoing description, one can understand 
that in such cases as are exemplified above, even if one 
describes the taking-place of a thing or a state by using an 
intransitive sentence, the intransitive action-centered 
expression is semantically supported by an accomplishment of 
something by a transitive action (One meaning of the potential 
is involved here.), and therefore intransitive verbs in those 
sentences look like potential verbs. Again, there are 
instances where those intransitive verbs express the meaning of 
passive contextually (e.g. [ 8 3 ]  b, [ 8 4 ]  b). Therefore,
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according to my -understanding through the research above, 
those intransitive verbs with -aru ending which are regarded 
as potential verbs by certain linguists constitute one part 
of this general problem; but there also exist potential verbs 
containing the stems of transitive verbs correlated to those 
intransitive verbs, and therefore one cannot regard those 
intransitive verbs as potential verbs.
3 - 1
(i) wakaru (can understand, be known)
The verb 'wak-aru' (can understand, be known) occupies 
among intransitive verbs with ’-aru ending’ which are correlated 
to transitive verbs with ’-eru ending’. But in two respects 
it differs from other intransitive verbs with ’-aru ending'.
[90] a So yu kyoiku no sikata wa ima no hitotaci ni wa
wakaran. G-endai, 1974» May issue, p.112
(The people of the present time cannot understand that
style of education.)
b • • • sono kimoci no soko ga, ima made yori mo, isso,
wakaru yona ki ga site kita. G-KS b p.293
(i have begun to feel that I can understand what he 
really feels more than before.)
c • • • Sizue ni wa. otto no kotoba no mocu imi ga rikai-
d
dekinakatta. SS p.130
(Sizue could not understand the implication included in 
what her husband had said.)
• .• Daikici ni wa Yanagawa no kimoci ga. gesenaka11a.• •
GKS 3 P.198
(it was impossible for Daikici to understand what 
Yanagawa felt about that.)
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e ... kono 3 no imi dake wa mada tokenai de iru yo.
BS Rinzi-Zokan 1973, November issue, p .184 
(i understand every other meaning, but it is the 
meaning of this ,3 I that I still cannot understand.)
[9l] a Röhühu wa Itaro no kotoba 0 , yoku rikaisita yo de aru. 
Syosecu Sincyö, 1974, June issue, p.110 
(it seems that the old couple have understood well 
what Itaro meant to say.)
b ... zibun wa anata 0 rikaisimasen. Oe, Kenzaburo. 
"Do-zidai tosite no sengo" (1943), p.276 
(i don’t understand you, sir.)
[92] a Koko 0 wakatte morawanakereba naranu, Hosi, Sinici. 
"Zinmin wa yowasi, Kanri wa cuyosi" (l97l), P.99 
(i must ask you to understand this.)
b So yü seizicuna sigoto 0 wakatte moratta toki wa, 
Saizirö-san wa (my insertion) . . . me 0 hosornete 
yorokonda. BS, 1974 June issue, p.77
(Saiziro chuckled with delight when people understood 
how honest his work was.)
c Yamagisi-san naraba, ima no ore ga kanzite iru koto 
ga wakatte kureru daro. IS Po76
(Mr. Yamagisi, not other people, can understand what 
I feel now, I believe.)
d Ano hito-ra wa (my insertion) Bukk^o 0 wakatta yona 
koto 0 yu .... "Suzuki Daisecu Zadan-syu Vol.2", p.16 
(They talk as if they have understood Buddhism.)
[93] a Roma-Höö-cyo wa ... taisei-izi dake 0 kangae, nani mo
wakaro to sinai, BS, 1973 March issue, p.231
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("The Vatican only thinks how to preserve its 
establishment, and never tries to understand anything 
beyond that.")
b ... Kami no kuni no sinri wa ... wakariuru. YT p.81 
(The truth of the Kingdom of G-od is understandable.)
The first differentia
The transitive verb correlated to the intransitive 
1wakaru1 is ’wakeru' (divide, separate, analyse), and among 
the lexical meanings expressed by the verb there is a meaning 
involved similar to ’intellect' (Intel - = inter-between + 
-lect<legere choose: choose between). This is very
occasionally used in a way such as 'I o wakete teinei ni 
secumeisite yatta' (lit. Dividing what it implies into 
subgroupings, I minutely explained it for me.). But, in 
general it is not used this way. Again, generally people tend 
to think that the intransitive verb correlated to 'wakeru' is 
only 'wakareru' (branch off, part, differentiate, be divided). 
The verb 'wakerareru' derived by adding '-rareru' to the stem 
'wake-' of 'wakeru' is never used in the sense of 'be able to 
understand'. Contrary to this, one can derive potential verbs 
by adding '-rare-ru' to the stem of transitive verbs correlated 
to other intransitive verbs with -aru ending, excepting 
'wakaru'. And, as is described in 3 - 0 ,  the result which 
will be/is/was carried out by the transitive action expressed 
by the transitive verb with -eru ending may be stated either 
by the intransitive verb with -aru ending or by the potential 
verb derived by adding -rare—ru to the stem of the transitive
verb with -eru ending
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Further, the verb 'rikai-suru' (understand) ([91]) - 
the correlated potential verb is 'rikai-dekiru'([90] c). - c 
cannot be replaced by the verbs 1wakaru1, 1geseru' (can
understand), 1tokeru' (can understand), oz* 'rikai-dekiru1 in 
the example-sentences in [90]. (The verb 'tokeru' has 
features other than those of a potential verb.) According to 
what is described above, one can understand that the 
intransitive verb ’wakaru’ has some features of a potential 
verb. But, in my understanding, ’wakaru' does not function 
only as a potential verb (note 4), but has also some features 
of a non-potential verb.
[94] a ••• atasi kara konna o-denwa o sita koto ga cici ni 
wakaru to, donna ni sikarareru ka wakarimasen,
G-KS 19 p.165
(if the fact that I talked with you abozit this over 
the phone is known to my father, I can't tell how 
bitterly I may be scolded by him.)
b ... sono Noriko no koto ga Kacuko ni wakari ....
G-KS 19 p.127
(What happened to Noriko was known to Kacukot.)
In the above two examples, 'wakaru' is used in the sense 
of 'passive' - be known -. In 3 - 0  it is described how some 
intransitive verbs can semantically express a passive meaning
The second differentia
The second point in that the verb 'wakaru' differs from 
other intransitive verbs with -aru ending is that it has 
started to show slightly features similar to those of the 
transitive verb. The verb 'wakaru', or verbs such as 'geseru 
and 'tokeru' similar to 'wakaru', have been used in such
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sentence structui-e as are exemplified in [90], and those verbs 
did not in the past employ the object marker 'o' , which can 
very occasionally be seen nowadays as in [92] a, b, c. Even 
today, in most cases, the verb 'wakaru* is used in sentence 
structures such as in [90]. In [92] a, b, c, the auxiliary 
verbs* of 1 giving-to and receiving-from' are used, and so the 
use of the particle ' ga' in [92] c sounds rather unnatural.
(*Here, by ’auxiliary verb’ is meant a group of verbs placed 
right after the '-Te Form' of main verbs and modifying meaning 
expressed by those main verbs in various ways.) When the 
agent of the activity shown by the stem of the verb ’wakaru’ 
is marked by the particle 'ni’ (e.g. [90] a), it is
ungrammatical to put the particle ’o' in front of 'wakaru', 
and it seems that the invasion of the particle ’o' in place 
of the particle 1ga* in sentences including 'wakaru' will be 
going on only in sentences which do not have such a construction.
[95*J Yoku 'hondana o miru to sono hito ga wakaru' to iimasu.
KO p .138
(it is often said that you can understand what sort 
of man he is if you look at his book-shelf.)
In my intuition, the use of the particle 'o' instead of 
the particle ' ga' in the sentence above (|_ 95 1) makes the 
sentence to some extent unnatural, and if the particle 'o' in 
[92] d is replaced by the particle 'ga’, the sentence becomes 
more natural.
Next, the verb 'wakaru' should be a non-volitional verb, 
because it has the meaning that understanding of something 
comes into being. But, in fact, as in example [93] a, 'wakaru' 
has started to be used as a volitional verb. In [93] b,
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method (c) 1 -uru1 is used •together with the verb 1 wakaru1 .
One can consider that the verb is used as a volitional verb.
What is described above shows the points in which the 
verb ’wakaru1 differs from other intransitive verbs with -eru 
ending. It is true that the particle 1ga1 placed in front of 
the verb ’wakaru’, or verbs like ’geseru’, ’tokeru’, etc., 
which have the same meaning as ’wakaru’, has started to change 
in grammatical quality. But, with regards to sentences with 
’wakaru’, the entry of the particle 'o' into the realm of the 
particle 'ga' is very rare. Therefore, I maintain that it is 
adequate at the present point to accept the nature of the 
particle ’ga’ in sentences with 'wakaru' as subject marker. 
What should be added here is that the use of 'ga' in such 
sentences as [92] c is unnatural to me. But, in cases where 
that sort of use is found, one can regard the particle 'ga’ as 
object marker, because it is connected with the whole 
'wakatte + an auxiliary verb of giving-to and receiving-from'.
(ii) dekiru
The verb ’dekiru’ is used as either potential verb or as 
non-potential verb.
[95] a Datte, omia wa macu y5 ni dekite iru n da mono ne.
Otoko wa osikakeru yo ni dekite iru n da. KT p.84 
(But, a woman is made in such a way that she will wait 
for a man, and a man is made in such a way that he 
will go uninvited to go to a woman to get her.) 
b Közyd de dekita syokuhin wa, dekiru kagiri cukau na. 
"Vermont no Minkan-Ryoho” (1962), p.76
(So far as possible don't use processed foods made in 
the factory.)
c • • • zöge de dekita kawa rnitai da wa. YR 1 p.265
(It looks like a river made of ivory.
d Mimi ni tako no dekiru hodo kiita. RHT 4 p.75
(i heard that to the extent that callosities would be 
made in my ears = [i am sick of hearing that now.])
In the above examples from the verb ’dekiru1, one feels 
the meaning of passive.
[9 6 ] a ... cikagoro aizin no dekita rasii yosu wa niciyöbi 
no isoiso to sita akarui soburi nado de mo yoku 
wakatta• YR 1 0.188
(it seems that a man she loves has come into existence 
recently. I realized that well from her cheerful and 
happy behaviour.)
b ... Siono -kun sono ta no hitobito wa nanika kyüyö no 
dekita yona hanasi mo ari .... YR 1 0.145 
(i hear something to the effect that some urgent 
business has come into being with Siono and other 
people.)
c ... cui boku mo, iroiro omoi-ataru koto ga dekite kite. 
(As a matter of course, unintentionally things 
relevant to that came to occur to me.)
d Soryusi to yu yo na mono wa, dekitari kietari, aru 
no ka nai no ka, hakkirisinai .... YT 0.42 
(Entities like elementary particles appear and 
disappear: it’s not clear whether they really exist
or not.)
In the above examples, the verb ’dekiru’ makes one feel 
that it means ’coming into being spontaneously’.
[97] & Yakusya to genten no issyu no kakuto mitaina mono ga 
aru tokl ni, watasi wa ii mono ga dekiru n ja nai ka 
to omou no desu. Gunzo, 1971 June issue, p.170 
(pass« I think that probably a good translation is 
made when there is a sort of grappling involved 
between the translator and the original book. 
s.o. (= simple occurence) I think a good translation
comes into being when ... as above ....
pot. I think that probably the translator can make a 
good translation when ... as above ....)
b Kore wa cikai syörai ni dekiso da. Yf p.236
(pass. I feel that this will be accomplished in the 
near future.
s.o. I feel that this will come into being in the 
near future.
pot. I feel that they can accomplish this in the near 
future.)
c Zikka ga zyoka no sinkan dake ni, dözyö mo kanari 
ökina mono ga dekita. SySsecu Sincyo, 1974 June 
issue, p.100
(pass. He is a man from a Sintoist priest's family in 
the castle town. _So, a pretty big arena was built.
2 & • o • ... as above .... Sk), a pretty big arena came
into being.
pot. ... as above .... Sc>, he managed to build a
pretty big arena.)
d ... kono yo no samon ni taisuru zibun no kotae mo,
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köre de inazu dekita to hotto sita. YM 2
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(pass. On finishing that, I thought anyway ray answers 
to his tonight's check up were prepared, and I felt 
relieved.
s.o, On finishing that, I thought anyway my answers 
to his tonight's check up came into being.
pot. On finishing that, I thought anyway I'd managed 
to prepare my answers to his tonight’s check up.)
In the above examples, the verb 'dekiru' has the capacity 
to make one feel that it means 'potential' or 'passive' as well 
as 'coming into being spontaneously'. The examples in [97] 
leave room for the interpretation that 'something will come 
into being/came into being as the result of an agent carrying 
out/having carried out an activity by overcoming some obstacle'. 
This is the reason why those sentences can mean 'potential'.
Through an examination of the use of 'dekiru' in [95]»
[96], and [97]» one can understand that, according to the 
sentence environment, 'dekiru', like some sorts of 
intransitive verbs (See III - 3 - 0.), is semantically split 
in three directions: 'passive', 'simple occurence*, and
'potential'. I consider that the reason why 'dekiru' can 
express grammatically different voices this way arises simply 
from the fact that it is 'descended' from the middle voice 
(medio-passive voice).
Next, the meaning expressed by 'dekiru' ('coming into 
being', 'appear', 'occur', 'take place', etc.) is the same as 
the basic meaning which the suffixes -are- and -rare- involve 
(be made so without any activity by an agent-»become so without 
any artificial process-»occur). And this is the reason why 
the verb 'dekiru' is used for expressing 'potential'. The
intransitive verb 1naru1 (become) is not so widely used lor 
expressing potential as the three principal methods ol 
expressing potential, but it contains meanings such as 
1 fruit1 , ’come to perfection1 , or ’take place’. Por this 
reason, the verb ’naru* is occasionally used as a potential 
verb. It seems to me that this fact is not generally 
mentioned in dictionaries (note 5).
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[99] a
b
c
d
e
f
Hito wa ate ni narimasen yo. Dazai, Osamu, 1 Tokyo 
Hakkei” (Nihon no Bungaku 65*1964), p.155 
(People are unreliable, you see?)
Kore wa, kikizute-naranu. G-KS 9 p . 48
(That is a remark that I cannot pass over in silence.) 
... Seken ni kaomuke ga naranai .... G-KS 4 p.328 
(i can't show my face in public.)
Onna wa, sinyö-naranai. Syosecu Sincyo, 1974 April
issue, p.153
(A woman is unreliable.)
.•. watasitaci wa so sinai to ase de do ni mo naranai 
no de aru. BS, 1974 June issue, p .182 
(Unless we do that, being wet with perspiration, we 
cannot do anything.)
... boku wa ... so yü hubenna mondai ni wa naru-beku 
tozakatte hurezu ni oku ryügi da. NHT 4 p.121 
(i make it a rule not to concern myself with such 
troublesome problems as far as I can.)
In the word 'potential' in English, there is a meaning 
»capable of coming into being' involved, and basically this is
the same meaning as that of 'dekiru' (note 6)
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[100] a He said that that country would come into being next
year.
b It is only in the last month that the Energy
Coordinating Group (ECG) has looked like coming into 
being with the aim oi‘ consumers sharing available oil 
in times of true crisis. The Australian, 1974, May 7,
p. 11.
Next, the transitive verbs 1dekasu1 and 1sidekasu1 which 
are correlated to 'dekiru' can very occasionally be used as 
follows:
[101] a Ikura anata de mo ningen no o-kotoba de, soima koto
o dekas-oo to wa obosimesimasumai yo.
Daaai, Osamu. "Onna no ketto" (Nihon no Bungaku 65»
1964), p .136
b .... Sore hodo umaku yarimasita yo. Dekasita ....
("He did it marvellously that far." 1 Well done I"
I consider that all of what I have stated above confirms 
the verb ’dekiru1 to be an intransitive verb. (With regards 
to the potential verb whose second element consists of 
’-dekiru’, I have described its grammatical nature already.)
In fact, as for ’dekiru' which means 'take place, come into 
being, etc.', sometimes completely the same sentence structure 
is used both when it is used as a potential and when it is not 
so used.
I.IO2] a ... orai ni kenka ga dekite ....
"Harucugedori1 (first published 1836), 
Nihon-Koten-Bungaku Zensyu 47, P.553 
(A quarrel occurred in the street.)
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b Ana la ni t atarasii ren'ai ga dekireba, watasi ga 
suterareru no ni kimatte iru .... NHT 3 p.88 
(if new love (with, some other woman) should come into 
being for you, I would definitely be discarded.)
[l03] a Sore ga atasi ni wa dekinai no yo. TR p .38 
(That’s impossible for me !)
b Sikasi, Iesu-sama no yona hukkacu wa, syosen, ningen 
ni wa dekinai .... DO
(But, a resurrection like Jesus’ would after all be 
impossible for human beings.)
I am not certain whether the usage of ’dekiru’ 
exemplified by [l02] still exists today or not, but the 
sentence structure shown by the sentences in [l02] is 
completely the same as those of [l03]. I consider that the 
occurrence of this phenomenon would be inconceivable were it 
not for the fact that ’dekiru’ functions as intransitive.
Next, it may be said that the use of ’dekasu’ ([lOl]) to 
express the action by which one causes the actualization of 
something or some state (dekiru) has almost disappeared from 
our consciousness (The implication of ’sidekasu’ inclines 
towards expressing the meaning of carrying out something 
undesirable.), and there are various methods of expressing 
this idea. But one may consider that the transitive verb, 
which is most general and abstract in its implications, 
correlated to ’dekiru’ is ’suru’ (do), and the verb 'cukuru’ 
(make) also often has this role. The potential form 
'se-rare-ru’ of ’suru’ is used only very occasionally 
nowadays, and for this reason, the position of ’se-rare-ru1 as
potential foprn of ’sum* L^s filled by ’dekiru* . This is a
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poiirt of difference from "the general system whereby, when 
there exist a set of intransitive verb and transitive verb 
correlated to each other, the result of the action shown by 
the transitive verb is expressed either by the intransitive 
verb itself or by the potential verb containing 'the 
transitive verb stem + potential affix + ending' when one 
desires to describe the result from the viewpoint of whether 
or not it was successfully carried out. It parallels the fact 
that the verb 'wakaru* is itself also used as a potential verb.
[104] Konna boku de mo, koi o sitenai toki, dekinai toki 
ga aru. KO p.98
I am inclined to presume that the fact that 1 the position 
of 'serareru1 is filled by "dekiru" 'has become one of the 
causes that produce the insistence that 1"dekirn" is a 
transitive verb'. I have already stated (ill - 1 - 4) that 
the particle 'ga' placed in front of 'dekiru' is named as 
object-case marker by Tokieda, and that Kuno goes further and 
calls 'dekiru' 'a transitive verb', and that the grounds for 
their argument is obscure. Tokieda, while describing the 
grammatical nature of the particle 'ga' placed in front of 
adjectives which are employed for 'expressions of emotion’, 
stated "I believe that the nature of the sentences with 
double-sidelined nouns (my insertion) is more accurately 
appreciated if one regards them as 'objects'", and abruptly 
introduced an example "Sanayucu (arithmetic) ga dekiru'; thus 
he considered that the particle 'ga' was an object-case-marker 
and that the noun before the particle was an object, and, on
top of that, he gave an unintelligible statement as follows:
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"an object and its object-case marker often convent into a 
subject and its subject-case marker1 . I wonder if he intended 
to say, 1A psychological object and its psychological object- 
case marker is grammatically expressed by a subject and its 
subject-case marker often,1 (note 7) I suspect that the 
reason why Kuno regards 1mieru1 (can be see/be seen) and 
'kikoeru' (can be heard/be heard) together with 'dekiru' as 
transitive verbs is the influence of Tokeida's idea with 
regards to ‘dekiru, mieru, and kikoeru’ (note 8). If seems to 
me that what Tokieda stated concerning ’potential' (see 
III - 1 - 4« ) is inconsistent with the fact that he regarded 
the particle ’g a ' placed in front of 'dekiru' as object.
Here I would like to point out that 'Sinmeikai Kokugo-Ziten' 
(Sinmeikai Japanese Dictionary) (note () deals with this sort 
of 'g a ' as object marker under the entry about the particle 
'g a ’, giving an example 1gogaku (study of foreign languages) 
ga dekiru', but contradictorily says that 'dekiru' is an 
intransitive verb under the entry about 'dekiru'.
Nest, there are potential expressions including this 
particle 'g a ' discussed above which might lead some linguists 
to regard it as 'object marker'.
[lO^] a ... hoka no hosi-bosi e dore dake ningen ga i|cu koto 
ga dekiru yo ni naru ka .... YT p.13
(i wonder how many human beings will reach the state 
of being able to take a trip to other stars.) 
b ... minami no kuni-guni ga kogyoka o susumeru teko 1 
ciocu koto ga dekireba. .... Ziyu, 1973 June issue,
P. 24
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(if countries in the south are able to obtain a lever 
with which they can promote their industrialisation,
. . • • )
These two sentences resemble [34] a, but the sentence in 
[34] a is a potential sentence by method (a), and not by 
method (b). If, without taking this fact into one's 
consideration, one seeks for a resemblance between [105] and 
[34] a, the theory may well emerge whereby one interprets the 
double-sidelined parts as subject-part and regards 'dekiru' 
as a transitive verb.
In my understanding, the presence of the particle 'ga* 
as subject marker in front of 'dekiru' is required by the very 
grammatical natuore of 'dekiru', which was examined from [9bl 
to [l03], and the meaning of it. Therefore, I believe one is 
justified in regarding the double-underlined parts in the 
examples in [lOb] to be the subjects of the verbs placed in 
front of 'koto' and the subjects of 'dekiru' to consist of 
the whole section of the sentences from the subjects of those 
verbs as far as 'koto' (See [l06].).
[lOb] [Kare ga kore o suru koto] ga dekiru. (not in the data)
(He can do this.)
Therefore, according to my understanding, the sentence 
structure exemplified by [l07] is a substitutional form of the 
sentence structure exemplified by [l06j.
[l07] Kare ga kore ga dekiru. (not in the data)
(=[Kare ga kore (o suru koto)] ga dekiru.)
Here I would like to point out that to regard 'dekiru' 
as a transitive verb would destroy the lexico-grammatical
144connection between 'dekiru' used as non-potential and 'dekiru' 
employed ton expressing potential.
What should be added with regards to the grammatical 
nature of“ the verb 'dekiru' here is that 'dekiru' , which has 
filled the position of 1se-rare-ru1 which is the potential 
form for the transitive verb 1suru', may have started, like 
’wakaru*, to undergo some changes in its grammatical nature 
just because it has filled the position of 1serareru1.
[l08J a Sikasi kekkyoku kanozyo wa sore _o imada ni dekiau 
ni iru. IS p.78
(But, after all, she hasn't been able to do that yet.) 
b Qmaera ni kono ore _o do deki mo sine yo. IS p.40 
(Guys like you can never do the least harm to me.) 
c Do site, sonma ni bakageta koto o_ Osano-si to mo aro 
syobainin ga dekita no darö ka? BS, 1974 November 
issue, p.l^O
(i wonder what1s the reason why a great merchant like 
Mr. Osano was able to do such a stupid thing as that I)
Among all the literature I read for gathering data on 
potential expressions in Japanese, I found only three sentences 
in which the particle "o' was used instead of the particle 
*ga1 in front of ’dekiru' (The above c is included in these 
three sentences.). Here I would like to add that Tosio Komacu 
has reported one example of this kind of usage (note 10)• When 
I investigated whether or not the particle 'ga’ in front of 
'dekiru' could be replaced by the particle 'o' using my own 
intuition on forty five sentences including 'dekiru', those 
sentences split into two groups: a in this group of
sentences, I feel that the replacement does not affect the
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grammaticality in my consciousness and they remain still 
grammatical (e.g. [l09]), b in this group I feel that the
replacement makes the sentences ungrammatical (e.g. [lio]).
and [lio] are examples of those two groups.
a Namatamago de demo eiyo o toranakuccya issyu nizyu- 
ici-zikan no zyugyö dekiru mono ka? NS p.79 
(How can I manage to carry out as many as 21 classes 
per week without eating raw eggs?i) 
b Umaku hento ga dekita tamesi ga nai. KH p.129
(i have never been successful in answering them.)
a ... Koga-san ga zenryona kunsi na no da kara, yudan 
ga dekinai. NS p .85
(We can’t be thoughtless, because Mr. Koga, although 
he looks like that, is a good-natured gentleman.) 
b ... do site mo sore ga dekimasen. DO p.94
(Whatever I tried, I could never manage to do that.)
What I have described with regards to the problems 
included in [l09] and [lio] is only supplementary to what I 
referred to for [lOs], At the present stage in the process 
of the reorganization of the potential system of Japanese, one 
cannot be sure what is the grammatical implication of the 
particle ’o' which has emerged in place of the particle 1ga1 
placed in front of ’dekiru’, such as one can see in the three 
examples in [l08]. But, it appears to be a sign that the 
invasion by the particle ’o’ into the realm of the particle 
’ga', which in the past had been understood as subject marker, 
has now begun to some extent in the potential expression by 
method (b) as well. However, I consider that, based only on
[109]
[109]
[no]
such an extremely small amount of data and on my own intuition 
which is not supported by proofs in the actual data, it would 
be improper at this stage to add anything new or to suggest 
any modification in the grammatical nature of the particle 
1g a 1 placed in front of 1dekiru’ or in the grammatical nature 
of the verb ’dekiru11.
3 - 2  A group of sentences which it is possible to regard 
either as intransitive sentences or as potential 
sentences with potential verbs containing transitive 
verb-stems
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The intransitive verb with '-eru1 ending correlated to 
the transitive verb with 1- u ’ ending has the same outward 
appearance morphologically as the potential verb which is 
derived by adding the potential suffix ’-e-’ and the ending 
'-ru1 to the transitive verb-stem. Accordingly, it often 
happens that one cannot tell whether verbs with this 
morphology are potential ones or intransitive ones.
e . g. tor-u (t . )/
for-eru (int.) (come off, be taken)
\
(take) ^tor-e-ra (potential verb containing a 
transitive verb-stem) (can take)
[ill] a
b
So sitara kono himo ga kireru desyo. (not in the 
data)
(int. If’ you do so, this string will snap.
pot. If you do so, you will be able to cut this 
string.)
Sentanbu dake ga kirei ni kireta .... MSZ 2 p .441 
(inf. Only the pointed head was cut off beautifully.
(’kir-eru1 is intransitive, not passive.)
pot. I was only able to cut oil the pointed head
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beautifully)
c ... lasiro ni mo ixedate no toreta zyöai no komotta 
me o muketa. YR 2 p.257
(int. To lasirö too, he turned his affectionate 
eyes with no reserve. (’tor-eru’ here might literally 
be translated into English as ’reserve is off’.)
pot. To YasirS too, he turned his affectionate 
eyes from which he was able to take out any reserve.) 
d K5 site, senmon no senseitaci to watasi to no renraku 
wa toreta no de aru. AT p.l60 
(Int. In this way, contact was made between 
some specialists and me. ('tor-eru’ is intransitive, 
not passive.)
pot. In this way, I was able to contact some 
specialists.)
e Sennai de ureta kitte dake de mo hoka ni site sen-yen 
ni tassita .... NHT 5 p.104
(int. Just the stamps which were sold in the ship 
totalled as much as 1000 yen in Japanese currency, 
('ureru* is intransitive, not passive.)
pot. Just the stamps which they were able to sell 
in the ship totalled as much as 1000 yen in Japanese 
currency.)
f ... zenzicu, hoka no natto-uri ga kite simatte ite, 
sappari urenai. AT p.7
(inf. Since the previous day another* natto-vendor 
had called there, they did not sell at all. 
pot. ... as above ..•, I could not sell them at all.)
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g Okasii koto ni cureru no mo, cureru no mo, minna 
goruki bakari da. NS p.49
(irrt. Strangely enough, all the fish which were 
caught (by me) were gorukis only. (1cur-eru' is 
intransitive, not passive.)
pot. Strangely enough all the fish I could catch 
were gorukis only.)
h Kono himo wa kataku sibatte atte nakanaka hodokemasen. 
NHT 1 p.96
(int. Since this string is tied fast, it won't yet 
untied so easily. ('hodok-eru1 is intransitive, not 
passive•)
pot. Since this string is tied fast, I can111 untie 
it so easily.)
The sentences above leave room for interpretation either 
as a: reporting the occurrence of a fact or quality of
something, expressed by intransitive verbs, or b: reporting
whether the agents of the actions shown by the potential verbs 
containing transitive verb-stems carried out something 
successfully or not. In the following examples, the sentence 
environments do not allow this second interpretation.
[.II2] a ... suhu ya sinken no ito wa misin-ito ni cukau to 
sugu kireru .... AT p.54
(Things like staple fibre yarn or artificial silk 
yarn will easily break when they are used as sewing 
thread.)
b Totta no de wa nakute, kyo" no wa (=kyo no tori wa) 
toreta no da .... CZ p .136
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(i did not shoot at my bind today, but it was shot 
anyway.) ('tor-eru' is intransitive, not passive.) 
c Ninzin no ureru koto ureru koto. AS p.?8 
(How marvellously well those carrots sell! ) 
d ... ana no soko de, bokura wa sekitan no kama no naka 
ni iru yo ni yakeru. KH p .218
(At the bottom of the hole we are as parched, as if we 
were in a coal furnace.) (’yakeru1 is intransitive, 
not passive•)
One can collect innumerable sentences similar to those 
in [ill]. Sentences containing this ambiguity may be presented 
unambiguously as potential sentences either by employing 
method (b) or method (c) for them, or by using the object 
marker 'o’, if they are sentences which permit its use. But, 
because of the fact that sentences including intransitive 
verbs with '-eru' ending are innumerable, unavoidably the 
problem of ambiguity as to whether they are potential 
sentences or non-potential sentences frequently arises. One 
can say that the correlation between transitive verbs with 
’-u’ ending and intransitive verbs with '-eru' ending, because 
of the fact that the use of the suffix ’-are-' has largely 
been abandoned, was saved from the problem which arose from 
the use of the suffix '-are-', but that it is now facing 
another problem, which is created by the use of 'eru'.
As for 'the various problems which have been emerging in 
the potential expression of the modern standard Japanese 
language, I have explained them as problems which are being 
produced by the process of its liberating itself structurally 
as well as morphologically from other voices (ill - 1 - 5 ) »
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but with regards to our? present problem, excepting the 
instances in which the object marker 'o’ is used, I could not 
find any grammatical indications that would resolve this 
ambiguity.
What I would like to add here is that 1um-u1 (give birth 
to) and 'umar-eru1 (be born) seem to have formed this sort of 
correlation, but according to my understanding, they do not 
substantially belong to this group of correlations (i.e. 1-u
and -eru1correlation). This is because one can regard 
'urnareru' as a deponent verb which was made by adding '-eru' 
to the stem of the intransitive verb 'um-aru' (be born), and 
on top of that the derived form 'urrieru' made by adding 
'-e-ru1 to the transitive verb-stem ’urn-’ is the potential 
verb (be able to bear) and this is not morphologically 
identical with 'urnareru', and further one can easily obtain 
' umare -rare-ru' (be able to be born) or ’urnareru koto ga 
dekiru' (be able to be born) from 'urnareru' (See [67]).
[ll^] Dakara koso, hakuryoku no aru baransu no toreta
ganso no Bun ga urnareru koto mo dekita .... IH p.150 
(just because of this, the Bather 'Bun', who was 
well-balanced and powerfully appealing to us, was 
able to be born.)
hext, the verb 'sireru' (be known/can be known) 
correlated to 1siru' (know) is an intransitive verb with the 
morphology of 'word root + -eru' which is correlated to the 
transitive verb with '-u' ending. But this 'sireru' has 
features which one needs to distinguish from other verbs which 
are morphologically both potential verbs containing transitive
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verb-stems as well as intransitive verbs. lor this reason,
1sireru' will be dealt with in the following 5 - 5 .
5 ~ 5  sireru
Just as there are cases where intransitive verbs 
correlated to transitive verbs express, according to the 
sentence environment, the idea of passive, potential, or a 
spontaneous action from which one can feel neither a potential 
nor a passive sense, so too the verb 'sireru' correlated to 
'siru' also expresses these three meanings depending on the 
sentence environment in which it is placed.
[114] a Sorya ikemasen ne. Sonna koto nado sirecya o-tö-
san .... YR 2 p .198
(That's too bad, if it's known (to people), Dadi) 
b Koe o dasite wa sireru to omotta mono ka, okina te 
wa hissi ni natte mogaku. NHT 2 p.40 
(The sneak thief) might have thought he would be 
known (by the family) if he raised his voice: his
big arm struggled desperately to free itself.)
In the above examples 'sireru' expresses a passive sense.
[115] a Irnagoro ni natte A-Kokokusya ni Ken'ici no koto ga
sireta to mo omoenakatta. MSZ 5 p.141 
(i couldn't imagine that what'd happened to Ken'ici 
was finally known to A Advertising Co. at this time.) 
b Cuma ni Yüici ga koko ni iru koto ga sire, 0...
MSZ 2 p.288
(The fact that Yüici was staying here was known to 
his wife.)
Again, in the examples above, 'sireru1 contains a 
passive sense to some extent, but if 'sireru" is replaced in 
each case by the passive verb 1sir-are-ru1 (be known), the 
sentence clearly manifest passive meaning. Therefore we can 
understand that the verb ’sireru' expresses a spontaneous 
action as well as passive.
[116] a Tada, oborogenagara, sireru no wa, sono naka ni
hadaka no sigai to, kimono o kita sigai to ga aru 
to yu koto de aru. AR p .11
(pass. What is know vaguely is just the single fact 
that there lie inside it dressed and undressed 
corpses.
s .o. (= simple occurrence) What has become known
vaguely is •.. as above .... 
pot. What one can know vaguely is ... as above .... 
b ... sono sirosa ga ikanimo rnoko to site iru oku ni, 
hi no arika ga sireru .... MY p .114 
pass. In the depths where the white is really dim, 
the position of the sun is known.
s.o. ... as above ...» the position of the sun has
just become known.
pot. ... as above ..., one can know where the sun
is •
In the above examples, one can consider that the verb 
'sireru' expresses either potential, or passive, or a simple 
occurrence.
[117] a Noci ni kare ga, onazi Rinzai-syu no musuko da to
sireta toki, kono saisyo no rnondo ni, tasyo kare no 
zensö-kidori no arawarete ita koto ga wakatta....
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MY p.93
( s . o . Later, when it became just known that he was 
a son of a Rinzai Zen priest, I noticed that a Zen 
priest’s pretention appeared in his first dialogue 
with me.
pot. Later, when I was able to know .•. as above
. « » . )
b Haha no me wa sukosi curiagatte mieta. Hidoku 
yasasii dake, tadagoto de nai koto ga sireta.
MHT 5 p .62
(s .o. My mother's eyes looked a bit turned up. She 
was so sweet that it became known to me that it was 
something serious.
pot. ... as above .... She was so sweet that I was
able to know that it was something serious.)
One may think that the above sentences express potential 
as well as a simple occurrence.
[ll8] Tonai no ningen mo, kono zicisyo no siryo izyo no 
koto wa, siri-takute mo sirenai.
(Even members of the Party cannot know anything other 
than the data gathered by the Department of Self- 
Government, even if they want to know more.)
It appears that this sentence is only concerned with 
expressing potential.
The problem I am interested in here is to know whether 
or not there exists a grammatical basis for regarding 1sireru’ 
as a potential verb in those cases where it seems to express
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a potential sense depending on the sentence environment. With 
regards to this, I have found two examples as follows:
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[ll9] a Ikigane sae cukatte ireba, zissicu no kaci no cuyosa 
o zibun de sireru de arö. PHP, 1971 November issue,
p.228
(in so far as you use your money usefully, you will 
be able to know how much substantial value it has 
got l )
b Kare ga kakaete iru sono mondai ni cyokusecu zibun 
ga do hurete itte ii no ka o_ sirenu .... IS p . 228 
(i cannot know how I should directly contribute to 
his solving those problems with which he is involved.)
These are examples very rarely to be found (Our 
intuition tells us they are very unusual because sentences in 
which ’object and object marker ’o'' is placed before ‘sireru’ 
feel ungrammatical to us in general.), and it seems that this 
phenomenon - the use of ’... o sireru' instead of ’... ga 
sireru’ - has appeared only very recently (See III - 1 - 5-)«
In my understanding, such sentences with ’... o sireru’ could 
never have come into existence, were there not some sentences 
with ’sireru’ which at least make us feel it appears to 
express potential. Again, it seems that this unusual 
phenomenon - the use of ’... o sireru’ instead of '... ga 
sireru' - has begun to occur on account of the very major 
trend of the particle _o's invasion into the realm of the 
particle ga placed in front of the potential verb. In the 
above two examples, surely the verb 'sireru' is used as 
potential verb containing a transitive verb-stem.
But, in general, the agent of the action 'to know' which 
is included in the spontaneous action 'sireru' (be known/can 
be known) is indicated as the place where the spontaneous
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action 1sireru1 occurs by the particle 'ni'. Refer to the 
examples in [ll5]. There are cases where this particle 1ni' 
does not occur after the agent of the action 'to know’. They 
can be found in sentences exemplified by [ll8] which are 
structurally more complicated than the examples in [115].
But, even in the example in [iß], once the order of the 
elements included in the sentence is transformed as shown in 
the following [l20], the use of the particle 'ni' after the 
agent of the action 'to know' becomes obligatory.
[l20] a Kono zicisycT no siryö izyö no koto wa, siritakute mo, 
tonai no ningen ni mo sirenai.
(pot. Even members of the Party cannot know anything 
other than the data gathered by the Department of 
Self-Government, even if they want to know more.
s.o. Anything other than the data gathered by the 
Department of Self-Government will not become known 
even to members of the Party, even if they want to 
know more•)
b Siritakute mo, t5nai no ningen ni mo, kono zicisyo 
no siryö izyö no koto wa sirenai.
(as for the translation see above.)
In [lis] it appears that 'sireru* expresses potential 
only, but here one may think that it expresses a spontaneous 
occurrence as well as potential.
In my opinion reached through investigation of the data 
in which the verb 'sireru' is used, the question of whether or 
not one can regard it as potential verb is a grammatical 
problem which arises from the lexical meaning of 'siru* (know)
and 'sireru'
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In general transitive actions are expected to be able 
to continue or to be repeated. But the action of 1 Imov/ing1 is 
brought to completion in a moment. Por this reason, in the 
case of the transitive verb 'siru1, the lexical meaning does 
not allow continuation or repetition, while one may think 
that generally ’the transitive verb-stem part* of the 
potential verb, which consists of 'transitive verb-stem + a 
potential affix + ending', has the capacity to embrace the 
idea of 1 continuation or repetition of an action'. We can 
see that the lexical nature of this verb 'siru' is reflected 
in its grammar.
a: The verb 'sireru' does not employ the particle 'o'
in front of itself, excluding the very exceptional use of the 
particle 'o' in front of 'sireru' (exemplified in [ll9]) which 
seems to be a very recent phenomenon.
b: One may well say that 'sireru' very obstinately
keeps the sentence structure ( ... ni) ... ga ... in which 
it is used. (The brackettec^ part (... ni) can be omitted.) 
Refer to [ll^].
c: In sentences including 'sireru', when we need to
show the agent of the action 'to know', with the exception of 
certain very specific limited types of sentences (cf. [llö] 
and [l20]), it is marked by the particle 'ni' as the place 
where the spontaneous occurring action 'sireru' takes place.
In general it is to be expected that whether or not 
someone carries out something successfully is related to 
actions which can last or be repeated, but because of the fact 
that the transitive verb 'siru' cannot embrace those meanings 
in itself, it seems to me that the verb 'sireru' does not have
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the capacity to function as a potential verb containing a 
transitive verb-stem. And I believe that the meaning of 
spontaneous happening which is included in the verb 'sireru' 
as non-potential verb necessitates a fixed sentence structure 
in which it may be used (See the above a, b, and c.). 
Therefore, according to my opinions described above, I regard 
the particle 'ga' placed in front of ’sireru1 as subject 
marker.
Next, the syunkan-verb ’siru’ - (By "syunkan-verb" is 
meant a verb which accomplishes the actualization of its 
meaning in a moment (syunkan). - will also need to be 
expressed as part of potential expressions; in such cases, 
method (b) or method (c) is used. And, if one expresses 
potential sentences exemplified by the following [l2l], 
changing one's viewpoint, in the form of intransitive 
sentences, the sentence structure shown in [115] (’... ni 
... ga sireru' type) appears.
[l2l] a Tacuo wa. sinbun no kizi igai ni syösaina naiyo o
siru koto ga dekinakatta. (method (b)) MSZ 2 p.180 
(it was impossible for Tacuo to know any details 
other than the reports in the papers.)
b ... Tanuma Hisako no kyosyo o, do site Honda wa 
sirieta ka? (method (c)) MSZ 3 p.156 
(How did Honda manage to know the place where Hisako 
Tanuma had stayed?)
I consider that no deciding factor by which one can 
determine 'sireru' to be functioning as a potential verb was 
revealed by the examination of the examples from [114] to
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[l2lj. Therefore, further* exhaustive study on the grammatical 
nature of the verb 1sireru' will be a problem to be 
investigated in the future.
But the verb 'sireru1 used in the phrase *... ka (mo) 
sire-nai' (may, might, can, could) means, in the negative 
form, 'existence of possibility' that something will occur/ 
occurred or something will exist/existed. This is one of the 
major meaning categories which 'potential' serves to express. 
Therefore, I consider that 'sireru' in this case can be 
accepted as a potential verb.
[_122] a Mosi kono ue kokai o cuzuketara, buka no tame ni 
korosareru ka mo sirenai. NHT 3 p.146 
(if he kept sailing further, he might be killed by 
his men.)
b Suzuki Micuru - to kiite mo omoidasenai dokusya ga 
oi ka mo sirenai. Syukan Asahi, 1972, December 1st 
issue, p .167
(There may be many readers who cannot remember 
'Micuru Suzuki1, even if they happen to hear the 
name•)
Notes:
1 Imaizumi, Tadayosi & Miyata, Koici, G-endai Kokugo-ho 
(1950), pp.124-36.
Yuzawa, Kokiciro, Ko.-o-ho Seisecu (1953), pp.159-60.
2 Ono, Susumu, "Nihonzin no Siko to Nihongo", Bungaku
Yol. 35 , p.1284.
3 Yuzawa, Kokiciro, ibid., P .133
4 Suzuki, Sigeyuki, Bunpo to Bunpo-sido (1972), p.279.
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5 e.A-. Sin-Meikai Kokugo Ziten (1972), Iwanami W 0 1 0
Ziten (1968), & Köaien (1965).
6 The Shorten Oxford English Dictionary (1964). P.1556
7 Tokieda, Motoki, Kokuyoyaku Genron (l94l), p. 375.
8 Kuno, Akira, Nihon-Bunpo Kenkyu (1973), P.51 and p ,56.
9 Sin-Meikai Kokuyo Ziten (1972).
10 Kotenko.Gendaigo Zyosi-Zyodösi Syösecu (1969) , P.76.
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4 THE MEANING 0E THE POTENTIAL [a ]
(1) the potential concerned with power and
(2) the potential concerned with possibility
4 - 0  The necessity of investigating what the potential means
It seems that there is a widespread belief among 
Japanese, including linguists, that the principal three 
methods of expressing potential in the modern Japanese 
language are applicable to any verb without restriction, and 
what those three methods express involve no semantic 
differences (note l).
(i) These two opinions are contrary to the facts: First,
method (a) and method (b) cannot be applied to non-volitional 
verbs (Refer to III - 1 - 7 *  (note 2)), but method (c) can be 
applied to non-volitional verbs as well (e.g. [ö]). Secondly,
there are instances where only method (c) can be applied 
(e.g. [2], [ö], [9]» [ll]). Thirdly, there are cases where 
method (b) and method (c) can be applied, but method (a) cannot 
be applied (e.g. [l], [152]). Fourthly, there are cases where
only method (a) can be applied (e.g. when 1yarikir-e-nai* 
means 1gaman-deki-nai1 (unbearable), method (b) and method
(c) cannot be applied to 'yarikiru’. See III - 6.).
(ii) Next, the assertion that inanimate things cannot be the 
subject of a potential sentence is contrary to the facts 
(See note 3 and Chapter 1.), and again the assertion that 
method (c) is to be applied to sentences with inanimate 
subjects is contradictory to the facts as well, because there 
are sentences with animate subjects to which method (a) and 
method (b) cannot be applied and the application of method (c)
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is obligatory, and this assertion cannot explain why this 
should be so (See [9], [ll], and note 4« ) • In- fact, the 
problems mentioned in (ii) are comprised within the first and 
second problems in (i). It is not always appropriate to use 
the phrase 'the sub.ject of a potential sentence' in the 
Japanese potential expression (See III - 1 - 6 and III - 1 - 7»), 
but when we are dealing with the problem of whether or not an 
inanimate subject is permissible, it is enough to check data 
in which inanimate and animate subjects are used and find out 
the base on which inanimate subjects are permissible.
Therefore, I will employ the term 'subject'.
(iii) One may be able to accept that the particles placed in 
front of potential verbs (representative among them is the 
particle 'ga'.) serve, in general, to mark objects. But there 
are still instances where we must admit that they are used for 
marking subjects ([3] b). This problem is also involved in 
the question, 'In Japanese does an inanimate thing have the 
capacity to serve as the subject of a potential sentence?'.
The problems above are to some extent relevant to the 
morphology of the verb (See IV - (c) - l), IV - (c) - l), 
and [l].), but mainly they are problems connected with the 
meaning of the potential. On account of the problems which I 
have pointed out above, I believe it is apparent that the 
meaning of the potential have grammatical aspects« But, 
as far as I know, there does not exist any systematic research 
with regards to these problems (= the grammatical aspects of 
the meaning of the potential).
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With regards to what the potential means, there are 
many books in which the authors point out 1 ability * . Rather 
less frequently, some authors specify * ability * and 
* permission * . Further, I have found that a linguist has 
pointed out ’ ability1 , ’permission* , and’natural potential* 
(note 5)» Again, another linguist differentiates one meaning 
of the potential from the central core of potential meanings, 
and calls it ’value * (note 6).
But it is not simply a question of whether these are all 
meanings of potential or not: unless the meanings of
potential which each of the three principal methods can express 
are clearly determined« first, the above problems are 
insoluble: secondly. one cannot find criteria for recognizing
the boundary between ’potential’ and 'spontaneous happening*, 
which is not dealt with in this thesis: thirdly, it will be
impossible to make a coherent comparison between Japanese and 
other languages with regards to the potential expression.
4 - 1  The statistics of the 1231 examples which I used for
findings the meanings of the potential, and the methods 
which I used for discovering the meanings of the 
potential
(i) Statistics
r 1 sentences by method (a) 485
These have animate subjects:' *2 sentences by method k ) 516
sentences by method (c) 91
***sentences with inanimate subjects 156
****English potential sentences 83
total 1231
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* Included among these examples are potential sentences 
whose second element comprises '-dekiru' (in fact, they 
belong to the potential expression by method (a).).
** Included among these examples are potential sentences
to which only method (c) is applicable despite the fact 
that they have animate subjects.
*** Included among these examples are potential sentences 
by method (a) and method (b) as well as by method (c). 
Sentences to which only method (c) is applicable are 
included within ’ sentences by method c '•
**** These are the English potential sentences which I have 
collected from my own conversation with native speakers 
of English or from English newspapers, etc., and further 
they are the sentences to which I have felt both 
’method (a) and method (b)' cannot be applied or 
•method (a)' cannot be applied when a translation for 
them is required.
In addition, there are various potential sentences whose 
specific meaning of potential is obscure without help from the 
sentence environment. This is particularly so with extremely 
short potential sentences. Such examples are not included in 
this total number. Nor are included in this total number 
sentences in which one cannot tell whether the verbs are used 
as potential or as spontaneous happening, nor sentences whose 
structure consists of ’noun + ga + dekiru’ and in which one 
cannot tell whether the ’dekiru' is used as potential or not.
(ii) The methods which X employed to find out the meanings 
of the potential
Concrete meanings of the potential can only be found in 
potential sentences or in the contexts in which potential 
sentences are placed. In order to find out these meanings,
I classified the above data into five groups:
1: Potential sentences with animate subjects to which all
the three principal methods for expressing the potential can 
be applied.
2: Potential sentences with inanimate subjects to which all
the three principal methods can be applied.
3: Potential sentences to which only method (a) can be
applied.
4: Potential sentences to which only method (c) can be
applied regardless of animate subjects or inanimate subjects. 
Half of the English data which I gathered is included in this 
group•
5: Potential sentences to which only method (b) and method
(c) can be applied. Another half of the English data which I 
gathered is included in this group.
The data classified in this way has been used as 
follows:
a: I subclassified the data of group (l) and group (2) into
sub-groupings based on the differences in the concrete meanings 
of the potential that I discovered.
b: G-roup (3) includes sentences which express attribute of
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things (cf. Ill - 6)
c: By comparing the data in group (4) with the concrete
meanings of the potential that I found to be expressed by the 
data in group (l) and group (2), I examined and found out the 
meaning of the potential by method (c) in those instances 
where only method (c) can be applied.
d: Group (5) includes sentences which express inactive
ability (cf. Ill - 5 - 3).
There are innumerable potential sentences which may be 
considered to express two or more concrete meanings of the 
potential. This fact does not present any obstacle to finding 
out the concrete meanings of the potential. After a fixed 
number of concrete meanings of the potential have been 
obtained through classification, if one only finds the same 
meanings no matter how long one continues the classification, 
that is sufficient. In the following, I will describe the 
concrete meanings of the potential expressed by potential 
sentences to which all the principal methods for expressing 
the potential can be applied, and in the description, in very 
many cases, I will use potential sentences by method (a) as 
representative of the other two methods. The meanings of the
potential expressed by potential verbs of the form 1____ -
dekiru1 (method (a)) in those cases where 1____-dekiru’ type
is interchangeable with method (c) type naturally also fall
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within the scope of the present investigation
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4 - 2  The meanings of potential expressed, by potential
sentences to which all the three principal methods 
can apply
(i) Power inherent in the agent of an action*
* N.B.l In general, the term 1nöryoku' in Japanese is 
believed to correspond to the term * ability * in English. But 
this does not accord with the facts: the term 'nöryoku1
means 'power to perform a job' or 'qualification which is 
necessary or is considered (by law) to be suitable for doing 
something' (Kozien*1965), whereas the realm covered by the 
English 'ability' is much wider than this. Eor instance, it 
means 'power to perform, whether physically or intellectually 
(The Universal English Dictionary•1946), or 'the quality in 
an agent which makes an action possible' (The Oxford 
Dictionary • 1946) or means even 'pecuniary power' (ibid.,). 
Accordingly, it seems to me that the term 'ability' in 
English cannot be expressed in Japanese by using a single 
term. Here, I translate the term 'nöryoku' in Japanese into 
English as 'intellectual power (to perform a job)'. It seems 
to me that this is something equivalent to the term 'nöryoku' 
Again, it seems to me that the English term 'ability', if a 
translation into Japanese is necessary, can only be expressed 
in the form of a definition such as 'power inherent in the 
agent of an action'.
N.B.2 The term 'nöryoku', if it is considered as somethin
equivalent to the term 'ability' in English, does not 
traditionally include the concept of 'inactive ability'
(cf. Ill - 5 - 3).
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a : Intellectual ability
[123] a . .. Tönan-Azia e nagaredete itta kaigai-baisyunhu wa, 
osoraku sono 90-päsento ga hiragana mo kakenal rnonrnö 
.... Yamazaki, Tomoki,"Sandakan Haciban-gyokan"
(1973) p .20
(90 per cent of tlie prostitutes abroad who drifted to 
South East Asia are most probably illiterates who 
could not even write ’hiragana'.) 
b Sukosi muzukasii koto wa iemasen. NHT 1 p.126
(When it comes to slightly difficult things, I can't 
say them (in Japanese).).
c Worizane nado to yu otoko wa, hiciriki koso citto wa 
hukeru daro ga .... AR p .144
(You may say that a stupid chap like Norizane can 
play the Hiciriki to some extent, but ....) 
d Yume mo mirarenu yöna yacu ni rokuna yacu wa nai. 
Siba, Ryotaro, "Kunitori-Monogatari l 1 (1967) p.354 
(There aren't any great guys among people who can't 
picture their own future.)
e Atasi nanka nanimo hatarakenai n desu mono. YR 1
p.119
(Woman as I am, I can't do anything.) 
f Ore wa bizin no keiyö nado ga dekiru otoko de nai
.... NS p.81
(i am not the kind of person who can describe a 
beauty.)
In the above sentences, the meaning of the potential 
expresses a constant power which is necessary for carrying out
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a particular tiring, tlrat is, ability. Tire meaning of the 
examples e and f may be regarded as qualification.
b : qualitative ability*
Here, the term 'qualitative ability* corresponds to 
the term 'sikaku' in Japanese.
[124] a Hitoban gurai nenai de, soima cura o site otoko to 
iwareru ka? NS p.43
(Can you call yourself a man, with a face like that 
after just missing one night's sleep?) 
b ... kaku kara itte mo zisseki kara site mo ano onna 
ni naraberu onna wa honto ni inai .... Koda, Aya, 
"Nagareru" , Cikuma G-endai Nihon Bungaku Taikei
(1955), p.368
(Both, from the point of view of status and record 
of contributions to society, no woman can equal her.) 
c Cici no ci ni hankösinakereba naranai. Haha no
yasasisa o kyohisinakereba naranai. Ane ni curnetaku 
sinakereba naranai. So de nakerba ano minsyü no 
heya ni hairu nyüzyoken ga erarenai. DO p.150 
(i must fight against what I have received from my 
father's blood. I must deny the gentleness of my 
mother. I must be heartless to my elder sister.
If not, I cannot get a ticket of admission into the 
room of the masses.)
d Macigatta tokei o sinziru mono mo, tadasii tokei o 
sinzinai mono mo, docci mo kisya ni noru koto ga 
dekinai. NHT 1 p.191
(Neither those who believe a wrong watch nor those 
who do not believe a correct watch can catch a train.)
e Kosei-torihiki-iinkai no kokuzi ni motozuki, hitocu
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no kensyö ni nyüsyösita hito wa, sono hoka no syö 
ni nyüsyö-dekimasen. Syogaku-5-nensei, 1973 October 
issue, p.392
(By proclamation of the Pair Trade Commission, people 
who win a prize are not qualified to win another 
prize.)
f Kuzi wa o-cya no sisyö ni mo nareru haha no koto o 
omoidasi .... YR 1 p.317
(Kuzi remembered her mother who could be a master of 
the tea-ceremony if she so wished.)
In the above sentences, the potential verbs function to 
indicate whether a person is qualified for something or not.
One may consider a, c, d, and e express permission as well, 
and b expresses permission and ability as well. Qualitative 
ability is also a sort of power.
c: power other than * intellectual ability and qualitative
ability1 which is inherent in the agent of an actio
[125] a Syacyo mo senmu mo cinmokusita. Iya, kuci ga
kikenakatta to itta ho ga tekisecu de aru. MSZ 2 p.17 
(Both the president and the executive-director stopped 
speaking. No, it would be more appropriate to say 
that they couldn't speak.) 
b Boro no naka o aruite kita zibun no sokuseki o, 
dosite ima nagamerare-yo ka? KH p .14
(My footprints where I have come walking through this 
muddy world: how can I see them now?)
c Mo koko Pari na no? Nante yugana tokoro desyo.
Atasi korezya mo Rondon e kaerenai wa. YR 1 p .64
(I'm in Paris now, am I? What an elegant place it 
isi Paris being as it is, I couldn’t possibly go 
back to London.)
d Demo, kyo wa nandaka watakusi mo surasura hanaseru 
yona ki ga suru .... DO p .46
(Somehow I feel I can speak without stammering 
today.)
e Koncikisyo to okiagatte mita ga, kakerarenai.
NS p.41
(i tried with all my strength to get up and stood up, 
but I found that I couldn't run.) 
f Sinziro, omae wa syögakkö no toki ni sumi ya e ga
kaenai de naite ita no o wasureta no kaJ? NHT 3 p.35 
(SinziroI Have you forgotten the time in your 
primary-school days when you couldn't buy things 
like paper or ink and would often sob around the 
corner of your school?)
In the sentences above, in a, b, c and d, the meaning of 
potential is spiritual power or emotional power, in e physical 
strength, and in f financial means.
(ii) Attributes inherent in 'things'
[l26] a To itte, kare wa (my insertion) soryaku ni
acukawareru sonzai de wa nai. Siba, Ryötaro, 
"Kunitori-Monogatari 1" (1967), p .264
(Even so, considering his status, he is not a man to 
deal with rashly.)
b ... sono naka de kotai ga hansyoku mo si, eiyo mo
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toriuru yona mono • o • • IK p.89
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(Something with a capacity to allow individuals to 
increase and nourish themselves in it.) 
c Naoko wa madogiwa no, töri ga mioroseru seid ni 
suwatta. Itsuki, Hiroyuki, "Koiuta" (l97l) p.146 
(Naoko took her seat at the window where the street 
was visible below her eyes. or Naoko took her seat 
at the window where one could view the street below 
one 1s eyes.)
d Ko site mociaruku uci ni sono sakana wa kusatte
icigo no kome to mo kaerarenu yo ni natte simau de 
aro. NHT 2 p.118
(While you carry the fish along with you, it will go 
bad and turn into something unexchangeable even for 
one 'go1 of rice. or ... as above ..., it will go 
bad and it will be something you can’t exchange even 
for one ’go’ of rice.)
e Kingin wa ... zuii ni waketari awasetari suru koto
mo deki .... NHT p.119
(G-old and silver are separable or joinable together 
at will. or As for gold and silver, one can separate 
them or join them together at will.) 
f Pai datte omae no nanka taberare ya sinai. NHT 2 p.179 
(When it comes to the pie, the pies you make are 
uneatable. or When it comes to the pie, one can’t 
eat the pies you make.)
g Ima nara wazuka 30-pun de korareru tokoro ....
YR 1 p.47
(The distance of the place which is reachable in only 
30 minutes nowadays. or The place to which one can 
come in only 30 minutes nowadays.)
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h ... sono sobo kara sanpi to mo ieru insyö o ukete, .... 
1 Nihon-C nbocu" (1973) P.69
(His looks gave me a shocking impression which was 
regrettably horrible and indescribable. or His 
looks gave me an impression such that one might well 
say that it was regrettably horrible and 
indescribable.)
With regards to the above examples, one can point out 
two things: Hirst. in the above examples, when the last
element of the sections which modifies following nouns is a 
potential verb, or, when something is described as a topic 
by a potential verb, the meaning of the potential is the 
attribute of the modified noun, or the attribute of the topic 
which is described by the potential verb. One may regard 
attribute (quality) also to be a sort of power.
Secondl;/'. with, regards to the above examples, one might ask 
what meaning of potential is involved in the agent of the 
action which is included in the potential verb, or what meaning 
of the potential is involved in the agent of the action of the 
verb placed before ‘koto’ in the case of method (b). But, in 
the above examples, this is not a question or standpoint 
which would naturally occur to the Japanese speaker. (when I 
investigated the meaning of the potential expressed by the 
data in (ii), I ignored these meanings which might be 
conceivable if viewed from this second standpoint.)
With regards to the data exemplified by (ii), there are 
extremely many sentences in which the agent of the action 
included in the potential verb or the agent of the action 
placed in front of ’koto’ in the case of method (b) may be any 
unspecified agent not appearing in the sentence.
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In b 'individuals' may be 'any individuals' , and in c Naoko 
may be expected to perform the action of 'looking* down' , but, 
at the same time, 'any person' can 'can look down' onto the 
street from the seat.
Among the data concerned with this problem, however, 
there are also examples as follows:
[l27] a Ore wa kaigi ya nanka de iza to naru to, nodo ga 
fusagatte syaberenai otoko da .... NS p.85 
(i am a person who can't speak with a block in my 
throat at places like meetings when necessity demands 
that I say something.)
b Demo kawari ni kitto yorokonde itadakeru o-ryöri o 
yöisite mairimasita.
(But, instead, I am here prepared to serve dishes 
which are definitely enjoyable for you. or But, 
instead, I am here prepared to serve dishes with 
which I shall definitely be able to get your 
enjoyment.)
In a and b in [127]» the subject of the potential verbs 
are specified persons. The meaning of the potential expressed 
by a may be regarded as ability as well. And the meaning of 
the potential expressed by b may be regarded as permission 
as well. That is, when a noun is modified by a modifier- 
sequence including a potential verb, and when thus the concrete 
content of the noun is prescribed by the modification, if the 
agent of the 'action included in the potential verb' is a 
specii'ied agent, one feels that the meaning of the potential 
involves some other meaning as well as attribute.
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The question which arises when the meaning of the 
potential is attribute is the problem of whether we should 
regard the particle in front of the potential verb including 
a transitive verb-stem as subject marker or object marker.
This problem can be seen in the structure exemplified by 
[.126] d and e. If one regards it as a subject marker, there 
arise cases which one cannot explain:
First, from the data exemplified by [l26] we feel intuitively 
that the meaning of the potential expressed by such data is 
attribute, but if one maintains that the particle is an 
object marker, he cannot explain our intuitive reaction. 
Secondly, in sentences such as follow, the potential verb 
contains a transitive verb-stem, but the subject of the 
sentence is not an agent of the action shown by the transitive 
verb-stem. ([ü] b shows the same kind of problem.)
[l28] Kono aasiki-rö wa, wareware no te o rnotte site mo, 
yaburenai no de arimasu. IH p.156
(This room for confinement is not breakable even by 
our efforts.)
If one maintains the object marker theory, he cannot 
explain this second point. I would like to add that the 
potential sentence in [l28] is an example which shows us that 
the theory "In Japanese inanimate entities do not become the 
subjects of potential sentences" cannot be maintained.
(With regards to the potential sentences whose meaning of 
potential expresses 'attribute1, they include matters, 
including the problems above, which are more appropriately 
dealt with in a separate section. These will be described in 
III - 6.)
(iii) Stic cess or non-sue cess
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instances where the a^ent of
tlie action will manifest /manifested his inherentI. » m,.mm ■■ » «I.«». ^  *1 •* ■—  ■ ' 1 '■ ■ ■ ■■■■»■■■ - '■ ■■ —  ■■■ "—I mumm m mm m o m  -
The potential is employed for describing whether or not 
an agent of an action will/will not carry out/carried out/did 
not carry out something by overcoming some barrier in his way. 
The meaning of the potential in this sense is the success or 
non-success* of the agent of the action.
* According to the common usage of the words 1seiko1
(success) and * huseiko1 (non-success) in Japanese, they refer 
to a comparatively or extremely major matter accomplished, but 
here the terms are freely used regardless of the magnitude of 
the matter accomplished.
[l29] a Daiici, ikuta no sanga o hedatete iru Ecizen no 
kuni e, kono tori, wazuka hutari no tomobito o 
cureta dake de, do site buzi ni ikareyo. AR p.39 
(To begin with, how can I go safely to Ecizen, which 
is separated by various mountains and rivers from 
here, with only two servants as you see?) 
b Nanzenzi no sanmon kara Tensyuan no kyakuma made wa, 
tori de nakereba tobenu kyori ga atta .... ETT p . 148 
(from the temple gate of Nanzen-zi to the guest room 
of Tenzyuan, only birds could cover the distance, 
c Oretaci ga karera no (my insertion) huyoi no tokoro 
o humikomeru to kateisita tokoro de nanzyü to aru 
sasiki no doko ni karera ga (my insertion) iru ka 
wakaru mono de wa nai .... NS p.134
(Even if we could get in when they were careless, we 
wouldn’t know which of the dozens of rooms they are iru)
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d Kanozyo to (my insertion) cukiainagara, ore wa 
ikebana o naratte ite, konna hü ni hitori de 
ikerareru yo ni nattara, ore wa mo kanozyo ni (my 
insertion) aki ga kita n da. MY p .144 
(i learnt Ikebana from her while keeping company 
with her. And I found myself sick of her already 
when I could manage to arrange flowers in this way 
by myself.)
e Watakusi wa, huto ano wakai syöko o, mae ni dokoka 
de mikaketa koto ga aru yona ki ga site kite, 
kangaete mita ga, omoidasenakatta. DO p.126 
(Unintentionally I began to wonder if I hadn’t 
happened to see that young officer somewhere before, 
and I tried to remember the place. But I couldn’t.)
f Hidoi ame desu ne. Boku mo nemurenai mon da kara 
ame o miteta tokoro desu. YR 1 p.126 
(This rain is awful, isn't it? Since I can’t sleep 
either, I ’ve been watching the rain.)
(iv) Bower given from outside to the agent of an action
The meaning of this kind of power may be subgrouped into 
the following three: a: liberty b: permission and
c: permission as a natural course. With regards to the
potential sentence whose potential meaning is one of these, 
based on the meaning, one describes whether or not something 
will be carried out/was carried out.
a : liberty
In the following examples, the meaning of potential 
refers to whether or not the agent of an action has liberty
in a certain situation
[l30] a ... zibun no ie no kura de mo öppira n± syorui ga 
mocidaseriai n da .... NHT
(Despite the fact that the repository is built for* 
and belongs to my family, still I cannot openly 
canny out the documents fnom it.) 
b Kimi wa acina e ikeba yosyoku wa ikuna de mo 
tabenanenu .... MiT 2 p.126
(When you go thene, you can eat Westenn dishes as 
much as you want.)
c Uma no mocinusi wa hazime kana kakene o sinai no da 
kana wanibiki no yoci wa nai, iine kana icimon mo 
hikenu t o yü . KHT 2 p .67
(The ownen of the honse says that he cannot make it 
cheapen at all because he has neven asked a fancy 
pnice fon it fnom the stant of the negotiations.) 
d Watasi wa kaisya no yözi ga animasu node, ... do
site mo Tokyo kana si-to-zikan inai no tokono de nai 
to ikanemasen. KHT 1 p.220
(Since I have something to do fon my finm, I can’t 
go with you unless the place is within four on five 
hours' distance fnom Tokyo.) 
e Beikoku to itte mo hinoi desu kana, icigai ni mo 
iemasen. DHT 2 p .44
(Amenica is biggen than you think, so I can’t 
genenalise the matten.)
f Watakusi wa ano takeyabu ni mamusi ga zyuppiki mo
umanete wa, ukkani o-niwa ni mo oninanenai to omotta
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• • • • DO p.13
(Now that I knew as many as ten vipers had been born 
in that patch of bamboo, I thought I couldn’t go 
down to our garden absent-mindedly.)
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In the examples above, we may think that the potential 
means 'existence or non-existence of liberty'. Again, from 
the sentences a, c, and d, together with those meanings, we 
feel that the potential means 'non-existence of capacity in 
the agent'.
b:
[ml
permission
a ... hikozyo-yuki no basu wa ippai de miokuri-nin wa 
norenai .... YR 1 p.426
(Th.e bus for the airport is packed: the well-wishers
are not allowed to take a ride in it.) 
b Uranari-kun no koto o omou to ... mikka gurai 
danzikisite mo huh.ei wa kobosenai .... NS p.83 
(When I think of 'Uranari', I feel 1 am not allowed 
to complain even if I fast for three days or so.) 
c ... ano hito ni mo honto ni sumanai keredo, so 
sasete maraeru to .... KT p.152
(i feel really sorry to him, but if I am allowed to 
do so ....)
d ... muzyoken ni amaerareru risotekina zyosei ....
DO p.168
(The idealistic woman on whom one can unconditionally 
depend.)
e Onazi koto wa, yoku 26-nici no kasikiri-basu ni mo 
ieru. SS p.163
(One can make the same comment too about the chartered 
bus which was used on the following day, the 26th. )
permission as a natural course
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c:
"Permission as a natural course" is also a sort o±' 
permission. But there are a group of potential sentences 
whose potential meaning is conspicuously concerned with 
’whether or not something will "be/is/was allowed as a natural 
course’. When the difference between ’potential’ and 
’spontaneous happening’ is discussed, this group of sentences 
becomes one of* the points to be investigated grammatically. 
(Tosio Komacu names this meaning 'sizen-kano’ (natural 
potential) (note 5)> but in general the term 'sizen-kanö' 
is used synonimously with ’spontaneous happening', and 
therefore I feel the application of this term to the meaning 
of the potential expressed by this group of potential 
sentences would be inappropriate.)
[lp2] a Eiga kai ga hukyo ni natta gen’in ni wa, terebi ga 
attotekina seiryoku o hatta koto, ryoko sono ta no 
rezya ga hizyo ni hattacusita koto ... nado ga 
agerareru. YT p.147
(With regards to the reasons why the film industry 
went into a slump, we can point out the facts that 
TV is now overwhelmingly dominant, that travelling 
and various other leisure passtimes have become 
remarkably popular among people, and so forth.) 
b ... Baika no maki no kanto ni ... wasureru koto no 
dekinai issecu ga atta .... YT p.147 
(At the beginning of the volume ’Baika’, there was 
one passage which I can never forget.) 
c G-ociso wa sita no o-ba-san ni tanonda no ga kureba 
sasiageraremasu. YR 2 p.124
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(When the good meal that I've ordered the old lady 
downstairs to cook is brought here, I can give it 
to you.)
d Sono mositate ni mo husinna ten wa miukerarenakatta. 
Syosecu Sincyo, 1974 June issue, p.356 
(in that allegation of his too, we couldn't 
discover any suspicious point.) 
e ... yami no naka ni Kitamaci-Bugyosyo no zi ga
yomeru cyöcin .... Syosecu Sincyo, 1974 June issue,
P.356
(The lantern with the name 'Kitamaci Magistrate's 
Office* which can be seen in the dark.)
(v) method or means - power existing outside of the action
As in the examples below, there are a group of 
sentences in which the meaning of the potential conspicuously 
manifests whether or not the agent of the action has some 
method or means to do something. Therefore, we can accept the 
description of existence or non-existence of 'method or 
means' for the agent as one of the meanings expressed by the 
potential.
[133] a Ima to natte wa syubai ni site kaesite yaritakute 
mo kaesenai. NS p.10
(Now I can't give it back, despite the fact that I 
wish I could, ten times over.) 
b lya, denwa to zya odorenai ya. YR 1 p.178 
(Oh, no, I can't dance with a telephone, 
c Edo kara Osaka made wa hune de ikarenu koto mo
nakatta • • • •
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(it was not necessarily impossible to go by sliip 
from Edo to Osaka.)
d ... zibnn. wa mainici ko site kore o utte mesi o 
kutte iru n da ga, sinamono o yaburarecya mo kyo 
wa me s i ga kuen. YR 1 p . 2 5 3
(By selling off these things everyday in this way, 
I ’ve been earning some money for my living. But 
now that my articles for sale are damaged, I can't 
manage to get my food for today.) 
e Ziken wa dono ten kara mite mo, 50-mei no
kisyukusei ga sinrai no kyosi bosi o keibusite kore 
o honrosiyo to sita syoi to yori hoka ni wa 
mitomeraren no de arimasu. NS p.69
(However you view that incident, there is no getting 
away from the fact that fifty boarders showed 
contempt for a teacher who had just come to the 
school and that their action was designed to make a 
fool of him.)
f ... ögon-bamiö-ronsya ni kakatte wa, kore wa (my 
insertion) yasegaman to sika kangaeraremai. NHT 5
p .118
(’Viewed from the viewpoint of the mammonist, this 
can only be regarded as feeble resistance', I would 
say.
As a result of grouping the data mentioned in 4 - 1  
according to the potential meaning expressed by them, it is 
discovered that every one of the data examples contains one
or more of the meanings described above. (Very many potential 
sentences make one feel that they involve two or three of the 
meanings concurrently.)
A diagram setting out the meanings of the potential 
expressed by the potential sentences to which any of the 
three principal methods of expressing potential can be applied 
will be as follows
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power existing outside of
the agent of the action
method or means
power inherent in the agent
of the action attribute inherent in 1 things1
intellectual, ability
qualitative ability
Powers other than 1 & 2
power given to the agent of the instances that the agent
of the action will manifest/the action from outside
permission manifested his inherent
permission as a natural capacity externally
success and non-suecess
The meanings of the potential described above are all 
concerned with 'power*. And it is discovered that volitional 
verbs* must be used, no matter which device for expressing the 
potential may be employed, in the potential expressions that 
express the above-mentioned 1 meanings1 of the potential.
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* Here, the term ’volitional verb’ is meant ’the verb
containing a concept of an action which can be caused to 
happen by one’s will.
4 - 3  The cases where only Method (c) 
can be applied.
+ -uru/-eruj
U) examples in which non-volitional verbs are used
[l34] a
b
c
d
e
f
•.. so yu keiken wa ... so yü hito ni de nakereba 
okorienakattaro . KH p.250
(i think that sort of experience could never happen 
except to people like that.)
... kosyu no seimei matawa sintai ni kiken ga 
syoziuru teido .... SS p.133
(To the extent that danger can happen to the lives 
or the bodies of the public ....)
... Kirisutokyo-rinri nado to yu kotoba wa, 
naritacienai mono to naru de aro. MH p .37 
(i presume that the phrase 'Christian ethics’ will 
be something which cannot materialize.)
... migenron no seiricusiuru yoci .... IK p .37 
(The range within which dualism can exist.)
... kono bun o hacugensita ito wa, sono ba sono ba 
ni yotte kotonariuru. Suzuki, Sigeyuki, "Wihongo 
Bunpo.Keitairon", p .211
(The intention with which this sentence was uttered 
can vary from case to case.)
... samazama ni chigaiuru tan'on .... Inoue, Kazuko,
"Henkei-Bunpo”, p.211
(a syllabic sound which can differ in various ways.)
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g ... sono soko ni hisonde iru mono ga, ... taito e 
no muisiki no kyohi da to uciiriuru. G-ekken- 
Economist, 1974 October issue, p.80
(That is latent in that can be a reilection o£ an 
unconscious rejection of equality.)
The following is an example of a Japanese sentence 
translated from an English potential sentence containing this 
problem:
[l35] ... minkan-kigyo wa, cubureru koto ga dekiru.
BS, 1974 December issue, p.354 
(A private enterprise can go bankrupt.)
The above sentence is, in fact, ungrammatical, and the 
underlined part must be replaced by 1cubure-uru1 or by 
*cubureru koto ga ari-uru1.
As for THE NON-VOhITIQNAh VERB, because of its 
characteristic that IT CANNOT ESTABLISH RELATIONS WITH ’POWER*, 
as is described in 4 - 2 ,  the meanings of the potential 
expressed by method (c) in the sentences in [l34] cannot be 
the same as the meanings of the potential described in 4 - 2 .
In order to perceive the meanings of the potential 
expressed by potential sentences to which only method (c) can 
be applied, it may be advisable to conduct the process 
suggested below and to see what results it produces.
a: All the examples in [l34] may be rewritten by 1... koto
ga ari-uru1 (it is possible that ...) or ’... koto ga 
ari-enai’ (it is not possible ....).
b: In a and c in [l34]> forms to express the speaker’s
uncertainty with regards to his description are included.
Therefore, the meanings of the two sentences remain much the
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same with or without ’-•urn*. (in the other sentences, the 
meanings of the sentences are affected by its presence or 
absence.)
c: In a and c in [l34]» method (c) is used in the negative
form. In the negative potential sentences to which only 
method (c) can apply, one may use 1 ... hazu wa nai1 (it can 
never be expected that ...), or 1 ... koto wa nai1 (there are 
no cases where ...), or 1 ... -kko-nai1 (it can never be 
supposed that ...), instead of " -e-nai" (the negative 
form of -uru/~eru) .
d: In b, d, e, f, and g in [l54], depending on the contexts
in which they are used, there are instances where one might 
use ’ . . . koto ga a m ’ (there are cases where • . . ) instead of
’____ -uru1 .
What is obvious from the above process and an 
observation of the results of the application of the process 
is as follows:
formation base of a non-volitional verb + 
-uruZ-eru1 means:
a ) the speaker has an expectation that something may/might
happen or exist. (the existence of possibility) or
b : the speaker knows that something happens or exists in
actuality - (the existence of occasionality) -, and the same 
speaker has an expectation that the same thing may/might 
happen in the futuire too.
’The word
(To refer "to these meanings a) and b), the terms 
’possibility' and 'occasionality + possibility' will 
occasionally be used from now on.)
As I stated above, the meanings of the two sentences 
a and c in [134] remain much the same with or without the use 
of method (c). According to my understanding, the reason is 
that the form employed to express the speaker's uncertainty 
with regards to his description itself expresses his 
expectation concerning 'the existence or non-existence of 
possibility that something may/might happen'.
(ii) verbs containing the concept of an action that is
initiated by one's will and verbs which sometimes can 
be used to express such concepts are occasionally 
found used to express a: possibility or
b; occasionality + possibility.
All the meanings of the potential expressed by the 
following examples containing method (c) are: 
a :'possibility' or b: 'occasionality + possibility'.
Notice the fact that in a, b, and c the subjects of the 
sentences are animate entities. (See [9] a and [ll] a.)
[136] a ... Kami naranu ningen ga ayamaci o okasiuru 
kanosei .... BS, 1974 June issue, p.145 
(The possibility that a human being, who is not G-od, 
can commit a fault...,)
b Sikasi, Kuroike Kenkici no si wa, mada sikkan to 
site Tacuo ni sematte konakatta. Sore o habamu 
nanika ga Tacuo no kokoro ni (my insertion)
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sonzaisite ita. (kuroike Kenkici wa zisacusuru
187 -
yona otoko de wa nail) Kore datta.... Sono Kuroike 
ga, do site Kita-Sinano no sancyü de zisacusieyo.
MSZ 2 p.188
(Tacuo still had not grasped emotionally the fact 
that Kenkici Kuroike had died. Something in Tacuo1s 
heart stopped him from accepting the fact. He 
held an unconscious conviction, ’Kenkici Kuroike is 
never the sort of man to commit suicide!’ That was 
the reason why he never admitted the fact. Kuroike 
being the man that he is, how can he commit suicide 
in the mountains of Kita-Sinano! 
c Sate Nihonzin ni totte wa, kono dai-ni kategori made 
ga zibun to kankei o mocu hitobito de, sore igai wa 
tanin (yoso no hito) de aru .... Kore ga, dai-san 
no kategori de, sono hirogari wa hotondo mugen de ari, 
gaikokuzin mo sono naka ni hairiuru. G-endai, 1973 
January issue, p.77
(And, in the eyes of the Japanese, people up to the 
second category are the ones whom they have relation 
with, and people outside those two categories are 
people foreign to them. These people are placed in 
the third category, and the range of that category is 
almost infinite. Foreigners can be placed in it. 
d Sikasi sore ga, ciisana soryusi no sekai ga donna 
mono ka to yu koto o kangaeru toki no hinto ni 
nariuru, YT p.20
(But that can be a clue when we ponder what the world 
of elemental particle is like.) 
e Zyosiki wa kawariuru. IH p.196
(Common knowledge can change.)
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f ... iroiro no tokoro ni onsei no togire ga arawareuru. 
Hattori, Siro, "Onseigaku" (1968), p.450 
(A sound "break can appear in various places.) 
g ... zyorecu to yü kizyun wa, ikanaru syakai ni mo
sonzaisite iru. .... Sikasi sore wa (my insertion) 
kiwamete danryokusei•genkaisei o motte, tatoeba ta 
no kizyun (tatoeba noryoku) ni taisite zyohosiuru 
no de aru. NC p.82
(The criterion of ’rank1 exists in any society. .... 
But, through flexibility and limitation, it can make 
concessions to other criteria (e.g. ability).) 
h ... Miyamoto toka Nozaka toka no daikanbu ga huta o 
aketara tokuhyo ga tarizu ni rakusen nado to yu 
koto ga okienai no daro ka?
(Could it not occur that major leaders like Miyamoto 
or Nozaka will find themselves defeated in the 
election when the votes are counted?) 
i ... sono na ni mo, hicuzen ni motozuku sinzicu ga 
komoriuru ka mo sirenai. Yamamoto, Kenkici-hen, 
"Nihonbungaku" (l970), p.45
(Perhaps a truth based on necessity can be implied 
in the plea.)
j Sunawaci Y-syacu-eri no cyuobu ni malachite green ga 
cuita tokoro wa nekutai o cyakuyosite ireba iro wa 
cukienai •••• BS, 1973 August issue, p.242 
(That is, the central part of the white shirt is 
smeared with malachite green, but if he had worn a 
tie, that part could never have been stained with 
any colour,)
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k ... sitagatte Bakuhu no seiryoku-husyoku wa, aeiikikan 
o cuzite seiköslenakatta. Inoue, Micasuda, "Nikons! 
Teiyo"(1969)
(Therefore, the establishment of the Tokugawa 
government’s influence could not be successful 
throughout the whole period.)
1 Sonna suzigaki mo arieta. SS p.88
(That sort of plot was also possible.)
m ... wareware no ninsiki ga tadaci ni ruien no ninsiki 
de ariuru kanosei .... IK p.20
(The possibility that our recognition (with regards 
to that) can be the precise recognition on affinity 
itself ....)
In b and h, a form to express the speaker’s uncertainty 
with regards to his description is used. In a and m, word 
’kanosei’ (possibility) is used. In i_, the phrase ’ ka mo 
sirenai’ (may/might) is used. lor these reasons, the use of 
method (c) in a, b, h, d_, and m is optional. This is the same 
as what was stated with regards to a and c in [l34].
4 - 4
Despite the fact that it has been maintained that 
inanimate entities cannot be the subject of a potential 
sentence in Japanese (note 7)> the result of a large quantity 
of data collection concerning the potential expression shows 
us that there are many instances in Japanese where inanimate 
entities function as subjects. First of all, we need to 
examine the data on potential sentences with inanimate subjects
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to determine wh.eth.ex* or not we are justified, in regarding 
them as subjects which, in grammatical terms, can be called 
'inanimate*'.
* In this thesis, I have used the English terms 1 animate
entity and inanimate entity1 as a translation of the Japanese 
terms *uzyobucu and hizyobucu* respectively as a principle. 
The term 'uzyobucu1 may be translated into English by the 
term 'sentient entity', whose connotation excludes ‘an 
inorganic substance, a plant, bacteria, etc.'. And the term 
'hizyobucu' is the opposite concept to 'usyobucu'.
Notice the fact that in the following groups (i), (ii),
(iii), and (iv), the base verbs (as opposed to the derived 
potential verbs) involved in forming these potential 
expressions are all volitional verbs.
U) In this group, subjects are all vehicles (a, b, c, d, 
e, f) or machines (g, h).
[l39] a G-unsyu ni torimakarete kuruma ga ugokenai. "Nihon 
Cinbocu 1", p.225
(The car, surrounded by the crowds, cannot move 
ahead.)
b ... sono senro made wa zidosya wa korarenai ....
MSZ 30 p.45
(it is impossible for an automobile to come up to 
the railway lines.)
c ... kuruma wa mon kara naka e wa hairenakatta .... 
YR 1 p .36
(The car couldn’t get inside through the entrance.)
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d Zitensya wa kisya gurai hayaku hasiru koto ga 
dekimasu ka? NHT 1 p .31 
(Can a bicycle go as fast as a train?) 
e Kiri ga kokute orirarenai node •..• Syukan Asahl, 
1972, Nov.17th, p.26
(Since the fog is thick and (the jet) cannot land,
• • a a )
f Rironteki ni wa koicu wa 10-man metoru made 
moguremasu yo. "Nihon Cinbocu 1" p.50 
(Theoretically this (submarine) can dive as deep 
as 10,000 meters.)
g Saikin, Tai ni haibisareta F-lll-sentoki wa
nanzyutton mo no dai bakudan o kakaekomu koto ga 
dekimasu. MSZ 34 p.101
(The F-lll jet fighters which have recently been 
posted to Thailand can. hold tens of tons of bombs.) 
h Kono kizyuki wa 5-ton made agerareru. Borrowed from 
"Nihon Bumpo Ziten" p.54
(This crane can lift weights up to 5 tons.)
Alfonso also accepts that vehicles can be the subjects of 
potential sentences in "Japanese Language Patterns" (p.923).
(ii) In this group, subjects are man-made organizations or 
parts of them.
[l40] a G-aimusyo ga kosiki ni torieta tatta hitocu no hoho .... 
BS, 1973 August issue, p.275
(The only alternative which the Dept, of Foreign 
Affairs could choose ....)
b Mata, hutacu no kyokai mo sono hakai kara nogareru 
koto ga dekimasen deshita. MSZ 34 p.129
(Again, the two churches also could not escape 
destruction,)
c Kyoiku-kikan to yü mono ga, syakaisö no sa o nakusu 
ka, minimamu ni suru hodo no kino o Nihon de wa 
mociuru. NC p.100
(An educational institution in Japan can have the 
function of removing or minimising discrepancies 
found between social strata.) 
d Indozin ya Cyugokuzin no yö ni network ga settaidekite 
mo, sore wa zyübun ni kinösienai no de aru. NC p.53 
(Even if a network were to be established (for that), 
as in the case of the Indians or Chinese, it couldn*t 
function effectively.)
e ... ikkoku-kogyo ga hatten o nasiuru .... NHT 5 p.17 
(The industries of a nation can develop ....) 
f Koricusita syosyüdan o togosuru gyoseimo wa ... sono 
syudan no teihen ni made nannaku tassuru koto ga 
deki ...o NC p.110
(The administrative network which integrates isolated 
groups can easily reach as far as the bottoms of 
those groups ....)
(iii) In this group, subjects are natural organizations or 
organs, or parts of them.
[l4l] a Kakumei to obosii made no sinponecu ga nakattara,
Nihon wa icumade tatte mo gendai-kokka ni narenakatta 
ni cigai nai. Joseph Roggendorf, "Nihon to Watasi",
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P.31
(Without an enthusiasm for progress comparable to 
that of a revolution, obviously Japan could never 
have become a modern nation.) 
b ... sono hoka no bunmei-sekai ga sore o mono ni 
sureba seio-bunmei ni teikösuru koto ga dekiru.
YT p.223
(if the worlds of other civilizations obtain that, 
they can resist Western civilization.) 
c ... aru syu no közyosei ga nakereba, kono sizenkai 
wa sonzaisicuzukerarenai .... YT p •219 
(Without a sort of constancy, this natural world 
cannot continue to exist.)
d ... ikita seibucu no sonzai o hanarete, seibucu no 
karada dake ga aruiwa seibucu no kozo dake ga, kono 
sekai ni sizenteki ni sonzaisiuru to wa wareware ni 
wa zettai ni kangaerarenai .... IK p •34 
(We can simply not imagine that only the body of a 
living thing or only the structure of a living thing, 
separated from existence as a living organism, can 
exist in the natural way.)
e ... hitocu no ruikeitekina seibucu-kyodotai ga ...
keitaitekina kankecusei o simesienai de aro koto ••.. 
IK p.134
(That a stereotyped community of living creatures will 
probably be unable to show its completion as a matter 
of shape ••••)
f Ko sita bun wa, hanasite no me no mae no gensyo sika 
cutaeru koto ga dekinai. Suzuki, Sigeyuki, "Nihon
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Bunpö•Keitairon", p .17
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(These kinds of sentences can only convey what is 
actually happening before the speaker’s eyes.) 
g Neko toka nezumi toka yu tango wa, ittei no dobucu 
o sasisimesu koto wa dekiru. ibid., p.12 
(Words like 'cat' or ’mouse’ can designate a 
specific animal.)
h hingen no sikaku wa Kami-Gozisin o toraeru koto wa 
dekinai .... Katorikku Cyuo-Kyogikai "Katorikku 
Nyumon"
(The eyes of a human being cannot behold God himself.) 
i ... densi to yu ciisana cubu wa, kabe o surinukete 
mukogawa ni .... nukeru koto ga dekiru. BS, 1973 
December issue
(A minute particle called an ’electron’ can pass 
through a wall.)
j Isiki to muisiki wa, doreka ippo ga taho ni
yokuacu-saretari hakaisaretari site wa, hitocu no 
zentai o katacizukurenai. Kawai, Hayao, "Complex". 
p.205
(Consciousness and unconsciousness, if either of 
them were suppressed or destroyed by the other, could 
not form integral whole.)
What the data both in (ii) and (iii) allows us to 
conclude is that an integrated system or part of it. artificial 
or natural, can be the sub.iect of a potential sentence.
(iv) personification*
* The term ’n<5ryoku* (ability) in Japanese is correlated
with an ’intellect possessed by some animate entity'.
Therefore, generally, it is impossible to conceive of the 
'norvoku of an inanimate entity*• The sense of'ability*in
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English, however, may be divided into l) active ability and 
2) inactive ability. (For a definition of these two terms, 
see III - 5 - 3*) And in English, it is evident that 
inanimate entities can -possess this * inactive ability1 • Por 
example, the auxiliary ’can' in such sentences as 'Actions 
can sneak louder than words', or 'Heads as far as the eye 
can reach', or 'There is still time to reshape the role of 
the private car so that it can continue into the foreseeable 
future', shows 'inactive ability'. (The Japanese reader is 
expected to confirm that method (a) cannot be applied to the 
above three sentences.) What is meant here by the term 
* personification* is those cases where inanimate entities are 
described as possessors of 'active ability' or of 'some active 
power'. (if one says, 'Wood can walk.'. the 'can' expresses 
'active ability', but if one says, 'Wood can burn.*. the 'can' 
indicates 'inactive ability'.) In Japanese, for the 
description of 'inactive ability possessed by inanimate 
entities', the potential form is not used in general. Even if 
it can be employed, in almost all cases, method (a) cannot be 
applied (See III - 5 - 3*)* In the examples of English 
potential sentences in [l50] and [l56], all the inanimate 
subjects are described as possessors of 'inactive ability*.
[142] a ... akarui kudo no naka no zibim no ie wa, Yasiro no 
sisen ni taeenu yona huzei de zitto kocira o mite 
ita. YR 2 p.379
(My house in the light cavern was gazing in this 
direction in such a manner as if she could not meet 
Yasiro's eyes.)
b Sono ki wa (my insertion) sensaina hana o cukerareru 
dake cukete ita. KH p.142
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(The tree was wearing as many delicate-looking 
flowers as it could.)
c Mosi kore (= kono ha-my insertion) ga motomoto ore 
no gaibuteki sonzai de atta no nara, do site, •••• 
ore no itami no kongen ni narieta no ka? MY p.142 
(Had it (= this tooth) originally been something 
outside of me, how could it have managed to become 
the cause of my pain?)
d Sara ni 30 senci zosuisureba, ningen no kawagoe mo 
genkin de atta. Sono ue ni 15-senci zosuisuro to, 
Bakuhu-koyo no gozyobako mo watarenaku natta.
"All Yomimono", 1973 Jan.issue
(When the river rose 30 centimeters higher (above 
that point), it became forbidden for people to cross 
it as well. And when it rose a further 15 
centimeters more, it got so that even official mails 
from the Tokugawa government could not go over.) 
e SdL mo töto sukuu koto ga dekinakatta kare no kanasimi 
• • • • KH p.147
(His sorrow which even poems could not help ••••) 
f Toki no seihu ga honto ni muno de atta ka, aruiwa 
sono huri o sita no ka o kimerareru no wa rekisi 
dake de aru,
(Only history can judge whether the then government 
was inefficient or it just pretended to be so.) 
g Kaiso to yu mono wa, ... toki to site hito o sabisi- 
garaseru koto mo sakeenai. Rozin, 1 Tokkan" 
(Translated by K. Takahasi), p.7
(Recollection occasionally cannot avoid making people 
feel lonely.)
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With regards to the inanimate entities which function 
as the subjects of the potential sentences as observed above, 
one can state the following conclusions:
a: Concerning the 'inanimate entities' exemplified in (i),
(ii), and (iii), (iv), observed from the viewpoint of their 
way of functioning, one may well say that they are 
grammatically regarded as animate entities.
b: It is true that in Japanese there is a group of
sentences with inanimate entities which are, as a matter of 
fact, not expressed by potential expressions (not necessarily 
always impossible, though) while in English these Japanese 
sentences may be expressed by potential expressions (See the 
above three English sentences expressing the meaning of 
'inactive ability*•)0 There is no point, then, in 
criticizing, using potential sentences like the ones in (i), 
(ii), and (iii), Alfonso's assertion that 'Inanimate entities 
cannot be the subjects of potential sentences.'• Alfonso 
admits that there are exceptions to his assertion (note 8).
It seems that by his word 'exceptions* is meant there are 
potential sentences like the ones in (i), (ii), and (iii).
But in my understanding, those 'exceptions' are not exceptions 
as is described above.(Alfonso's assertion will be examined at 
III - 5.)
c: It seems that Alfonso did not notice the difference
between 'active ability' and 'inactive ability'.
4 - 5  Summary
(i) Erom the above observations we have found that among the 
meanings of the potential there are l) meanings of the 
potential which may be expressed by using any of the principal
methods of expressing the potential, and 2) meanings of the 
potential which cannot be expressed by the use of method (a) 
and method (b), (Here the aspect of ’inactive ability* is 
not included. cf. III - 5 - 3.)
a: The potential concerned with group-1 is bound up with
’power’. For this reason, it is formed on the basis of the 
volitional verb,
b; The potential concerned with group-2 is involved with 
expressing possibility’ or 'occasionality + possibility*.
I ;•
By ’possibility** is meant that 'the speaker has an 
expectation that something may/might or may not/might not 
happen or exist, ft seems that up to date no study by 
Japanese linguists has dealt with method (c) used for 
expressing this meaning.
* To some extent, method (c) has a literary ring to it.
The confirmation of how many and what kind of devices for 
expressing ’possibility* there are in Japanese should be 
something to be investigated in the future,
(ii) Fuzii states that ’method (c) may be used when the 
subject is inanimate as well*. But my research indicates that, 
regardless of whether the subject is animate or inanimate, there 
are cases to which method (a) and method (b) cannot be applied. 
That is to say, it is revealed that * the problem of 
co-occurrence restriction’ does no^ lie between ’the animate 
and the inanimate*, but does lie between 'the potential 
concerned with Power' and 'the potential concerned with
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expectation of occurrence and existence*
Notes:
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1 Refer to Note 2, Chapter I.
2 With regards to method (b), "Modern Japanese for 
University Students Part I" (lCU*1965) says at page 
229 that 'In the first pattern (= method (b)), the 
dictionary form of any verb is used'.
3 Refer to Note 3 and Note 4, Chapter I.
4 Refer to Note 4, Chapter I.
5 Komacu, Sutiio, " -reru/-rareru - Kano • Zihacu ( G-endai-go) " , 
Kotengo > G-endaigo Josi Jodosi Syosecu (l96l)
6 Komacu differentiates the term 'sizenkano' (natural 
potential) from the term 'zihacu' (spontaneous happening). 
Macusita, Daizaburo, "Hyozyun Nihon Kogo-ho" (l96l)f
pp. 166-8.
7 Refer to Note 3 and Note 4» Chapter I.
8 Refer to Note 3» Chapter I.
9 Refer to Note 4> Chapter I.
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5 THE MEANING- 0E THE POTENTIAL [b ]
- Can we discover a rule that in Japanese, unlike 
English, inanimate entities can not be made the subject 
of a potential sentence? -
N.B. The discussion and the conclusions I submit here with 
regards to this problem were obtained by the following 
process:
a: Eirst, the English potential sentences, which looked to
me as if they contained clues to lead us to the solution of 
this problem, were divided by me into two groups by means of 
the criterion ’the difference in the meanings of the potential’ 
whether they express 'possibility or ability' (These
sentences are the ones gathered from English papers, my talks 
with native speakers, and so forth. (See III - 4 - l).
b: Next, my division was rectified by Mr. MacDougall, who
is the Head of the Japanese Section, Canberra College, and 
served as English native informant for me.
c: The two groups of English potential sentences obtained
in this way, which differed from each other from the viewpoint 
of the meaning of the potential, were compared with my 
conclusion in III - 4 and Alfonso's assertion.
d: After the necessary process mentioned above, my
discussion and conclusions concerning this problem was found.
5 - 0  Alfonso's assertion
Alfonso maintains that 'In English an INANIMATE SUBJECT 
of a POTENTIAL VERB is acceptable. In Japanese, however, 
a: inanimate things are not thought of as POSSESSORS 0E THE
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POWER EXPRESSED BY THE POTENTIAL VERB, b: and so simple
*NON-DYNAMIC verbs are used with inanimate subjects. (note l)
* According to Alfonso’s terminology, with, verbs the
intransitive correlated morphologically to a transitive is 
non-dynamic, as well as intransitive. But any verb which is 
not a member of a correlated transitive and intransitive 
verb-set can only be a dynamic verb or a non-dynamic verb 
according to its grammatical function. (note 2)
As has been shown, there are also instances where 
inanimate entities can be made the subject of a potential 
sentence in Japanese, and I mentioned in III - 4 that Alfonso 
failed to observe this point. But, unlike that of Euzii 
(See III - 4»)f Alfonso’s assertion is based on comparison 
between the potential sentence in English and Japanese. 
Therefore, the soundness of this theory must be tested by 
comparing English potential sentences containing inanimate 
entities with equivalent sentences in Japanese.
5 - 1  Regardless of whether the subject is animate or
inanimate, there are potential sentences in English 
to which, when we translate them into Japanese, 
method (a) and method (b) of the potential cannot 
apply. (See [9 ]» [lO], and [ll].)
[l43] a Mr. Bukuda could emerge as the natural successor to 
the prime ministership in the not-very-distant 
future. The Australian Nov. 28, 1973 p.ll 
b However smart he is, this is so difficult that he can 
forget it like anybody else.
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c Nowadays, winners can end as losers. The Australian 
Nov. 7, 1974 P.ll
d If sickly people over-exercise they can tall ill.
The reason why one cannot apply method (a) and method 
(b) to sentences in Japanese if an attempt is made to 
translate from those English given above is as follows: 
l) the potential implies that the speakers have an expectation 
that something may/might come into being/happen.
(= possibility). 2) in c and d of [l43]> in addition to the 
fact that it is already known that something happens in 
actuality (= occasionality), the speakers of the sentences have 
an expectation that the same thing may/might continue to happen 
in the future (= possibility). See [lj54] and [l36].
According to Alfonso's theory, one can apply method (a) or 
method (b) to the above sentences when translating them into 
Japanese, because these sentences have animate subjects. It 
is, however, obvious that his assertion cannot be accepted 
here. The group of sentences exemplified by [lO] are 
ungrammatical because of this wrong assertion.
In the following examples, the subjects are all 
inanimate and the potential meanings expressed by those 
sentences are the same as those of [l43] •
[144] a The effectiveness of the organization could
deteriorate drastically before the end of this year. 
ANN Reporter June 14, 1974 p.5
b The excessively high prices can't continue.
Vox Populi, Vox Dei Vol.14 p.58 
White curtain can get dirty.c
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d The Russian request could reopen the whole question 
of foreign bases in Australia. The Sydney Morning 
Herald April 1, 1974 p.l
e Your wastefulness can ruin our household-economy, 
f In the short-term the latest Moscow-Tokyo
co-operation, about to be expressed through a series 
of meetings in the next two months, could cost us 
some potential coal contracts. The Australian 
Feb. 22, 1974 p.8
g Marriage can be a tax hazard. The Sydney Morning 
Herald 1975» July 21st, p.2 
h In the Edo Period, fires could break out very 
frequently.
Intransitive verbs are used in a, b, and c of [144] and 
transitive verbs in d, e, and f of [l44]. These sentences 
express ’possibility*, which is one aspect of the potential. 
Intransitive verbs are used in g and h of [l44], and those 
sentences express 1occasionality + possibility', as another 
aspect of the potential. It is clear that the reason why 
[l45] c, d, and [l44] g, h express ’occasionality + 
possibility’ is that the speaker already knows that something 
happens/happened occasionally in reality and that he also has 
an expectation that this thing will possibly happen again 
after his utterance. (i would like to add that in my small 
experience I have not so far come across a grammatical 
explanation which pointed out that the auxiliary verb ’can* 
express ’occasionality' at the same time as it expresses 
'possibility'.)
Next, if one follows Alfonso's assertion, it is 
necessary to use inanimate subjects and non-dynamic verbs in
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Japanese when translating the sentences in [l44]» because 
they have inanimate subjects. But his assertion overlooks 
the fact that there are potential sentences using transitive 
verbs as exemplified by a, e, and f of [l44]. In addition,
I can point out that, if sentences such as those in f~144l 
are expressed in Japanese using non-potential verbs, the fmood 
of conclusion-with-certainty' will emerge, and the ^ood 
expressing the meaning of -potential1 will not appear. As 
an example, b and c of [l44] will be expressed in Japanese 
using the two different moods below:
[l45] a Kono baka-dakane wa so nagaku cuzukimasen.
(mood of conclusion-with-certainty)
1 cuzuku koto wa ariemasen.
b Kono baka-dakane wa so
nagaku --
2 cuzuku-mai
(mood of impossibility)
[146] a Siroi katen wa yogoremasu.
(mood of conclusion-with-certainty)
1 ariemasu,
b Siroi katen wa yogoreru koto mo —
2 aru to omoimasu.
(mood of possibility)
The sentences of [l45] and those of [146] are sample 
translations into Japanese from [144] b and [144] c 
respectively. And by comparison, it is clear that the 
sentences which are supposed to express a mood of impossibility
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([l45] b) and possibility ([146] b) turn out to be sentences 
expressing a mood of conclusion-with-certainty ([l45>] a,
[146] a). Refer to [6] and [7]*
It has thus been shown that, when method (a) and method 
(b) of the potential cannot be used in translating English 
potential sentences into Japanese, the reason is not because 
the subject of those English sentences are inanimate, but 
because the meaning of the potential in those English, 
sentences expresses possibility* or ’occasionality + 
possibility*.
5 - 2  Observations on the reasons behind Alfonso’s assertion
The following English potential sentence ([l47]) 
expresses 'possibility* as in [l43] and [144]* But it 
sometimes happens that non-native speakers of Japanese produce 
ungrammatical sentences such as exemplified by [148^ - in 
translation from the English sentence in [l47] - because they 
(grammarians and Japanese) do not understand that method (a) 
and method (b) of the potential may be used in Japanese only 
when it is concerned with "power"• The ungrammatical sentences 
a and b of [5] are similar examples.
[147] The wind can blow hard in winter.
1 hukemasu.
[148] * Kaze wa huyu ni hagesiku
2 huku koto ga dekimasu.
When the native speakers of Japanese happen to hear such 
ungrammatical sentences as in [l4ö], and do not realize that 
the real problem is how to express the mood of the auxiliary 
verb 'can* in Japanese, they correct those ungrammatical
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sentences in such, a way as in [l49] a. But, in fact the mood 
expressed by the sentence [l47] can be expressed, for example, 
by [l49] b, not by [l49] a.
[l49] a Kaze wa huyu ni hagesiku fukimasu.
1 huku koto ga arimasu.
b Kaze wa huyu ni hagesiku -
2 huku koto ga ariuru n
desu. (not in the data)
It seems to me that Alfonso has come to maintain his 
assertion described in 5 - 0  on the following basis. When he 
presented native speakers with Japanese potential sentences, 
which he had constructed as translations of English potential 
sentences with intransitive verbs, such as [l44] a, b, c, g, 
h and [l47] following the method exemplified by [148], he 
found that all his sentences were corrected by Japanese 
informants into sentences exemplified by [l49] a.
5 - 3  When potential sentences in English have an inanimate 
subject, there are cases where the corresponding 
Japanese sentences use a non-potential construction.
Among the potential sentences in English offered by 
Alfonso to corroborate his comparison between English and 
Japanese, some sentences seem to substantiate what he maintains. 
These are all potential sentences with inanimate subjects 
having a potential meaning of *'inactive ability’. When 
translating those English sentences into Japanese, it seems 
to me that there are many cases where no potential expression 
is actually used.
* It seems that among linguists the existence of a
distinction between active ability and inactive ability has not
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been realized so far. But this distinction becomes necessary 
when the potential system of a certain foreign language and 
that of Japanese are compared.
In my understanding, the distinction between active 
ability and inactive ability is as follows
1: active ability Active ability included both something
innate intrinsically to an individual and something acquired 
later. The reason why it may be described as 'active* is that 
it can be manifested outside of the individual by medium of his 
will when necessary.
2: inactive ability Inactive ability is also something
innate to an individual. It is innate to an individual as 
capacity, i.e., ability, and its revelation, when it occurs, 
depends upon a course of nature, not depending upon an 
individual's will. In this sense, 'inactive ability* may also 
be described as 'passive ability'•
All the following examples ([l50]) have inanimate 
subjects, and their meaning depends upon the inactive ability 
of an inanimate subject. In this kind of sentence, the 
inactive ability of their inanimate subjects is described, and 
they differ from potential sentences which describe 'an 
expectation of the possible existence or occurrence of 
something'•
[l50] a Bankcard can work like cash.
b This poisonous gas can kill any animal within 30 
seconds•
c Enough sunshine and a reasonable amount of rain can 
produce more vegetables.
d Anti-biotics can cure a lot of serious diseases
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e On windless days smoke can go straight up.
genkin doyo ni -
[l5l] a Banku-kado wa
1 hatarakimasu.
2 hataraku koto ga dekimasu.
3* hatarakemasu.
b Kono yudoku-gasu wa 30-byo inai ni
1 korosimasu,
donna dobucu de mo H2 korosu koto ga dekimasu.
3* korosemasu.
c Zyübunna nikko to tekidona ame wa yori
1 cukuridasimasu.
2 cukuridasu koto ga dekimasu.
3* cukuridasemasu. ^ ,
d Kosei-bussicu wa iroirona
1 naosimasu.
2 naosu koto ga dekimasu.
3* naosemasu,
taryo no yasai o
omoi byoki o
e Kaze no nai hi ni wa
kemuri wa massuga —
1 nob orimasu•
2 noboru koto ga dekimasu. 
3* noboremasu.
The English potential sentences in [l50] are expressed 
in Japanese in [l5l]. In each of the examples in [l5l],
1 is the ordinary expression. 2 of each example also sounds 
grammatical to me. But if one applies method (a) of the 
potential to the above examples - sentences which sound
ungrammatical result. The reason for this seems to be as 
follows: in contrast to the potential suffix which has a
correlation with ’some power concerned with 1 active1 elements.
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the word 'dekiru' has the capacity simply to describe the 
occurrence of something. For this reason, this characteristic 
of 'dekiru1 may Toe regarded as being employed in constructing 
a potential sentence describing 'inactive ability'. Next, 
it should be noted that in the above examples inanimate 
subjects are used.
Next, if such potential sentences in English which 
describe the inactive ability of an inanimate subject as 
exemplified by [150] are contrasted with the corresponding 
Japanese potential sentences in [l5l], we can admit that there 
is some truth in Alfonso's assertion. This can be recognized 
by the fact that the application of method (a) is not 
permissible to each of the examples in [l5l]. But to say 
1 simple NON-DYNAMIC verbs are used with inanimate subjects" is 
inaccurate. Among the examples in [150], only a fits this 
description.
The problem here is to understand the reason why in 
Japanese there are many cases where non-potential sentences are 
used for describing things, while in the corresponding English 
sentences the potential expression to indicate 'inactive 
ability’ is employed. In my understanding of this question, 
the reason is that, when one needs to describe a fact about 
inactive ability of an individual in English, this can be done 
by l) describing it by means of the indicative mood and 
2) describing it from the viewpoint of the inactive ability of 
the individual. The two are well developed, but in Japanese 
the descriptive device of this method is underdeveloped and 
the first method is almost always used. (in Japanese, however, 
there are cases where inanimate entities are made the subject
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of a potential sentence, 1: As for the ’inactive ability* of
an ’inanimate subject’, see [l52] and [l54-]« 2: With regard
to the potential meaning ’attribute of a thing', refer to 
III - 6, 3: As for the potential describing ’possibility’,
see [l34] and [l36].)
The examples in the following [152], [l53], and [l54] 
belong to the same sort of sentences as those shown in 2 of 
each example in [l5l], (in fact, only nine (possibly eleven 
- See [l55]o) items belonging to this type of potential 
sentence were found in 4477 items of potential sentences which 
I gathered for this thesis. But it seems to me that the 
existence of potential sentences with the structure 2 of each 
example in [l5l], even though these are rare, indicates that 
the Japanese potential system has started to extend the realm 
which it can cover,)
[152] a Sore-ni-site-mo, do site konna tokoro kara, zinrui no 
bimmei ga umareru koto ga dekita no ka .•••
Muramacu, Takesi, "Yudayazin1 (1963), p,19 
(Even so, why did it become possible for human 
civilization to be born in such a harsh place?) 
b Meidai wa zicuzai no eizo de aru koto ni yotte no mi, 
sin naisi icuwari to naru koto ga dekiru.
Tenbo, Vol.15» p.45
(A proposition can be true or false, just in so far 
as it is a reflection of a reality,) 
c ••• Eigo no heirecu-meisiku ga gimonsi o hukumienai 
koto •••• Kuno, Akira, "Nihon-Bunpo Kenkyu", p,18 
(,,, that English phrases listing nouns cannot 
contain an interrogative word ,,,,)
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d Ue n± ageta dosi ni wa te knj.ni mo te ilcu mo cukiuru. 
losikawa, Taketoki, "&endai Nihongo-Dosi no Aspect 
Kehkyu" , Papers in Japanese Linguistics (Monash. Uni.) 
Yol. 2, p.49
(To the verbs mentioned above, both the auxiliary 
verbs ’(-te) kuru’ and ’(-te) iku' can be added.) 
e Honsyo wa ••.. ... nicizyö-seikacu de sogusuru
samazamana syakai-gensyo no rikai no tasuke ni naru 
koto ga dekiru ka mo sirenai. NC p.4 
(it is possible that this book can be helpful in 
understanding various kinds of social phenomena which 
the reader may be expected to meet in his daily life.)
[l53] a ... karisumateki leader ya, so sita syudan wa Nihon 
no dozyö ni wa sodacienai .... NC p.153 
(A charismatic leader or group cannot grow in the 
cultural soil of Japan.)
b Sosite Tokugawa-ke wa nandai mo cuzuku koto ga dekiru 
to yu yona koto o zuibun osieta yo de ••••
Siba*Keene, "Nihonzin to Nihon-Bunka". p.133 
(And it seems that he taught in various ways that the 
Tokugawas could continue for many generations into 
the future•)
[l54] a Sosite, Iesu no Kami no kuni ni kansuru sekkyo wa
ko-sita hitobito no ... kokoro ni, izumi no mizu ga 
simitoru yo ni simiiru koto ga dekita. YT p.48 
(And Jesus' sermon about the Kingdom of G-od was able 
to soak into those people's minds just like the water 
of a fountain.)
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b Sikasi, ido-dosa o simesu zidösi wa gensoku kara
hazurete ite, o-kaku no meisi to mo kumiawas ru koto 
ga dekiru. Okuda, Yasuo, 1 Nihongo-Bunpo• Rengoron (9), 
Kyoiku-Kokugo, p,115
(But intransitive verbs showing an action of motion 
are not included in this rule, and they can combine 
with nouns in the ’-o’ case,)
Method (a) can not be applied to the examples in [1521, 
ri55~l. and f~154~l. One can realize that the base-verbs in each 
example in [152] are ones which are used in general as 
volitional verbs, ' Cuzuku’ (continue) in [1533 b , which is 
intransitive, can be used very occasionally as volitional. It 
seems that the verbs in each item in [l53] a and [l54] can not 
be used as volitional. The point to be noticed with regard to 
[l53] is the subject in the two examples: l) part of the
subject in [l53l is a human being, and even if one makes only 
that part into the subject of the sentence, still method (a) 
can not be used in that sentence, 2) ’syudan’ (a group) which 
is part of the subject of the sentence in [153] a and 
*Tokugawa-ke1 (the Tokugawa Family) which is the subject of
[153] b can be regarded as animate (See III - 4 - 4,), But 
the application of method (a) is not permissible in either of 
the two sentences in [l53].
The interpretation may be offered that the reason why 
method (a) can not be applied to the examples in [152], [l53], 
and [l54] is that they express the meaning of ’inactive ability 
Notice the fact that all the examples in [152], [l53], and
[154] may be expressed by using non-potential sentences.
Next, from the examples in [l53], in which the subjects 
can be accepted as animate, one can realize that one may expect 
to find more cases to which method (a) can not be applied. 
Therefore, the statement that ’in Japanese a potential sentence 
is not used in general for describing the inactive ability of 
an inanimate subject* lacks precision.
The problem should be viewed as one of differences in 
co-occurrence restrictions between active ability and inactive 
ability. (And in the practical teaching of the Japanese 
language, it will be sufficient to state that 'in Japanese 
inactive ability is in general expressed by means of a non­
potential expression and that, when compared with the 
potential system in a language like English, in Japanese 
inactive ability is generally not described by means of a 
potential expression in practice, but if by any chance it should 
be expressed by means of potential, method (b) or method (c) 
are employed and method (a) is practically never allowed.)
[lbb] a Watasi to yu ningen wa, doko made mo, watasi no kono 
nikutai o hanarete aru koto wa dekinai .... MH p.272 
(No matter how I try, I can’t exist outside of this 
flesh of mine.)
b ... hotondo no zyosei wa Diana-complex to muen de aru 
koto wa dekinai •••• Kawai, Hayao, "Comples" (l97l)> 
P.163
(Hardly any women can exist without some touch of the 
Diana-complex.)
It seems to me that the potential meaning in the above 
two examples is ’inactive ability*. The problem with the verb
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’aru' (be, exist) is that, apart from the problem of ’inactive
ability’, method (a) simply cannot be applied to the verb 
’arn1*. Therefore, expressions including aru koto ga
dekinai1 occasionally can express the potential meaning 
involved with ’power* besides that of ’inactive ability*, 
(With regard to this point, it is doubtful that method (c) 
applied to the verb 'aru* can express the potential meaning 
concerned with 'power*,) In the following example, * ••• aru
koto ga dekinai* expresses 'non-permission* in its context,
[156] Kenkyu o sinai daigaku to yu. mono wa aru koto wa 
dekinai no de arimasu. MSZ 21 p.211 
(A university which is not involved with research 
activities is not allowed to exist,)
* The only exceptional example which can be found is
'ar-are' in the fossilized expression 'arare mo nai* 
(impossible, improper). In this the potential suffix '-are-* 
not the honorific, is used.
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Next, the English examples describing inactive ability 
in [l57] and the corresponding Japanese expressions in [l5ö] 
show another problem separate from the problem of inactive 
ability.
[l57] a 
b 
c 
d
This room can hold a lot of people.
Money cannot buy our love•
How much butter can one pint of milk make?
Can U.S, products sell on the Japanese market? 
News Week, 1973, May 21st issue, p .46
1 takusan no hito ga hairimasu.
[l58] a Kono heya ni wa
2 takusan no hito o ireru koto ga
dekimasu
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b Qkane de wa watasitaci no aizyö o kau koto ga dekimasen.
c Ici-painto no miruku de (or kara)
1 ga dekimasu ka?
done kurai no bata
2 o cukuru koto ga dekimasu ka?
d Beikoku no seibin ga Nihon de ureru ka?
The subjects in [l57] a, b, c, are not the subjects in 
[l5ö]. It often happens that nouns which in Japanese are 
placed before particles that designate ’a place, cause, means, 
material, etc.’ are treated as subjects in English (note 4)»
With regard to [158] d, see the explanation to [ll^],
5 - 4 A critique and evaluation of Alfonso*s assertion
Prom the observations above, we can now provide a 
critique and evaluation of Alfonso’s assertion.
First, Alfonso’s theory, like Fuzsii's, misunderstands the 
difference between "the device to express 'power*" and "the 
device to express 'possibility'" (i.e. an expectation of a 
possible occurrence or existence of something), wrongly 
regarding this as the difference between animate and inanimate 
subjects.
Secondly, it seems that Alfonso did not notice that there 
are potential sentences in which inanimate entities are 
personified and function as subjects. If he maintains his 
theory, the essential point is to discover a criterion to 
determine why in one group inanimate subjects are possible and 
why in another they are not possible. The findings of my 
investigation with regard to this point are that the problem 
should be viewed as a co-occurrence restriction problem between 
'active ability and inactive ability', and even if one views
■this as 'a problem involved with the inactive ability of an 
inanimate entity*, this is still not a precise description.
Thirdly. Alfonso's theory regards the first and second 
point as belonging to the same category, i.e, a co-occurrence 
restriction on inanimate subjects (This should be replaced 
by the phrags 1 a co-occurrence restriction on inactive ability* 
though), and failed to separate them as different problems.
Fourthly, when it is necessary to translate into 
Japanese English potential sentences expressing the inactive 
ability of an individual, one may well find himself in a 
disoriented state arising from the difference in the 
grammatical treatment of this point between the two languages. 
And until Alfonso, no one pointed out the area where the 
problem was located. Besides, without his assertion on this 
problem, no one could have found the first clue to find out 
the lexico-grammatical meaning of the Japanese potential shown 
by [l52], [l53], and [l54] at this stage of the development of
potential sentences expressing inactive ability in Japanese, 
because this group of potential sentences are only very 
occasionally found and they are a type of sentences whose 
existence even it would have been almost impossible to discover 
by using intuition alone. In this sense, I believe that his 
contribution to this problem should be highly esteemed.
Notes:
1 Alfonso, Anthony, "SUBJECT OF THE POTENTIAL VERB", 
Japanese Language Patterns, Vol, II, Sophia University, 
1966, p.923
2 Alfonso, Anthony, ibid,, pp,869-70
3 Alfonso, Anthony, ibid,, pp,923-4
Alfonso, Anthony, ibid., pp,880-4
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6 THE MEANING- OE THE POTENTIAL [c]
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- Potential sentences expressing the meaning 
"the attributes of a thing" -
6 - 0  There is a group of potential sentences with regard to 
which one can conceive that the function of the potential verb 
is to describe "attributes of a thing". In this group of 
sentences the problem of an agent of the action expressed by 
the stem of the potential verb is irrelevant. This may be 
regarded as a phenomenon which takes place according to the 
following process: if any and every person can describe an
entity by the same potential verb, the agent performing the 
content expressed by the stem of the potential verb becomes 
generalized and the question of who is the agent disappears 
entirely: an agent will no longer be one of the grammatical
elements constructing the sentence and the substance of the 
potential verb becomes, to some extent, adjectival. That is, 
the potential meaning involved with 1 power’ is here separated 
from "power concerned with an agent" and means rather 
"attributes of a thing". In this sense, potential verbs used 
in this group of sentences, one may well say, possess a 
function corresponding to words containing 1-able/-ible* in 
English. The original syntactical relationships between the 
base-verbs from which potential verbs are derived and the 
entities described are manifold, as can be seen below.
6 - 1  Examples of sentences expressing the attributes of 
inanimate entities ([l59]) and animate entities 
(= human beings) ([l60])
N.B. The bracketed English translations in the following 
are word-for-word translations as far as possible.
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[l59] a Yarn no naka zya ga ki no o k e m  tokoro zya,
Macumoto, Seicyo, "Yato-Denki" (Cyuko-Bunko), p,60 
(Being located in the depths of mountain, this is a 
place you can make yourself at home* [-This is a 
place where one cannot put his concern, = This is a 
place where one cannot stand on ceremony,]) 
b Kono uiski wa nedan no wari ni wa nomeru ne. (not in 
the data)
(This whisky*s not bad for its price, don*t you 
think? [-This whisky is drinkable for its price, 
don’t you think?)
c Qyako no ci wa arasowarenai .*.. "Yosikawa Eizi 
Zensyu. Bekkan i" (1966), p.498
(Eamily is, after all, family. [-(What results from 
the existence of) the blood between the parent and 
the child is indisputable,]) 
d Nizukuri no kuzure-itameru huyu no tabi - 
Kore mo ma, mirareru. YR 
(BAG-G-AG-E It fell apart,
Its contents exposed - 
Winter journey i
Well, ••• this is worth looking at but not much more, 
[-This also allows to be seen.] 
e Ittai gaisecu to ieba ••• taikucu ni narigaci no mono 
de aru. Daga ’yomeru hon^ni suru koto dake wa, 
syosecuka no menmoku ni kakete mo, hatasaneba naranai. 
Cin, Syunsin, "Zicuroku Ahen-Senso", iii 
(in general, an introductory book tends to be a boring 
one, but at the risk of my reputation as a novelist,
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I must complete this job so that this introductory 
book be at least called ’a book worth reading 
[-readable book]*•)
[l6o] a ••• aicu tende sumi ni okenai yo, IS p,254
(He cannot be cornered altogether, [-As for him, one 
cannot put him in the corner,]) 
b Nitemo yaitemo kuen to wa ano hutari no koto da,
G-KS p.39
(The two of them are a perfect example of the 
expression ‘you can't teach an old dog new tricks, [-a 
person(s) whom one cannot eat either by boiling or by 
grilling,])
c Docci mo homerareta zinbucu de nai. "Yosikawa Eizi 
Zensyu Bekkan 1" (1966), p.I74
(Neither of them is a good person [-a praisable 
person],)
d Sikasi, G-enzi wa kanozyo wa (my insertion) cukaeru 
onna da to omotte iru. MSZ 29 p,304
(But G-enzi finds her a useful woman [-a usable woman],) 
e Anta mo, angai hanaseru gunzin-san tai na. MSZ 2
P.317
f Sikasi, kanari kireru otoko de ,,,, MSZ 2 p,38
(But he is a pretty sharp man [-a man who cuts well/ 
an able man],)
g Ano madamu cyoito ikeru na kimi, MSZ 2 p,44
(That mistress's not bad, don't you think? [-That 
mistress can go (to a pretty high standard), don't 
you think?],)
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The underlined parts, excepting that of [l59] e, of the 
above in [l59] and [l6o] are stereotyped phrases. [l59] a, c, 
and [l6o] c, d, e, f, g, cannot be replaced by method (b) or 
method (c). [l59] b, d, and [l6o] a, b, might occasionally
be replaced by them. (ln[l59l e, the author of the sentence 
intuitively used the brackets to show the fact that the verb 
1 yomeru' meant ’worth reading/readable'.) From observation 
of the above sentences, one may be allowed to say that the 
morphologically potential verbs used in this group of sentences 
may be regarded semantically as adjectival (though some may 
only be used as parts of stereotyped phrases) as well as 
intransitive, because in this group of potential sentences it 
is irrelevant who is the agent of the activity included in the 
stem of the potential verb and, even though the potential verbs 
in this group of potential verbs contain a transitive verb 
stem, one can accept that these potential verbs function as 
intransitive. In fact, there are some intransitive verbs which 
cannot be accepted as potential verbs morphologically but which 
can function adjectivally, in other words, verbs which in 
function belong to this group of potential verbs expressing the 
attributes of a thing.
[l6l] a Me wa hakkiri miemasu nö? Miemasei de ka2 AS p.132 
(’Gan you see clearly?* [-Are (your) eyes clearly 
thing-see-able?] ’What am I supposed to do if I can’t 
see?’ [-if (they are) not thing-see-able?]) 
b Uci j^ a kaihacusita G-X-head wa han-eikyuteki ni
mocimasu. Syukan-Asahi, 1973, May 25th issue, p.40 
(The G-X-head which our company invented is durable 
semi-permanently•)
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c Zizicu sore wa seito-igaku ga watasi ni osieta kusuri 
to onazi kurai, aruiwa sore izyo ni kiku.
"Bermont no Minkanryoho", iii
(in fact, it is as efficacious as or more efficacious 
than the medicines which orthodox medical science 
taught us•)
Next, it is widely known that the verb 1kireru1 (be cut/ 
be able to cut) and •ureru1 (sell/be able to sell) have features 
of potential verbs as well as of intransitive verbs.
[162] a
b
c
d
Kore wa Oranda no hasami desu wa. Konai-site 
cukaimasu n ya.” Kireru ka? ."
('These are Dutch scissors, you see? We use them this 
way.' 'Can those do the job? [-Do (they) cut well?]) 
"Sore wa cyotto takai desu ga yoku ureru sina desu." 
(not in the data.)
(That's a bit expensive but a good seller [an article 
which sells well].)
Kodomotaci ga urayande ita no wa T-kun ga dekiru koto 
de mo, moteru koto de mo naku .... BS 1974 April 
issue, p.275
(The reason why those boys were envious of T is neither 
the fact that he is brilliant nor the fact that he gets 
on well with girls, but ••••)
Kono pen wa yoku kakemasu ka? (not in the data)
(Does this pen write well?)
All the verbs with underlinings in the above examples 
describe a fixed attribute of a thing. When the use of 
'dekiru' in [162] c and of 'kakeru' in [162] d are compared 
with the use of those verbs with underlinings in [l6l] and
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and [162] a, b, there is no reason why 'dekiru' and 'kakeru’ 
cannot be used as semantically adjectival, that is, verbs 
expressing the attributes of a thing. When the verb 'dekiru' 
is used in the meaning of 'excel/be talented1, my understanding 
is that the usage belongs to this group of verbs. (My opinion 
of Tokieda's view with regards to 'dekiru1 has already been 
stated in III - 3 - 1 - (ii).). With regard to the verb 
'kakeru', from the above observations, one may well consider 
that the verb 'kakeru' lias features of a potential verb 
containing 'the stem of the transitive verb' as well as of an 
intransitive verb. It seems to be that the ungrammatical 
sentence [12] by a non-native speaker is produced either as a 
result of Alfonso's assertion that 'An inanimate entity is not 
made a subject of a potential sentence.' or from the belief 
that there is no intransitive verb correlated to the 
transitive verb 'kaku' (write).
6 - 2
I agree with Sigeyuki Suzuki with regard to the criterion 
that determines whether a potential verb expresses 'the 
attributes of a thing* or not ("Nihongo Bunpo•Keitairon", 
p.29l). He states: the criterion is that the agent of the
action included in the potential verb is generalized and 
ignorable. In the case of the potential verbs used in [l59] 
and [l6o], one can regard it as unjustifiable to look for any 
specific agent of the actions included in those potential 
verbs. But it seems to me that there is a group of potential 
sentences with regard to which one may admit that the agents 
are generalized, but at the same time one can consider the 
agents to be some specific person. (See III - 4 - 2 - (ii).).
Kowarenai honto ni sinraidekiru tokei o sagasite kuru 
yori sikata ga nai. NHT 1 p.149
(There is nothing to he done hut to find a watch 
reliable as well as unbreakable•)
Yudaya no tami 2000-nen no. hyohaku no taiken ga. 
kono simaguni no tami 2000-nen no. tozasareta kohukuna 
taiken to. sugu ni okikaerareru to mo oraoemasen,
"Nihon Cinbocu 2", p.69
(i can not conceive that the Jewish People*s 2000 
years* experience of wandering is easily replaceable 
with the 2000 years' happy experience of this island 
country's people sealed from the outside world.)
The above two sentences can be written as follows:
[164] a Kowarenai watasitaci ga honto ni sinraidekiru tokei <d 
sagasite kuru yori sikata ga nai.
(There is nothing to be done but to find an 
unbreakable watch which we can really trust.)
b Yudaya no tami 2000-nen no. hyohaku no taiken o_, 
kono simaguni no tami 2000-nen no. tozasareta k 
kohukuna taiken to. sugu ni okikaerareru to mo 
omoemasen,
(i can not conceive that we can replace the Jewish 
People's 2000 years' experience of wandering with 
the 2000 years' happy experience of this island 
country's people sealed from the outside world.)
The two sentences in [163] may be interpreted in two 
different ways grammatically. That is, it is possible to 
interpret a: the potential verbs describe an attribute
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[163] a
b
(See the English translations in [163]«)• or b: they indicate
some meaning of the potential concerned with the agent of an 
action shown by the stem of the potential verb (See the English 
translations in [164]*) (it seems to me that one can find 
various potential sentences belonging to this group.) At the 
present stage, I cannot find how to deal with this problem, but 
the above criterion must be prescribed in a clearer way so that 
it can cope with this problem.
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6 - 3
Next, one can very occasionally find a sentence like the 
following ([66] a, b, belong to the same type.).
[165] ... Kamakura no kiko ga kare no ryoyo ni totte, 
wakareenai mono datta .... Yosikawa Eizi. 1 Sihon 
Taiheiki", p.62
(The weather of Kamakura was something inseparable 
for his recuperation.)
The original relationship between the base-verb ‘wakareru1 
(part (from)) from which the potential verb 'wakarerareru* is 
derived and the 1Kamakura no kiko’ (the weather of Kamakura) is 
the one between an intransitive verb expressing ’an action of 
parting from' and ’a point from which an agent departs1• In 
the above sentence, the point, that is 'Kamakura no kiko*, is 
made into the subject of the sentence. In [66] a, b, the 
subjects of those potential sentences would be objects of the 
base-verbs from which the potential verbs in those potential 
sentences were derived. In [l66] and [66] a, b, the actions 
shown by the stem of the potential verbs have agents who are 
involved with those actions. But those segments in which the 
agents are placed - 1 ... ni totte' and *... ni (wa)' give thete' 0 0 0
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impression of "being secondary additions and it seems that 
those potential sentences are also the type of potential 
sentence describing ’the attributes of a thing’, in which the 
agent of the action included in the potential verb is 
irrelevant•
In III - 1 - 6, I stated that the particle ’ga’ in the 
construction ’... ni (wa) ... ga + potential verb’ may be 
regarded as an object-marker and that its former character as 
a subject-marker is becoming increasingly a matter of external 
form only. However, in those cases where a potential verb may 
be considered to describe the "attributes of a thing" the 
particle "ga", or those particles that may substitute for it, 
must clearly be regarded as a subject-marker. (The same 
applies if ’... ni totte’ is used instead of ’... ni (wa)'.)
But what are the grammatical criteria that allow us to regard 
a potential verb in a construction with * ... ni (wa)/ni totte’
to be functioning to describe the "attributes of a thing"?
This is a problem which, because of the scarcity of data, 
remains unclear.
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7 MISCELLANEA
7 - 0  Even where there exists some meaning of the potential 
concerning with ’power1 (ill - 4 - 2) in the potential 
sentence, there are cases* where "method (b) or method 
(c)" of the potential cannot be replaced by method (a)",
* '-dekiru', not 'dekiru', is the second element of many
verbs and these belong to the class of the potential verbs 
made by method (a) of the potential (See II.). In modern 
Japanese, there are extremely few cases where '-se-rare-ru' 
(derived from ’sura* (do)) is used in place of ’-dekiru*.
But this is not the problem here, because so far as potential 
verbs containing ’-dekiru’ as their second elements are 
concerned, they substantially belong to method (a). Further, 
III - 2 - 2 has already been dedicated to the point that there 
are cases where method (b) or method (c) is used instead of 
method (a), when this contains the suffixes ’-are-’ or 
’-rare-', in order to avoid the production of passive 
sentences. Again, there is another group of sentences to which 
method (a) cannot be applied. It is a group of potential 
sentences expressing ' ina.ctive ability' (ill - 5 - 3)* So 
these problems are not referred to here.
(i) intransitive verbs to which method (a) cannot be applied, 
despite the fact that they are volitional.
[l66] a ... Toyo wa, kozu no rikai ni ippo-zucu humiiru koto 
ga dekita. Macumoto, Seicyö, 1 Syösecu Nihon-G-eidan" 
(Syncyo Bunko), p.89
(Toyo managed to progress step by step to an 
understanding of the composition of the painting.)
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b ... zissen no cikara yowaki mono wa, ... kono mon ni 
susumiiru koto wa dekinakatta. MH p.45 
(Those who were weak in the will to action conld not 
advance through this gate.)
'-iru' (get in), which here is an element of compound- 
verbs, is a literary word when used as an independent verb, and 
on the other hand, the transitive verb correlated to the 
colloquial verb ’hairu* (get in) is 1ireru’ (put in). The 
reason why one cannot apply method (a) to the two compound- 
verbs in the above sentences seems to be that the application 
of method (a) immediately makes us think of the transitive verb 
’ireru'.
(ii) a transitive verb to which method (a) cannot be applied
[167] Nihon ga Bukitema no suidoyo-cyosuici o osaete, 
kyusui o taciuru zyotai ni natta. BS 1973» November 
issue, p .256
(Japanese troops occupied reservoirs on Bukit-Tema, 
and it became possible for them to stop the water 
supply.)
It seems that ’tateru' (can stop) cannot be used here 
instead of ’taciuru’ (can stop), for the reason that the use 
of ’tateru’ (can stop) reminds us of ’tateru* (can stand) 
because the word ’tateru’ (can stop) is rarely used.
(iii) when verbs are literary or written language words, it can 
happen that the application of method (a) is blocked.
[168] ... kanzya hitori-atari sen-roppyaku-man-en no 
karibarai to yu kaito wa, kaisya no nasiuru sei-ippai 
no mono da •••• Iomiruru-Sinbun, 1973» April 12th 
Morning edition, p.2
(The answer from the company that they will 
provisionally pay 16,000,000 yen per patient is the 
best they can do.)
Method (a) can not be applied. If one did so, a 
different grammatical meaning would inevitably be produced. 
(One can point to other which involve problems similar to the 
one included in the verbs in the above sentences.)
(iv) when a sentence has a literary expression in it, it 
can happen that the application of method (a) is 
blocked.
[169] Sore ni taisite, Iesu no kotoba wa masani inoci no 
kotoba to yobiuru ga gotoki mono de atta. YT p .41 
(Opposed to that, what was said by Jesus was something 
like what we could precisely call ’the bread of life’.
Method (a) (-e-) can not be applied. The reason why one
cannot use ’yoberu’ (can call) here is connected with the 
existence of the literary expression ’ga gotoki* (such ... 
as/like). Therefore, if one used method (a), a different 
grammatical meaning would necessarily be produced.
(v) method (a) is never applied to the verb 'aru’ (be, exist) 
Refer to [l55] and [156].
(vi)
[170]
one can not apply method (a) to the auxiliary verb 
(hozyo-dosi) ’... (-te) kureru’ (an auxiliary verb used
for expressing the idea that ’someone does a favour for 
the speaker or the speaker’s group, etc.).
Sore yori, onusi, Oasa no sinizama o sono yo ni micucu
sukute kureru koto wa dekinanda no ka? Ymada, Putaro, 
"Sinobi no Manzi", p.86
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(You said you saw how Oasa was killed. Then why 
couldn't you save her life for her and for us?)
(vii) "the same affix cannot appear twice within one verb
Refer to [l]. In [l], the 'passive verb 'musubareru'
(be tied) is used as intransitive verb meaning 'to become one'. 
If one applied method (a) to this verb, the suffix -are- would 
appear twice within the one verb. This is the reason why one 
cannot apply method (a) to this verb.
(viii) very occasionally it can happen that method (a) cannot 
be applied to the verbs 'omou' (think) or 'kangaeru* 
(think) in sentences ending with '... to omou/kangaeru*
( (one) thinks that ....).
[l7l] a Aruiwa, kono yona yume o mite mo (my insertion),
yokuzicu kururna o kau toki ni sincyo ni tenkensite 
izyo no nai koto o tasikame, yume wa sakayume to omou 
koto mo dekiru. Kawai, Hayao, "Complex" (l97l)> p.159 
(Or, even if you had a dream like that, when you buy 
your car the next day, after you inspect it carefully 
and confirm that there is nothing unusual about it, 
you could think that your dream had been misleading.) 
b Kono ziki ni hazimari Nanbokucyo ni itaru zidai o
wareware wa nodo-sei no seiricuki to kangaeru koto ga 
dekiru. Inoue, Micusada, "Nihonsi-Teiyo" (l969)> p .65 
(V/e can think that the period from this time to the 
time of the Southern and the Northern Dynasties is 
the period in which the serf-system was established.)
I can suggest no concrete reason why one cannot apply 
method (a) to the verbs in such sentences as are exemplified 
by the above two. But it seems to be clear that this problem
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constitutes one of the clues to find out the criteria 
determining the bonder between the potential sentence and the 
spontaneous happening sentence,
(ix) one can very occasionally find a potential sentence 
about which the application of method (a) results in 
the production of an ungrammatical feeling in us,
[l72] Zisin to yu kanzyo o kotoba ni nose, tanin ni cutae, 
kokoro no naka ni uecukeru koto wa dekinai,
Hosi, Sinici "Zinmin wa yowasi»Kanri wa cuyosi",
P • 32
(it is impossible to express the feeling called 
’self-confidence' by the use of any word, to convey 
it to other people and to implant it in their hearts.)
It is not still very clear to me why one cannot use 
method (a) here, but it seems that 'ordering of sentence- 
elements' is involved with this problem.
7 - 1  Some peculiar sentences in which method (b) is used*
* With regards to the following two different types of
usage of method (b), it seems obviously ungrammatical to me.
But the examples which I am offering are taken from data 
gathered and therefore the asterisk indicating an ungrammatical 
sentence is not used for them.
(i) With regards to the making of 'a potential sentence * 
from a 'passive sentence', excepting the following seven 
examples, all the examples in my data show that 'passive 
potential sentences' are constructed by the application of 
method (c) to 'a passive sentence'. The potential meanings 
expressed by them seem to be, as far as my research is
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concerned, as follows: l) existence or non-existence of an
expectation with, regards to the possible occurrence or 
existence of something, or 2) reporting of the actual 
existence/non-existence or occurrence/non-occurrence of 
something (= existence or non-existence of occasionality) + 
existence or non-existence of an expectation with regards to 
the possible occurrence or existence of that thing in the 
future. But in order to confirm that, when method (c) of the 
potential is applied to a ’passive sentence’, one can never 
find any meaning of the potential concerned with ’power’
(Refer to III - 4 - 5»)» we need further research.* Next, 
the 'passive potential verb' to which method (c) is applied 
has somewhat the connotation of a written style. Therefore, 
we need to research into the problem of how a passive 
potential idea is expressed in colloquial Japanese.
* I note here by way of a side remark that one authority
states that, in English, if we understand an active sentence 
in the sense of 'ability', the corresponding passive sentence 
has to be understood in the 'possibility' (G-eoffrey N. Leech, 
"Towards a Semantic Description of English" (l97l)» p.223).
[l73] a ... honsyo wa dono yö ni mo cukawareru koto ga 
dekiyo. NC p.4
(This book can be used in any way that the reader 
wishes•)
b ... kucuzyoku to kurusimi wa, sukunakutomo ko site iru 
aida wa wasurerare. iyasareru koto ga dekita no da.
IS p.331
(At least while they were engaged in doing that, 
their humiliation and suffering were successfully 
forgotten and dispelled.)
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c Ippo ni oite, syakaisyugiteki zinken-sengen ni yotte 
rekkyosarete iru keiiri wa, kenpö-seido no seisin ni 
hansuru hoko ni oite kösisareru koto wa dekinai. 
Miyazawa, Tosiyosi, "Kenpo II", p.54 
(On the other hand, the rights which are listed in 
the socialistic declaration of human rights cannot he 
exercised in a direction contrary to the spirit of 
the constitutional system.)
It seems that by means of 'dekiru' [l73] a expresses the 
idea that ‘one may’ (permission), and [l73] c expresses the 
idea that 'one is not allowed' (prohibition). But it seems 
that in [l73] b, 'dekiru' expresses a mere happening, not a 
potential. And if this is the case, 'koto ga dekiru' is 
redundant, and to make the sentence more acceptable, it will 
be sufficient to put the verb before 'koto' into the past-tense 
form, instead of erasing 'koto ga dekiru'.
[l74] a Yawa-kogai-siin [k] [9] [Q] nado mo kögaikasareru
koto ga dekiru. Hattori, Siro, "Onseigaku", p.134 
(The velar consonants [k], [3 ] ,  [t)]> etc. can be
palatalized.)
b Soki o arawasu stress wa syugo nomi narazu, bun no ta 
no kosei-yoso ni mo hukasareru koto ga dekiru.
Kuno, Akira, "Nihon-Bunpo Kenkyu", p .37 
(The stress expressing 'the mood of topicalization* 
can be added not only to the subject but also to the 
various other structural elements of a sentence.)
Both a and b in [172] express 'occasionality + 
possibility by means of 'koto ga dekiru'. But, in addition to
that, the sentence [l72] b seems to express the meaning of 
permission as well*
[l75] a Cyaseki de wa busi mo cyonin mo, soryo mo syönin mo, 
taitö ni kyoosi, kyöösareru koto ga dekiru.
Ebara, Kei, "Hocyo-Bunkaron" (1974), p .86 
(in the place where the tea-ceremony is performed, 
anybody, warriors, townsmen, priests, merchants and 
so forth can entertain and be entertained by each 
other on equal terms.)
b Hito wa kono honsicutekina mono ni yotte hazimete 
hoka no dosyokubucu to kubecusareru koto ga dekita.
MH p.101
(For the first time, through this essential factor, 
man was successfully differentiated from all the 
other plants and animals*)
It seems that both a and b in [l7B>] belong to a group of 
sentences which cannot be transformed into active sentences.
In [l75] a, 'koto ga dekiru’ is used for expressing the idea 
of ’being qualified to'. But in [l75Ü b, 'koto ga dekiru' 
describes a mere happening, and it seems that the use of ’koto 
ga dekiru' here is, as in [l73] b, redundant.
(ii) examples in which the negative form of the verb is placed 
in front of 'koto ga dekiru'
In all the data which I have gathered, the following two 
are the only sentences which have the structure '... -nai
(negative verb) + koto ga dekiru'.
[176] a Hikokunin ni igi ga nai toki wa, zenko no yuyokikan o 
okanai koto ga dekiru. Keizi-sosyokisoku Dai-62-zyo
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Dai-ni-ko
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(when the accused has no objection, the Count is 
allowed not to give him the extension of time 
mentioned in the preceding clause.) 
b Cumi o okasanai koto mo dekirua MH p .29 
(it is possible not to sin.)
Both a and b in [176] virtually express a meaning of the 
potential concerned with ’power1: [176] a expresses
’permission' and [176] b 'ability'.
IV
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SUMMARY WITH REGARD TO AREAS IN WHICH CO-OCCURRENCE
$
RESTRICTION PROBLEMS OCCUR BETWEEN THE THREE PRINCIPAL 
DEVICES INDICATING- THE POTENTIAL
The widely spread general view or belief that ‘sentences 
formed by the three potential methods are equivalent and are 
interchangeable and differ with one another in that they are 
stylistically different' is not justifiable. In various parts 
of this thesis, I have described l) in what respects they are 
equivalent, 2.) in what respects they are different, and 
3) why it occurs that one or two of them can not be used in 
certain cases. The following description is a summary with 
regard to these points
(a ) The meaning of the potential has two major different 
areas to cover.
The difference between these two areas is based on the 
fact that they are supported by two different lexico- 
grammatical meanings of the potential,
l) The first major meaning refers to the area in which 
the potential is concerned with the concept of 'power*
(ill - 4)• This area may be divided into two branches:
a: In the a-branch, the meaning of the potential is 
involved with 'power' connected with 'an agent' (See III - 4 - 
2.).
b: In the b-branch, the meaning of the potential is 
involved with 'power* which may be regarded as something 
divorced from the problem of an agent (See III - 4 - 2 -(ii) 
and III - 6,)
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2) The second major meaning refers to the area in which 
the potential is involved with expressing the speaker*s having 
or not having an expectation with regard to the occurrence or 
existence of something (See III - 4 - 3, III - 4 - 5» and 
III - 5 - 2.).
(b ) In the area involved with the first major meaning of the 
potential, base-verbs*, which are opposed to derived verbs 
like potential verbs or causative verbs, etc,, used for it are 
volitional ones** only***. This is the biggest co-occurrence 
restriction on the basis of which the first major meaning of 
the potential can function.
* This does not include a very few base-verbs like *dekiru*
or ’naru1 (See [99].) which are themselves used for expressing 
the potential itself as well. In combination with these or 
with potential affixes, volitional verbs participate in forming 
a potential expression. The base-verb ’wakaru* has features 
to be regarded as potential (See III - 3 - 1.).
** By "volitional" in this thesis is meant verbs including 
a concept of an action which can be caused to take place by 
one * s will.
*** However, in potential sentences that express * inactive 
ability1 (See IY - (P.)) non-volitional verbs too may be very 
occasionally be found expressing the potential.
(c) In the a-branch of the first major meaning of the 
potential, subject to the restriction that a volitional verb 
must be used, the three principal devices for expressing the 
potential are interchangeable with one another, except in 
cases where co-occurrence restriction problems take place 
(See below.). (However, the potential verb with ‘-dekiru* as
its second, element does not cause those problems that result 
from the device of using potential affixes.)
l) The application of method (a) and method (b)* to the 
passive sentence is not permissible.
The first reason why method (a) can not be applied to the 
passive sentence is structural. If method (a) is applied to 
the passive sentence, the impossible structure in which the 
morphologically identical affix !-are-' is twice repeated will 
be produced.
The reason why method (b) and the second reason why 
method (a) can not be applied to ihe passive sentence is 
connected with the fact that these two devices are not 
concerned with the second major meaning of the potential.
* In reality, passive potential sentences including method
(b) can be found very occasionally from literature (See 7-7-1- 
(i).). But it seems to me that this structure is ungrammatical 
and unacceptable to Japanese in general.
2) There is a group of potential sentences in which the 
application of method (a) causes a sense of ungrammaticality 
to the native speaker (See [172].). The reason why this is so 
is not clear to me yet; it does not seem to be caused by any 
difference in the potential meaning expressed. Rather, the 
reason why this problem occurs may well be conceived of as 
something arising from an 1 ordering of sentence-elements * 
problem.
3) Method (a) is never applied to the verb 
exist). (See [l55] and [156].)
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1 aru* (be,
as a
4 ) When a passive verb changes its nature and is treated 
"base-verb, method (a) can not be applied to the verb
(See [l].). The application of method (a) to such a verb 
produces an impossible verb structure in which the 
morphologically identical affix ‘-are-1 occurs twice in 
succession.
5) To the auxiliary verb (lor a definition of this term
see the description with regard to [92].), '... (-te) kureru*,
method (a) can not be applied. See [l70]. Since this is an 
isolated phenomenon and therefore one can not obtain 
comparative data on this type of problem, it will be difficult 
to find the reason why method (a) can not be applied here.
(d ) In the b-branch of the first major meaning of the 
potential, too, a volitional base-verb must be used together 
with an element expressing the potential. But, in this area, 
an agent to carry out the action included in the volitional 
element is irrelevant or at least not of primary concern 
(See III - 4 - 2 - (ii) and III - 6.). The lexical meaning of 
the potential sentences in this b-branch is 'attribute of a 
thing'• 'Attribute of a thing' may be regarded as a variety 
of 'power*, which is basicly the first major meaning of the 
potential. But it is differentiated from the other specific 
lexical meaning of the first major meaning of the potential in 
that an agent to carry out the action included in the 
volitional element is irrelevant or at least not of primary 
concern. Some of the potential verbs used in this branch have 
a co-occurrence restriction in that they can not be replaced 
by the other devices expressing the potential:
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e.g. ik-e-ru hanas-e-ru
kir-e-ru yarikir-e-nai (which means
' unbearable 1)
cuka-e-ru homer-are-ta
One of the functions of an adjective is to describe the 
'attribute of something'• In that the potential verbs above 
can not be replaced by the other potential methods, it can be 
perceived that a sort of adjectivalization has been 
progressing with regard to these potential verbs*
A point to be studied in the future is the criterion 
(See III - 6 - 2 , )  with which one can distinguish sentences 
expressing the meaning of 'attribute of a thing' from the other 
potential sentences involved with expressing some 'power* 
connected with an agent. This criterion is effective for some 
sentences (See [l59] and [l6o].) but is not adequate in its 
present wording for some other sentences (See [163] and [165],)• 
We might need to discover another criterion or criteria for 
this problem, or at least we need to elaborate further the 
above criterion. This problem is grammatically important, 
because it is related to the problem of whether a particle in 
front of a potential verb including a transitive-verb stem 
is a subject marker or an object marker.
(e ) In potential sentences expressing the second major 
meaning of the potential both volitional and non-volitional 
verbs can occur. In this area, however, since it is concerned 
with the speaker's estimation with regard to possibility of the 
occurrence or existence of something, that potential meaning 
expressed together with a volitional concept that is involved 
with 'power' connected with 'an agent' is irrelevant.
Co-occurrence restriction problems between animate and 
inanimate entities have nothing to do with this area. Unlike 
the auxiliary verb * can* in English, method (a) and method 
(b) can not occur in this area, and only method (c) can be 
applied, in so far as these three devices are contrasted and 
compared (See III - 4 - 3 and III - 4 - 5 ) .  This fact will be 
one of the examples to prove the proposition, ' G-rammatical 
phenomena consist of a unity of meaning and form.'
Two points in this connection which need to be 
investigated in the future are : (l) what conditions within
the sentence or in the surrounding context are necessary for 
the combination of a volitional verb and method (c) to express 
this second major meaning of the potential (See III - 4 - 3 -  
(ii).)? (2) what other devices, and indeed how many other
devices, can express this meaning in modern Japanese? Despite 
the fact that method (c) has its own unique usage in 
contradistinction to the other two devices, it is not very 
common at least in informal conversational speech» A few 
examples of devices to be considered will be as follows:
[l77] a 0-kane wa motte inai n da kara torarekko-nai.
(Since we have no money, we can’t be defrauded of it.) 
b Sonna horicu ga aru mono desu kal?
(Such an inexcusable law can not exist 1) 
c Cikai syorai ni zisin ga nai to wa ienai.
(One can’t say that we'll not have an earthquake in 
the near future• = An earthquake can happen in the 
near future.) (These three are not in the data.)
(p) One of the potential meanings involved with 'power*
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connected with 'an agent' is 'ability Despite the fact that
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there is an assertion that 'in Japanese inanimate things are 
not thought of as possessors of the power expressed "by the 
potential verb', one can find innumerable potential sentences 
in Japanese in which inanimate entities are subjects.
The point which was found in this research is the 
difference in the lexical meaning as well as the grammatical 
meaning of the terms, 'ability' in English and its Japanese 
counterpart, 'nöryoku'. In Japanese the term 'noryoku' refers 
only to 'active ability' of an animate entity, whereas in 
English the term 'ability' can cover both 'active ability' 
and 'inactive ability' (See III - 5 - 3 and III- 4 - 2.).
It is true that there is a group of English potential, 
sentences to which potential devices in Japanese, as a 
principle (See [l5l].), are not applied, but again it is also 
true that innumerable potential sentences with inanimate 
subjects can be found in Japanese.
The data in this research shows that: l) potential
sentences in Japanese with inanimate subjects should be 
interpreted as ones whose inanimate subjects are personified 
and described as possessors of active ability(See III - 4 *- 4 - 
(iv).). And, on the other hand, 2) inactive ability is not 
described in Japanese, in general, by means of the devices 
that express the potential (See [l5l].). From this point 
again, one can recognise the fact that the meaning of the term 
'noryoku' is grammatical as well as lexical. This can be known 
from the fact that the potential device is not employed, in 
principle,for expressing inactive ability in Japanese.
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It is comparatively easy to find. English potential 
sentences with inanimate subjects whose meaning expresses the 
inactive ability of those inanimate subjects. And it is not 
impossible to translate many of them into Japanese with method 
(b) ([l5l]) (and method (c) ([l52] c)). With regard to the
data obtained from literature in Japanese, I have found only 
nine (possibly eleven) items which express inactive ability 
([152], [l53], [l54], [l55]). And among these nine, there are
five (or six) potential sentences ([152] and possibly [l53] b) 
in which a volitional base-verb is used: the other three
(or four) ([l53] a, [l54] a, [l54] b, and possibly [l53] b)are all 
involitional verbs. And, besides, part of the subject element 
in [l53] a is a person. Not only that, the subjects of [l53] a 
and b may be regarded as animate (See III - 4 - 4.). From the 
observation of these nine potential sentences, it can be known 
that not only volitional verbs, but also involitional verbs, 
can be used for expressing this concept with or without method 
(b) or method (c). The reason why method (a) can not be used 
(in almost all cases, most probably) may well be explained by 
the fact that the potential affix is always associated with 
some 'power1 including 'active ability' connected with an agent 
in some way or other whereas 'dekiru' and 'uru/eru' are not 
always so.
Next, it is not very difficult to obtain English 
potential sentences with inanimate subjects which denote 
'inactive ability', but still it seems to me that one must say 
that even an animate entity can demonstrate inactive ability 
(See the English translations in [153] and [l55])*)» I have 
found only two (possibly four (See [1551•)) items which 
indicate inactive ability of an entity which may be regarded
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as animate (See [l53] a and b.), and it is difficult to 
manufacture potential sentences showing the inactive ability 
of an animate entity both in Japanese and in English. But 
still, since potential sentences have been found, to which 
method (a) can not be applied and in which the subjects may 
be regarded as animate, it seems that it is improper to regard 
this problem simply as one arising from the inactive ability 
of 'an inanimate entity'. In my understanding, it is proper 
to view the problem as a co-occurrence restriction problem 
between 'active ability' and 'inactive ability', despite the 
fact that it is true that in the practical field of teaching 
Japanese as a foreign language the question how to express the 
'inactive ability of an inanimate entity' is a problem.
(Gr) In contradistinction to a group of potential sentences
in which no problem of contextual understanding arises as to 
whether they be regarded as potential or as passive ([69]), 
there is another group of potential sentences in which the use 
of the two longer alternant shapes of the potential suffixes - 
mainly the suffix '-are-' is excluded in order to avoid an 
ambiguity problem between the potential and the passive of 
advantages and disadvantages (As for a definition of this 
term, see II - [b ]), ([79] and [80]). The situation in which 
this phenomenon occurs is clear, as is stated in the preceding 
sentence« The problem to be investigaged in the future in 
this regard is to discover the criteria that determine why 
some potential sentences including '..„ o + a longer potential 
suffix (mainly -rare-) do not cause this problem whereas some 
other potential sentences with '... o + a longer potential 
suffix (mainly -are-) do cause this problem (cf0 [77] and
[79].).
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(h ) With regard, to sentences in which verbs express a 
process of thinking like 'kangaeru' or 'oraou1, a co-occurrence 
restriction problem can arise between on the one hand method 
(a) and on the other hand method (b) and probably method (c). 
There are only two items of data found with regard to this 
problem in my investigation ([l7l]) and it is still not clear 
what sort of specific criteria exclude the application of 
method (a) to the two examples in [l7l]. But this point will 
constitute one of the clues for elucidating the difference 
between the potential and the spontaneous happening.
(i) It can happen that a potential affix can not be applied 
to a literary verb or a verb restricted to the written style 
([l68]), and also it can happen that in some sentences 
containing a literary expression a potential affix cannot be 
applied to an ordinary colloquial verb ([l68]). This is 
because the application of a potential suffix to these 
produces a different meaning because of the nature of the verb 
or because of the sentence environment. The potential affixes 
involved in this problem are '-e-' and '-rare-1. Since the 
two affixes -are-and -re- are, each for its own respective 
reason, less frequently used, in my investigation no data was 
found where these two affixes were involved in this problem.
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(J)
A DIAGRAM SETTING OUT THE MEANING OP THE POTENTIAL
(l) THE POTENTIAL CONCERNED (2) THE POTENTIAL
WITH POWER CONCERNED WITH
POSSIBILITY
A more precise distinction between (l) and (2)
A B C
involving an divorced concerned concerned with
agent from the with ’possibility' or
problem of inactive * occasionality +
an agent ability possibility'
Typ e of verbs used in each area
volitional volitional both both
verbs only verbs only volitional volitional
and and
involitional involitional
verbs verbs
Co-occurrence restriction problems
: in principle (l) for non- of the three
all the three some, potential methods here
methods method (a) device, or discussed
only ’method (b) only method (c)
(2) * and
• (3) ** method (c)’
areas in which * (2) There are some intransitive verbs
problems of which- can, like potential verbs describing
ambiguity an attribute of a thing, be used for
between the describing an attribute of a thing.
potential and ** (3) In the case of all other potential
other ’voices’ verbs, once they are accepted as
occur describing an attribute of a thing, in
principle all the three methods should be 
employable. But there is a difficult 
problem to be studied with regard to what 
criteria allow one to regard a potential 
verb as functioning only to describe an
attribute of a thing
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APPENDIX
A SURVEY OE RECENT RELEVANT LITERATURE IN ENGLISH ON POTENTIALS 
AND THE BEARING OE THIS LITERATURE ON THE CONCLUSIONS IN THIS 
THESISo
My motive for beginning research on potential expressions 
in modern Japanese was that I Pelt that, although they present 
us with complicated problems difficult to solve, there has been 
no research in these problems or, at any rate, only very 
partial research# Before commencing my research I first 
considered various linguistic models that I might employ» 
However, I did not adapt any of these models: my reasons for
this were as follows*
Eirst, it is postulated that such questions are all 
organically related to each other and occupy a certain position 
within the total system of the potential expression* Secondly, 
language is a historical entity and Japanese potential 
expressions are tied up very closely with other related, 
contiguous grammatical categories* Therefore I decided that 
what needed most to be done was to collect as much data as 
possible on problems of potential expressions in m o d e m  
Japanese* I considered that, without this foundation-work, 
the use of a specific linguistic model could result in 
conclusions which might to some degree fail to account for all 
the facts and thus be unacceptable. As a result of my 
adopting the above—described procedures, this thesis ended up 
in a form that emerged of itself and was not predetermined by 
me; namely, a revelation of the reasons for the discrepancies
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that are found within potential expressions and further a 
revelation of the relationships between the forms of potential 
expressions and the meanings that these carry«
Further, I believe that I investigated all the most 
important literature written in Japanese about potential 
expressions in modern Japanese (these works are indicated at 
the end of each chapter0 Regrettably these works may not be 
very familiar to linguists outside Japanj* However, there are 
also problems within the area of my research which, from a 
broader viewpoint, are common to other languages too and there 
have also been works published in English which deal with some 
parts of the problems that I have researched* Therefore, 
making 'use of those works in English currently available to me, 
I will here add some brief comments on the pronouncements they 
contain that have bearing on the results of my research*
First, comments on the structure "locative - dative + 
potential" in various languages: secondly, comments on
pronouncements made about Japanese potential expressions by 
specialists in generative grammar using, among other languages, 
Japanese: thirdly, comments comparing pronouncements made by
the scholars I have cited concerning the "meanings of the 
potential" with the "meanings of the potential" that my own 
research determined*
The following is a list of the English-language materials 
that I made use of for this appendix. Each item is preceded by 
a number in brackets, and when citing the pronouncements of the 
various authors I shall refer to them by the name of the author
and this number
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The list 
(ifo. l)
(No. 2)
(No. 3)
(No. 4) 
(No. 5)
(No. 6) 
(No. 7) 
(No. 8) 
(No. 9) 
(No.10)
of English literature used for this survey*
Gaaf, Wo, 1904, The Transition from the Impersonal 
to the Personal Construction in Middle English* 
Heidelbergo
Scholz, Friedrich, 1973, Russian Impersonal 
Expressions used with Reference to a Person,
Mouton»
Giendening, P,J0T*, 1961, Icelandic, (chapter on 
•Impersonal* verbs«» Middle voice* Verbs used 
impersonally*•), London0
Semeonoff, Anna Ho, 1958, A New Russian Grammar* 
London,
Benveniste, Emile, 1971, "Active and Middle Voice 
in the Verb", Problems in General Linguistics*
Miami Linguistics Series No* 8* (This essay is a 
translation from the original French Version 
"Problems de linguistique Generale",)
Kuroda, S«»T*, 1965, G-enerative Grammatical Studies 
in the Japanese Language, Thesis, MIT*
Kuno, Susumu, 1973» The Structure of the Japanese 
Language. Cambridge, MIT Press.
McCawley, James, 1973, "Notes on Japanese Potential 
Clauses", Grammar and Meaning, Tokyo«,
Postal, Paul, 1971, "Psych-Movement", Cross-Over 
Phenomena, New York*
Postal, Paul, 1971, "On the surface verb "Remind", 
Studies in Linguistic Semantics, New York*
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(Nooll)
(No.12) 
(No.13) 
(No.14) 
(No.15) 
(No.16) 
(No.17)
(No.18) 
(N.B.
McCawley, Noriko, 1975» "What strikes me about 
Psych-Movement", To appear in the 2nd LACUS Porum, 
Columbia.
Austin, J.L., 1956, "Ifs and Cans", Proceedings of* 
the British Academy. London.
Wierzbicka, Anna, 1972, Semantic Primitives.
(chapter on "Modality"), Athenäum, Prankfurto 
Antinucci, Francesco, and Domenico Parisi, 1971»
"On English Modal Verbs", CLS.7«
Karttunen, Lauri, 1972, "Possible and Must", in 
J. Kimball, ed0, Syntax and Semantics. New York.
Boyd, Julian, and Thorne, J0P., 1969» "The semantics 
of Modal Verbs", Journal of Linguistics. 5« 
Jackendoff, Ray, 1972, Semantic Interpretation in 
G-enerative (Grammar. (chapter on "Modal Structure"), 
MIT Presso
Leech, G-eoffrey, 1969» Towards a Semantic Description 
of English, (chapter on "Modality"), London.
Item 6 (in its Japanese edition, Tokyo 1975) and 
item 17 were made use of in the main body of this 
thesis in sections III - 1 and III - 7 - 1 
respectively.)
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i) In Japanese, both, spontaneous sentences and potential 
sentences can be expressed by a sentence construction including 
nouns in the locative/dativeo But this is not a phenomenon 
unique to Japanese« There exist languages other than Japanese 
in which they employ or may employ this construction for 
expressing the potential or a mood similar to that of the 
Japanese spontaneous-happening«.
Prom Icelandic
[178]a M6r finnst £a5 undarlegto
(to me finds itself that strange)
= (To me that finds itself strange)
= (Sore wa watasi ni wa okasiku omowareru-) 
b M6r dettur ekki i hug a(5 anza p6r*
(to me occurs not in mind to answer to you)
= (To me it does not come to mind to answer you#)
= (Vatasi ni wa anata e no henzi ga kokoro ni ukabimasen.) 
These examples are from No. 3«
In the above examples, the verbs are in the 3z*d person 
singular* The Impersonal construction is formed through the 
combination of the dative/locative construction with verbs in 
this form* " —st" in "finnst" ([l78]b) is the ("reflexive") 
element* Since the reflexive element functions (in the Indo- 
European languages) to express the concept of an "element 
directed to oneself", it can readily be found in various 
languages and is not uncommonly an element forming the passive 
or functioning to give an •intransitive sense* to verbs or for 
forming verbs something like Japanese spontaneous verbs* It 
is impossible adequately to answer the question why this 
element can function in the above—described fashion without
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considering the relationship between those phenomena and the 
middle voice of the parent speech of the Indo-European language«« 
What I have described above can be perceived even in 
modern English, even though in this language it is the 
opposition between the active and the passive that is 
conspicuous and in which the still remaining relationship with 
the middle voice seems to have been almost forgotten,»
Prom Modern English
[l79]a* Opposition between parents and children repeats«
b Opposition between parents and children repeats
itself«
c* Opposition between parents and children is repeated 
by itself«
d Opposition between parents and children is repeated. 
[l80ja Civilization destroys itself«
b Civilization is destroyed by itselfo
Comparing [1801 a with [l79lb, it will readily be noticed 
that the use of "by itself” in [l79lc is ungrammatical0 Then 
where has the "itself" in [179lb gone to? Since I am not very 
familiar with the literature that has appeared on generative 
grammar, I do not know whether anyone has surveyed this problem 
from that viewpoint or not« My own view of this question is as 
follows« Since I am not a native speaker of English, I cannot 
experience the intuitive feeling of English speaking people 
when they hear the sentence [ 179lb* But there is no other way 
of interpreting the .•itself* in [l79]b than as an element 
functioning to produce a feeling equivalent to the spontaneous
feeling in Japanese« If one cannot accept this view,
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can he successfully explain the reason why the use of * by 
itself* is ungrammatical in [l79]c? I suspect not, I am 
still not sure whether one may call this * itself* a 
•pseudo-object* or not. But considering that the meaning 
expressed by [l79]d is almost the same as that of [l79]b, 
one may call the passive in [l79]d a * semi-passive *•
[l8l]a It occurs to me that it is obvious,
= (Watasi ni wa sore ga tozen da to handansaremasu) 
b I found myself hesitating - how could I go to his 
house without a gift,
= (Omiyage mo motanai de kareno ie ni iku no ga 
watasi ni wa cyucyosareta,)
In the above Japanese sentences, the locative/dative 
marker * ni* is combined with 1watakusi*, whereas in English 
the concept ’watakusi* is expressed by the nominative in 
[l8l]b. But still this structure is more suitable than the 
use of the structure *1 hesitated o,,,* to express the feeling 
expressed by the corresponding Japanese spontaneous sentence. 
In Japan, there exists a view that m o dem English has no 
counterpart to those expressions or ideas that express the 
spontaneous happening feeling in Japanese, But this view is 
neither justified nor supportable. However, when we consider 
that Paul Postalr when he realized the unusualness of some 
English verbs containing the meaning corresponding to the 
Japanese spontaneous-happening verbs, went as far as to 
publish the result of his research (No. 9 and No, 10) with 
regard to that problem, it brings home to us the fact that 
English, unlike Japanese and various languages belonging to 
the Indo-European family in which the grammatical device
expressing the feeling of spontaneous happening is one of the
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essential elements in a description of the grammar of those 
languages, is now located in a position which may he said to 
be far away from the middle voice despite the fact that it is 
still related to it. And so it may not be surprising that 
such a view arose in Japan»
But Gaaf’s research (No. l) teaches us that in English 
too, by the period of early Middle English, there existed a 
system which was very similar to the Japanese device of 
expressing the feeling of spontaneous—happening: i.e.,
gebyrian (B, happen), hreowan (DorA, grieve)r langian (D, 
cause desire), leof (D, be dear), pyncan (D, seem), (E.B.
D marks verbs used with the dative, and A those with the 
accusative. We are not interested here in the case where A 
is used and it will not be discussed here.). In cases where 
the above verbs were used impersonally, i.e®, in the d 
person singular, nouns and pronouns involved were in the dative. 
Consequently, the sentence structure was the "dative 
construction". (Gaaf himself used the term "semi-impersonal 
verbs" for those which I described as "verbs used impersonal ly" o 
It seems that the reason why he used this term was l) to 
distinguish the situation in which these were used from the 
case where certain impersonal verbs were used only for 
describing natural phenomena and 2) because they were 
generally personal verbs of had originally been so. But, in 
my view, considering that the phenomena expressed by those 
verbs are onens which happen spontaneously and without a 
person’s intention, they may be called "verbs used 
impersonally".). And these verbs used impersonally governed 
nouns or pronouns in the dative or accustive. But the
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shifting of cases in that relationship occurred and continued 
to occur«» And it reached the point that the nouns and pronouns 
so governed by those verbs became the subjects in the dative 
construction and conversely governed those verbs0 The 
phenomenon described above is similar to that whereby the 
particle "ga" which used to be accepted as "subject marker" 
in the Japanese potential expression can nowadays be 
recognized as "object marker" when it is followed by a 
potential verb including the stem of a transitive verb.
Again, in m o dem Japanese, it seems that the occasions in 
which nouns in the locative/dative are used for expressing a 
potential idea are comparatively few in proportion to the 
occasions when it is not employed (See XV - 1 — 7)o This 
also reminds us of the case-shifting in English.
From Modem Russian
[l82]a Mne kAzhetsia, chto on prishelo 
(to me seems that he has come)
= (it seems to me that he has come.) 
b Mne dumaetsia, chto eto prdvilfno.
(to me think that this correct-(adverbial predicate)). 
= (it occurs to me that this is correct.)
These examples were obtained from Miss Panskaya, who 
belongs to the Department of Chinese, ANÜ.
’^sia" is the reflexive element and the reason for its 
presence is the same as for ”-st" in the examples in [l78] . 
According to Semeonoff (No. 4), "although impersonal 
expressions are very numerous in Russian and very frequently 
used, impersonal verbs are comparatively few." Remembering 
the fact that only a comparatively small number of Japanese
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verbs come to mind that are normally used for describing the 
spontaneous happening, it seems that what she said may be 
applied without amendment to the use of Japanese spontaneous 
expressionso However, according to the data I have obtained 
from literature, there are far more verbs which may be used 
in this spontaneous sense then we commonly recognise© As 
is shown in the above examples, the construction involved is 
the one that includes persons in the dative0 What is 
interesting for Japanese is Semeonoff*s statement "These verbs 
are never used with the personal pronoun "it", nor is "it" 
used in impersonal expressions©", and the fact that something 
like the so-called dummy "it" of English is not usedo 
Next, Scholz explained (No© 2) the psychological 
reaction of Russians when they use or hear the impersonal 
expressions explained above0 (This is taken from my memorandum 
in Japanese because his book is not available now0) As follows: 
the action or state expressed by the impersonal verbs is 
directed towards the person in the dative, but he is not 
responsible for the fact that the action or state occurs and 
they are out of his control. This definition is very similar 
to the explanation given by Asano with regard to the 
spontaneous happening in Japanese grammar (Asano, Sin* 1969»
"Nihon—BunnS G-ohomn, Tokyo 
[l83la Mne ne dumaetsia seg6dnia0 
(to me not think to-day)
= (i am not in the mood to think to-day©)
= (Watasi ni wa kyS wa kangaeraremasen.)
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b Mne bolshe ne guliietsaio
(to me any more not walk)
= (i am not in the mood to walk to-day«)
= (Wattxsi ni wa kyS wa aruiakarenai* ) 
c Mne eto ne ulyb^Letsia.
(to me this not smile)
= (To me this is not laughableo)
= (Watasi ni wa kore wa waraemasen0)
(These sentences are also from Miss Panskaya*)
As can be understood from the above examples in the 
impersonal construction a and b (c is not impersonal though, 
because it includes •eto*«), the nouns are inthe dative and 
the verbs are in the 3rd person singular, with which the 
reflexive element is combined* The point in which the 
examples in [l83l differ from those in [l82] is that the ones 
in [l83l include the negative element* According to Miss 
Panskaya, the construction in [183] is used when persons 
expressed in the form of pronouns or proper nouns in the dative 
l) are not in the mood to do something, or 2) can not carry out 
something because of their health© (Scholz*s description with 
regard to this point was not very clear to me* Therefore* I 
accepted Panskaya*s view*) What interests me here is as 
follows: in the IV - 1 - 3 »  I reported the fact that, in the
overwhelming majority of cases* the potential expression was 
used together with the negative form even in the last pant of 
the Edo period (1800 A*D© - 1862 A©D*)* But, as far as I 
know, the reason why in the past the Japanese potential 
expression was used in the negative form has not been 
elucidated. In my view, however, the Russian expressions
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exemplified in [I83] may be the clue to elucidating the 
reason, (i myself have made a few conjectures about this, 
but I refrain from putting them forward because they are not 
yet backed by data«,)
Next, in Gaelic, too, the potential is expressed with 
persons in the dative^» (i do not know, however, whether 
Gaelic also has a device for expressing this in the nominative 
or not«)
[184la Tha Beurla aig Alasdair,
(is English at Alexander)
= (Alexander can speak English,) 
b Is urrain dhomh feitheamho 
(is possible to me waiting)
= (i can waito)
(These sentences were obtained from my friend at the Canberra 
College© He is from Scotland,)
SUMMARY
According to the various observations above, I believe 
that one can say the following: it seems to me that in Japan
there is a theory that "tViP phenomenon of the spontaneous 
happenin,g", which is closely related to the potential, is one 
of the characteristics peculiar to the Japanese language and 
to be explained in combination with "World-view" of the 
Japanese people. But, when we compare Japanese with various 
other languages, we discover the fact that we cannot regard 
that phenomenon as one of the peculiarities of Japanese, 
Rather, when we learn the fact that there exists such a 
remarkable similarity between Japanese and various Indo- 
European languages, whose linguistic characteristics are said
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to be very remote from Japanese, we come to the conclusion 
that we ought to promote serious, wide-ranging academic 
research into the manifestation (in languages) of those 
universals of human psychology which can be glimpsed beyond 
various phenomenological differences between languages«
And this research must not be carried out only on languages 
in the same family«
IX) Here, a short comment will be given with regards to some 
analyses of the Japanese potential expression carried out by 
means of generative grammar« (ihe reason why I used a 
descriptive method for my thesis, however, is as is stated at 
the beginning of this appendix, and I believe that it occupies 
a different dimension from the analyses of generative grammar0 
Therefore, I am not in a position to discuss fully the 
problems which I point out in these analyses«)
A« Kuroda* s analysis with regards to the Japanese potential
sentence starts on the presupposition that "in the 
underlying structure of a sentence, the subject and the object 
are unmarked^- But this is not referred to in Kuno*s essay 
which I used« Both of them, however, have the same view in 
that a) "subject + subject marker "G-A" + object + object 
marker "G-A" + potential form" is the basic form and 
b) the form in which the particle "NX" is used in place of 
the subject marker "G-A" is the derived form« (My views with 
regards to these constructions are described in III - 1 and 
II - 1 - [a ]«) In addition to the following points, with 
regard to my critiques of Kuno*s assertions on the Japanese 
Potential Sentence, readers are expected to refer to the 
following pages: p.46, p«51» P«70, pp«75-76, p.78, p.86,
p«142
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According to my research, I believe that some facts are 
found, which the rules they establish cannot explain,,
(in the following, I omit the expression "in the potential 
expression of modern Japanese"*)
2 o g o
A) lo There are cases where the use of the subject marker 
"GA" is not permissible and therefore the use of the 
object marker "0" is obligatory ([45])«
2© There are sentences which one can accept either as 
potential or as passive ([15]» [40], [41] and.
TV - 2)*
3* There can be found cases where the use of the
locative/dative marker HNI" is obligatory ([66])©
4© Kuno states that the construction "•©© NT '©•• 0
+ potential verb" is ungrammatical© (i agree with 
his view in principle.) Kuroda does not explicitly 
refer to this point but, considering his 
transformational analysis, it seems that Kuroda 
takes the same stand as Kuno on this point© But, 
in fact, there can be found sentences with this 
construction, which we do not feel to be 
ungrammatical ([3öl* Ü39l)o
5© The particle "GA" placed in front of the potential 
verb including a verb—stem is not necessarily an 
object marker ([47])«
6© There exist potential sentences with regards to
which it is impossible to assume the agent-subjects 
of those sentences ([3]"^ » [l59])o
T o  It seems to me that Kuno dealt with points he
raises without having sufficient research of the 
grammatical use of the verb "dekiru" 0 He regards 
"dekiiu" as a transitive verb« (My view with, 
regards to the grammatical nature of "dekiru" is 
described in IY - 3 - 1 - (ii), pp. 134-146.)
(it may be possible to point out some further points which 
should be listed here.)
On the basis of the comparison between those findings 
above and the rules "established" by Kuroda and Kuno with 
regards to the potential sentence of modern Japanese, one 
finds that those rules cannot explain the above facts. Since 
a language, even as a synchronic entity, must be located 
within a historical transition, I believe that they should 
have conducted an adequate survey of the realities of the use 
of the potential expression of modern Japanese before they 
started their analyses of it.
B) The purposes of James MacCawley*s essay (NO. 8) with 
regards to the Japanese potential phrases are twofold: that
is, a) to elucidate the point "whether deki- is basically 
two—place (transitive) or becomes two-place through subject­
raising" and b) to assert that "—e- corresponds to the same 
element of semantic structure as does transitive deki- and 
that the differences between the derivations of deki- clauses 
and -e- clauses are attributable to the rule of PREDICATE 
RAISING-".
My comment about his discussion is as follows:
Por evolving his view, he has used ungrammatical Japanese
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potential sentences with inanimate subjects and grammatical
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Japanese potential sentences with inanimate subjects« 
Regrettably, he presented and used these sentences for 
promoting his discussion without knowing why some of them are 
unacceptable and why some of them are acceptable© It must be 
supposed that this fact h2\s influenced his discussion*s 
validity, even from the viewpoint of generative grammar, the 
method which I did not employ for my thesis.
These sentences which he presented are shown in (l6), 
(l7)» (23)> (24)» (26) in his essay. In my view, the reason 
for the ungrammaticality of the Japanese potential sentences 
with inanimate subjects which correspond to the grammatical 
English potential sentences in (l6) and (17) arises from the 
fact that the meaning of "possibility" cannot be expressed by 
the device which he employed, whereas, on the other hand, the 
English modal "can" can do this. (For translating the 
Japanese word "G-aizensei" into English, one cannot help 
employing "possibility or probability"« But, as far as I 
know, English "probable" only means "more possible", and 
further, the meaning of the English word "possibility" 
includes the meaning of the potential involved with "power", 
a term which I coined for this thesis (ill - 4 - 5)-« 
Therefore, the English word "possibility" is ambiguous. To 
introduce the best way of understanding the meaning of
"Gaizensei" in Japanese to native speakers of English will be
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to point out that it means "probability" used as the 
mathematical term« In Leech*s book above (No. 18), too, one 
can find two examples which it seems to me he offered because 
he failed to analyse the ambiguity of the concept of 
"possibility". This will be touched on later.)
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As we saw in III - 4 - 3> XV — 5 — 1» and. Ill - 5 — 2, 
Japanese has a different devise to express the meaning of 
"possibility" in the sense of "G-aizensei" in its potential 
system.
Next among the three sentences ((22)a, b, c) which J. 
MacCawley offered, a non-volitional verb "saku" (bloom) is 
included, and in c a volitional verb "cuku" (add, combine) 
is employed. In my understanding, these three sentences 
express "inactive ability" of inanimate subjects. (That is 
why they are grammatical.) The reason why the mn-volitional 
verb "saku" can be combined with the second method of 
expressing the Potential is that it is related with the case 
where this expresses "inactive ability"0
Therefore, the ungrammatical potential sentences he 
presented are in fact ungrammatical simply because each of 
them failed to select the correct form for expressing its own 
particular potential meaning. I believe it is obvious that 
he employed those examples for his discussion without being 
aware of the facts which I described above.
c) Next, recently Noriko MacCawley put forward her view 
(No. 11) which opposed Paustal*s view (No. 9, No. 10) with 
regards to those English verbs which have a meaning similar 
to or the same as some Japanese "spontaneous" verbs© Since I 
am not a native speaker of English, I cannot experience the 
same intuitive reaction which English speaking people feel 
when they hear the various grammatical and ungrammatical 
sentences he offered in his essays mentioned above.
Therefore, my comment with regards to his view cannot help 
but be something derived from my general impressions obtained
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on reading his assertions o English is a language full of 
"human-centered expressions" when viewed by the Japanese eye* 
(This phrase "human-centered expressions" may be understood 
as, or replaced by, the statement that "in Japanese many 
ideas are able to be expressed in the intransitive way as well 
as in the transitive and passive ways, but in English they can 
be expressed only in the transitive way or in the passive way 
(il - B p*36)".) It strikes the Japanese observer that, since 
Modern English has this background, when the existence is 
noticed of verbs including a meaning similar to or the same 
as some Japanese "spontaneous" verbs, it is no wonder that 
there emerge people with views like Postal*s* But I believe 
that in his discussion he overlooked the fact that a language 
is a historical entity (No* 1, No© 5)o
At this juncture, I believe that what Noriko MacCawley 
stated, "the rule must be sensitive to the fact that the 
nominative case in impersonal constructions is different from 
the niminative case in personal constructions", is a great 
contribution to generative grammar* However, problems could 
occur when one tries to explain this construction with rules 
derived from only one principle, because one might forget 
that this construction itself is, or could be, involved with 
the problem of historical transition (e*g* pp* 72-3)» and the 
problem of lexical meaning in which also historical development 
or historical change is involved* (Por instance, Wierzbicka 
described (in No* 3) what the verb "remind" means* The 
meanings revealed by her analysis may be expressed in four 
different forms in Japanese*)
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Ao With regajrd to the analysis of the semantic comparison 
between modal auxiliaries in English and their Japanese 
counterparts, preparation, as far as I know, has not yet been 
made by Japanese linguists«» Therefore, it seems that, in 
general, it would be too early to make such a comparison« I 
am greatly indebted to articles by Austin (No 0 12),
Wierzbicka (No« 13)# Antinucci and Parisi (No0 14)# Karttunen 
(No 0 15)» Boyd and Thorne (No. 16), Jackendoff (No« 17)# and 
Leech (No<> 18)0 However, if I were required to give my opinion 
on the basis of the comparison between my own research with 
regard to the area of Japanese where the sense of epistemic 
or logical possibility is problematic (p. 183—9) and various 
assertions in those articles, all that I can say in general 
with regard to this request is that it is too early to make 
such comparisons« This answer might sound strange from the 
viewpoint of people whose mother tongue is a language such as 
English« Therefore, I would like to state my reasons for this 
now«
The problem of how to understand the semantic mutual 
relationship between 'permission and obligation1 and 
possibility and (logical) necessity1 has always been a 
fascinating subject of linguistic enquiry and debate« This, 
however, is not the case with regard to the Japanese 
counterparts to be considered as corresponding to those modals« 
Among them, the only entity which has attracted linguists1 
attention is the potential expression in which the sense of 
permission is partly involved, and that almost always the 
potential expression made by the method (a) of the potential
III)
only (This is one of the devices expressing what I term
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"the potential concerned with power” (p. 198)« And the 
linguistic problem, such as the one mentioned above, which is 
a favourite study-object among Western linguists, has never 
even been prominent in their researches or debates« Strangely 
enough, even the fact that method (c) can express a potential 
meaning which can never be expressed by either method (a) or 
method (b) was not noticed until I made research into this 
field* In Japanese, precise linguistic study of "possibility" 
opposed to logical necessity, as I suggested in pp« 259-40, 
remains for the future.
Why was this not thought of as a subject for linguistic 
researches or debates in Japanese linguistics? It seems that 
the main reason for this is as follows: in a language such as
English, the mental attitude of the speaker with regard to an 
action or a state expressed by a main verb is included in 
modal auxiliaries. Therefore, naturally, linguists* attention 
is directed towards such modal auxiliaries. But, in Japanese, 
generally, the counterparts corresponding to those modal 
auxiliaries have, compared with those of English, more 
analytical figures. (This does not mean that in Japanese there 
are no entities which may be given a nickname called ‘modals* 
just as in English ’can,1, l*may*, '‘•must*, etc., are called 
modals. This simply means that they generally are not entities 
semantically corresponding to English modals. As far as these 
entities in Japanese are concerned, the minds of many Japanese 
linguists have always been exercised by their meaning. For 
instance, entity "-mai" (the past form does not exist) can be 
a structural element of a verb, and it gives the connotation 
of "negation +  I s  determination (sentence subject: 1st person) 
or 2: imagination (sentence subject: 2nd or 3rd person, or
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3: invitation directed to the 2nd person".) By "more
analytical figures" is meant the fact that, compared with 
modal auxiliaries in English, in Japanese the mental attitude 
of the speaker is more concretely exposed in the forms which 
one can see or hear. (Note that I used the term "generally".
One cannot say that method (a) and method (c) are analytical. 
But, in a case where the principal three methods of the 
potential are interchangeable with one another, method (a) and 
method (c) can, after all, be expressed more analytically by 
means of method (b).)
For reference, the Japanese counterparts corresponding to
the above English modal auxiliaries will be shown below:
(However, the device to express logical or epistemic possibility
by means of "-uru/—eru" will be excluded.)
lj must (obligation) —  — nakereba naranai
if not will not be
Watasi wa hon o yomanakereba naranai.
= If I do not read a book, (my obligation) will not be
(fulfilled).
= I must read a book.
2: must (logical necessity) —  a and b
a. de_ nakereba naranai
be if not will not be
Sore wa so de nakereba naranai.
= If it is not so, (one’s inference) will not be
(substantiated)•
= It must be so.
b 0 ni cigai nai
in mistake there is no
Sore wa sS ni cigai nai.
= There is no mistake in the fact that it is so.
It must be so
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3: may (permission) —  a and b
a° —te (mo) ii
1 2 3
1 = a suspensive form of a verb
2 = an emphatic particle (optional)
3 = will be all right
Anata wa hon o yonde mo ii desu,
= You will read a book and it will be all righto
= You may read a book#
b0 —te (mo) kamawanai
(one) do not mind
Anata wa hon o yonde mo kamawanai desu0 
= You will read a book and I don*t mind (if you do so)0 
= You may read a book0
4: may (epistemic possibility) —  ka (mo) sirenai
1 2
1 = question or doubt marker (particle)
2 = will not be known»
Kare wa kuru ka mo sirenaio
= Is he coming? - It is not known (yet to one)»
= He may come«
These examples illustrate my assertions«
Next, when one compares the Japanese expressions used in 
the above examples with English modal auxiliaries corresponding 
to them and tries to compare them semantically, one quickly 
encounters some difficult problems« Eor example, I honestly 
think that the exact connotation of linguistic terms such as 
•permission* or •possibility* in English are not grasped by 
us Japanese and that the grammatical sense of the term
•permission* or *possibility* in Japanese has not yet been
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elucidated at the present stageo (i pointed out on page 166 
of* this thesis, that the extension of the English term ‘ability* 
is wider than the Japanese term 'nSryoku1, "but regrettably, 
such an important basic fact has, as yet, remained completely 
unnoticed, even by the people who specialise in Japanese 
linguistics©)
With regard to the connotation of the term ‘permission*•
I used the term ‘permission* in this thesis (pp* 178-179), 
but, in fact, in Japanese there are cases where one employs 
3-a or 3-b only for expressing ‘permission*© At this point 
of time, we do not yet know when the use of a device other 
than 3-a or 3—b is obligatory, or when the use of the above 
3—a or 3-b is obligatory, or when one can use both of them©
I believe that the revelation with regard to the difference 
of the usage between t*may* and ‘can* concerned with the sense 
of ‘permission* by Leech ( page 227 in his book
- _ r _ .  ) is a great contribution© In the light of his
descriptions, it seems to me that the above problem in Japanese 
is very similar to the difference between *may* and *can*, but 
we can still not be sure of this©
With regard to the connotation of the term ‘possibility* ©
When Leech stated "If we understand an active sentence in 
the sense of ‘ability*, the corresponding passive sentence has
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to be understood in the 'possibility1 sense:
1) 'He can (= is able to) beat the world champion
2) 'The world champion can be beaten by him*«
On the other hand, these differences should not disguise 
the very close connection of meaning, which is one of 
implication:
3) 'He is able to speak five languages* implies
4) * It is possible for him to speak five languages'©
What did he want to convey by this *4)*2 (His view with regard 
to the 'can* in *2)* is quoted on page 231 in this thesis©
The sense of the 'can* in this *2)* is clearly that of 
'gaizensei* in Japanese©) Prom the viewpoint of Japanese, the 
usage of 'possible' in this '4)' is nothing but a more 
impersonal way to express one's ability© With regard to the 
semantic analysis of the term 'possible*, in this case was Leech 
unsuccessful? Or, is the connotation of the Japanese term 
corresponding to 'possible' or 'possibility* in English not 
known to Japanese? And, because of this sort of doubt, when a 
Japanese comes across a pronouncement such as Leech made, he 
is just perplexed.
Next, linguistic problems concerned with 'gaizensei* in 
Japanese are not well elucidated (See pp. 239—40)© Therefore, 
it is very difficult to make semantically accurate 
pronouncements at this stage on the basis of the comparison 
between the expression concerned with 'epistemic possibility or 
logical possibility* and the corresponding expression in 
Japanese© However, there is one interesting point with regard 
to the difference between *-uru* which can express 'gaizensei* 
and *ka mo sirenai*. The difference between *can* expressing
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•possibility * (general and theoretical possibility) and * may * 
expressing also Possibility* (a more particular and practical 
kind of possibility) described by Leech (9*4o2© in his book) 
seems to be very similar to the difference between *-uru* 
and *ka mo sirenai1 in Japanese. But again, nobody knows what 
the exact differences are between Japanese and English on this 
pointo With regard to this point, Karttunen stated *If it is 
true that modals in ordinary language are usually interpreted 
epistemically, the question arises as to how one expresses in 
ordinary language that something is logically possible or 
logically necessary', and found it necessary to undertake 
research into such problemso I believe that this is his major 
contribution© It seems to me that Leech*s study with regard 
to * can* and 'may' should be extended towards the inquiry on 
the difference between .‘logical possibility* and *epistemic 
possibility* proposed by Karttunen© I have a special reason 
to propose this© The term ‘possibility* which I employed for 
the description of the data in III - 4 - 3 of this thesis is 
the term for 'gaizensei* din Japanese© (When I observe the 
* -uru* which are used in those data, the core of my intuition 
is ‘gaizensei*o) And it seems that the connotation of 
•gaizensei* is the same as or very similar to ‘logical 
possibilities* as described by Karttunen© But, again, one 
cannot say that the * uru* exclude the sense of ‘epistemic 
possibility* described by him (See [l36]i and description)© 
Elucidation of how ‘logical possibility* and ‘epistemic 
possibility* by means of * uru* is distinguished and related 
will be a point to be investigated in the future© (Notice the 
fact that *—uru* and *ka mo sirenai* co-exist© This is an 
interesting example ©)
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Next, Leech insists that *The modal auxiliaries may, must, 
can, and have, to likewise occur in the "authority” sense 
only*« But, it seems to me that his view does not fit 
'permission as a natural course (p«179 in this thesis)* which 
is one of the senses of the potential concerned with 'power*•
As X have pointed out in various parts of this essay, the 
Japanese potential system is originally from 'middle voice*, 
and for this reason various problems arise which I discussed 
in this thesis, and again for this reason there exists a 
boundary area where a sentence may be understood as either 
potential or spontaneouso Therefore, there is no doubt that 
•permission as a natural course* exists as one of the senses 
of the potential in Japanese« Leech says *l) in a situation 
where authority is exercised, the person under authority has 
a choice of action: 2) but in a situation of causation, no
choice is possible for the"causee"• I would rather think that 
the second part of his description is connected with the sense 
of *permission as a natural course"« (Refer to Scholz*s 
description with regard to Russian Impersonal Expression in l) 
of this •Appendix*«
B« With regard to Jackendoff*s article *Modals*, what 
attracted my attention was his procedure in approaching 
problems« Before he develops his own discussion, he states 
•It is clear that the two senses (root sense and epistemic 
sense) must be distinguished in the lexicon and in semantic 
interpretation© Should they be distinguished syntactical! y as 
well? Ross (l967d) and Perlmutter (l97l) claim that the two 
senses should arise from two distinct deep structures, both
of which represent the modal as the main verb of a higher
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sentence which, embeds the surface main clause as a complement« 
However, this approach ignores the totally different behaviour 
of modals and verbs*;'
Since I am not prepared to state a definite judgement for 
or against this point of view at the moment, I would like to 
state my general impression with regard to his argument by 
way of commento
It seems to me that Jackendoff wants to say ‘it would be 
possible to express the semantic difference of the two senses 
with logical formula but a necessary transformation for the 
logical expression would be something ad hoc and unreliable* 
which does not have the support of a syntactic base0 This 
appears to be plausible« But again, it is true that our 
intuition tells us there is a definite difference between the 
two senses, and it seems to me that I cannot immediately adopt 
a definite attitude with regard to his assertion* This is the 
impression I have received from his article«
Co On * sporadic aspect* •
HoB« ‘Sporadic aspect* is what I call * occasional! ty‘ • In 
III - 5 — 1 of this thesis, I stated that, in my small 
experience, I have not so far come across a grammatical 
explanation which pointed out that the auxiliary verb ‘can* 
expresses ,*occasionality* at the same time as it expresses 
^possibility*. But I have now found that there were already 
some studies of this problem»
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Boyd, and Thorne (No« 16) acknowledge * can* expressing 
1 sporadic aspect* as one of ‘three non-modal cans1*»
* The term ‘modals* is a name given to modal auxiliaries«
By saying *non-modals1, do they just want to say the ‘three 
cans* are not coloured By modality? If so, it seems to me that 
their assertion is not acceptable« In my understanding, 
modality is, roughly speaking, the expression of a speaker*s 
attitude with regard to the content of his sentential expression 
towar*ds the reality and his hearer« Therefore, any sentence,
as long as it is a sentence, should have a modality0 And the 
•three cans*, also, cannot be spoken about apart from-modality« 
In my interpretation, the phrase * modal * auxiliaries in 
English is a sort of nickname given because of the fact that 
in them the existence of various mental attitudes of the 
speaker are easily noticeable«
With regard to the ‘sporadic aspect*, Wierzbicka states 
as follows: *1 do not see how a sentence like Welshmen can be
tad 1. can be represented in terms of either "belief“ or 
“supposition"«* The solution which seems to me open is this: 
Welshmen can be tall« = One can think of tall Welshmen«
The can in this explication is the same as everywhere else: 
think of I regard as indefinable« In sentences like this, 
there is no question of imagining anything: they refer to real
(although unspecified) people whom one can think of (i suspect 
this is the rationale behind Boyd and Thome's idea of
* sporadic cases*«).
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Opposed "to Boyd and Thome * s view stated above» Antinucci 
and Paris! (No* 14) say: *We would tentatively suggest that
these are instances of epistemic can, with the special 
condition that the first argument of CAUSE^ he the"intrinsic 
nature"of the surface subject of the sentence,1
Tn my description (ill — 4 — 3 “ (i)» (ii),sentences wioh 
i-uxu» expressing «gaizensei* (possibility) are subdivided 
into two groups: In the first group, ‘-uru* expresses
«gaizensei« only. And in the second group »-uru« expresses 
1 occasional!ty (= sporadic aspect) + gaizensei1o
In my view, «occasionally« itself which is separated from 
«gaizensei* is not one of the semantic features which are 
expressed by the potential. We do not need a potential 
expression just for describing the fact that the same action, 
the same function, or the same state takes place repeatedly 
at intervals. By showing the two examples «Cocktail parties 
can be boring*, and «Welshmen can be tall*, Boyd and Thorne 
acknowledge that this sort of «can* expresses «sporadic 
aspect*. It may or might be true that for them to reach their 
conclusion there was the rationale which was suspec ued oy 
Wierzbicka. But I am not satisfied because they simply 
stated «it is only sentences that can be paraphrased in this 
way that are able to take can« by paraphrasing the above two 
sentences into «Sometimes cocktail parties are boring», and 
«Sometimes Welshmen are tall*. Also, because they did not 
show the process of reasoning by which they were led to their 
conclusion.
In so far as my research was concerned, all the Japanese 
potential sentences with *-uru* expressing toccasional!ty*
expressed «possibility« as well, and I have evidence from my
English informant that all the potential sentences which _I
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showed to him with ’can’ expressing *occasionality* express 
‘possibility• as well« In other words, there was no potential 
sentence expressing the meaning of“ ‘occasionality* only*» They 
all co-exist with the meaning of possibility*0 I believe 
that, for a sentence to be called *a potential sentence*, it 
must be provided with one of the potential meanings and the 
reason why a sentence expressing ‘occasionality + possibility* 
is worthy of the name ‘potential sentence* lies in the 
’possibility* element0
Next, Antinucci and Paris!, using the above example
‘Welshmen can be tall*, stated *We would tentatively suggest
that there are instances of epistemic can« with the special
condition that the first argument of CAUSE be thexy
’intrinsic nature* of the surface subject of the sentence*«
But it seems to me that the word ‘intrinsic nature* cannot 
be applied to the subjects of the sentences exemplified in the 
following:
[l85]a A fire can break out even in the rain«,
b In November, we can have snow in Canberra«
Next, with regard to the question, ‘why does uru" or 
"can" expressing "gaizensei" have the capacity of simultaneously 
expressing "occasionality"?*, I have the same opinion as 
Wierzbicka does« (For a strategic reason, to be given later,
I will not express the word ‘gaizensei* in English.) The 
reason that I have to share Wierzbicka’s view is based on the 
fact that the above *-uru* and ’can* are means to express 
whether * it is conceivable for the speaker to express that 
something may or might happen or exist* or not. And the meaning 
of the potential included in ‘conceivable* or *(one) can think 
of* is what I have termed the meaning of’the potential concerned
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with, power1. I believe that the reason why the ’-uru1 and 
’can* expressing ’gaizensei’ have the capacity of 
simultaneously expressing *occasionality* can be understood 
for the first time when one regards them semantically 
according to Wierzbicka*s view« It is because ’Actus* and 
•Potentia* can co-exist in the meaning expressed by 
•conceivable* or 1(one) can think of*« (Here, ’actus1 
corresponds to ’occasionality* and ’potentia* to *gaizensei’«) 
I believe that this is the answer to the above problem® In 
addition to this, for the first time when one views the point 
this way, it seems to me that the epistemic rationale will be 
elucidated in that the potential concerned with 'power’ and 
the potential concerned with ’gaizensei’, the difference being 
easily found in Japanese, can be unified under the name of the 
’potential*•
For this reason, I believe that Wierzbicka’s view, ’The 
Solution which seems to me open is this: Welshmen can be
tall» = One can think of tall Welshmen* is farsighted» And 
again, I believe that the reason why *~uru* and ’can* in the 
passive sentence express ’gaizensei* (ill - 7 - 1 — (i)
(pp»230-33)) can be solved for the first time when one views 
the point according to Wierzbicka’s view» (Wierzbicka offers 
the following example with regard to this point: The pound
can be devalued« = People can devalue the pound«)
Next, with regard to the semantic difference between the 
’can* and ’may*, Wierzbicka illustrated her view by the 
following examples: (in fact, the left side sentences are
taken from Leech.)
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*The Monsoon, can be dangerous. = One can think of* dangerous
Monsoons* *
* The Monsoon may be dangerouso = I can suppose that the
Monsoon is (will be) 
dangerous•*
With regard to the difference between the *-uru* and 
1ka mo sirenai* in Japanese, in so far as tuition tells me, 
it seems to me that her view can well explain it0 That is to 
say, *ka mo sirenai* expresses the possibility that something 
may/might happen or exist, but does not have the capacity of 
expressing * occasionality * 0 (i have no intuition in English, 
but it seems to me that English •may* does not have the 
capacity of expressing *occasionality1 either*) Therefore, in 
Japanese, if one wants to construct a sentence with (*-uru* 
expressing the meaning of * occasionality + gaizensei * by means 
of * ka mo sirenai*, the sentence will be as follows in 
[l86]b.
[lS6]a Alio ko wa itaztura o suru koto ga axiuru kai*a ki o 
tsukete kudasai.
= (That kid can be naughty, so be careful.) 
b Ano ko wa itazura o suru koto ga aru si, mata suru 
ka mo sirenai kara ki o tsukete kudasai*
= (That kid is sometimes naughty and may be naughty, 
so be careful.)
The above examples show that Wierzbicka's interpretation 
with regard to ,may* can help to elucidate the semantic 
meaning of 'ka mo sirenai**
It seems that the reason why * ka mo sirenai* cannot 
simultaneously express *occasionality* is connected with the
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fact that it incorporates a negative element. Therefore, 
when the strength of one’s view expressed by *ka mo sirenai* 
is compared with, the strength of one’s view expressed by the 
’-uru’, the latter is far stronger, and one may well say that 
this is connected with the fact that the ’-uru' can express 
’logical possibility* or ’occasionality’. (Prom this point of 
view, what will be the difference between ’may and ’can’?)
One can possibly say that the strength of one’s view expressed 
by the former ’ka mo sirenai), compared with the latter 
(-uru), is around 50 per cent at the highesto
As the result of constant observation of the difference 
between the two expressions in Japanese, one may well say that 
*ka mo sirenai* expresses ’epistemic possibility’ but does not 
express ’logical possibility*, while the ’-uru* has the 
capacity of expressing ’logical possibility’. (However, as 
I have stated in 3 ) - A above, regrettably, at this stage, I 
cannot describe the difference between the two in detail.)
(The reason why I used the Japanese term ’gaizensei' is that 
I did not want to lose the nuance expressed by the term, which 
I explained above, by replacing it with the English term 
’possibility’0)
D.
N.B. Austin’s article (No0 12) is basically about free-choice 
ard determinism • It criticises, by the ’contrapositive 
test’ and * non-detachment test*, Moore’s theory that ’I could 
have* = would have, if I had chosen*. Since I am not prepared 
to express my own opinion at this stage with regard to
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Austin’s assertion l^ and Karttunen’s ‘modals in conditional1 ) ,
I would like to explain the reasons why I cannot comment,
Opposed to Moore’s ’Ethics’, Austin starts his article 
with the question ’Are cans constitutionally iffy?*.
In fact, it seems to me that this type of conception 
should be produced with ’no unnaturalness * by a native speaker 
of a language which has a modal system such as English but 
such a concept cannot be expected, or is very difficult, for 
a native speaker of a language in which the counterparts 
corresponding to the modal system used in a language like 
English are expressed in different ways* This is because 
entities called ’modal auxiliaries* have features necessarily 
to be studied in conjunction with the so-called ’subjunctive 
mood’, and for this reason they can more easily be connected 
with the study of the nature of ’conditions* expressed by the 
* if clause 1 *
However, Japanese has neither specific verbal morphological 
means to express the ’subjunctive mood* nor does it have the 
device of combining auxiliary verbs with main verbs for 
expressing thema That is to say, in Japanese, morphologically 
the same verbs are used for describing both factual things 
and hypothetical things* To give a concrete example, any 
person who has studied Japanese even a little says that, if the 
end part of a verb is *-ta’, it indicates the past, but more 
exactly one must say that *-ta* has the capacity of expressing 
the three features: l) pastitive, 2) perfective, and
3) mood-denotiveo (e.g* l) Kare ga yonda kara boku mo kita 
yo* (Since he called me, I came here too, you know.):
2) Boku mo kita toki soko ni ikoo. (i will be there when/if 
I, too, .come*): 3 ) Kare ga yondara boku mo kita yo* (if he
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called me, I would have come, you know» ) ) Prom these examples, 
the reader will find that in Japanese the study of the 
Potential Expression is not necessarily connected with the 
study of means to express the * supposition*„
hext, I have an unsolved problem with regard to Japanese 
conditional sentences. A long time ago, I studied the adverb, 
*mosi*, which can frequently appear in Japanese conditional 
sentences. (Since this word *mosi* is untranslatable, I will 
not translate it into English.) The *mosi* is optional but 
usable in a group of conditional clauses, but it is 
ungrammatical to use it in another group of conditional 
clauses. (e.go l) Mosi arasi ga kureba kono omocya no uci wa 
kowareru. (if a storm comes/came, this toy house will/would 
be destroyed.): 2)* Mosi garasu wa sita ni ocireba kowareru.
(if glass falls/fell down, it will/would be broken.))
I feel strongly that this point must be compared with 
Austin* s pronouncements with regard to * ifs* and Karttunen’s 
* modais in conditional*, but I am still not prepared to state 
exactly why it is grammatical to use it in some cases and 
why it is not in some others.
Austin*s article and Karttunen* s *modais in conditional * 
are certainly interesting. But, as I stated above, I am not 
well prepared to compare the mood-denotative *-ta* and *-u* 
in Japanese and the usage of *mosi* with their assertions.
My problems would be shared by any Japanese linguist when he 
carefully reads Austin*s and Karttunen* s assertions. For 
the reasons I explained above, regrettably, at this stage, 
it would be improper for me to give my comments with regard
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-to their assertions. However, I believe that the reader will 
agree, from my description, that such conceptions by a user 
of a language like Japanese are difficult to formulate.
